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"Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper.
Truth itself becomes suspicious by being put into that polluted
vehicle. The real extent of this state of misinformation is
known only to those who are in situations to confront facts
within their knowledge with the lies of the day."
- Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)
Author of the Declaration of Independence
3rd President of the United States
From: Letter to John Norvell, 1807
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INTRODUCTION
Since its founding in 1851 by Republican Henry Jarvis Raymond, The NY Times
has been a big player in shaping public opinion. But it was not until 1896 that the
Times took a turn to the internationalist Left when it was purchased by a GermanJew named Adolph Ochs. In 1897, Ochs himself would coin the paper's now
famous self-serving slogan, printed on its masthead every day ever since: "All the
News That’s Fit to Print”.

Adolph Ochs

Ochs’ daughter married Arthur Hays Sulzberger, who
became publisher when Adolph died. Ochs’ great
grandson Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr. is the publisher of
the NY Times today. So, for 1.2 centuries, America’s
most influential propaganda sheet has been in the hands of
the same Zionist-Marxist family. Count on The Times to
promote
big
government,
Globalism,
phony
environmentalism, Israel, the Fed, and endless wars.

Just how powerful is what your fighting author likes to refer to “Sulzberger’s
Slimes”? The erudite writer Gore Vidal may have been a morally degenerate
sodomite who was wrong about many things, but his reference to the Slimes as
“the Typhoid Mary of American journalism” was as spot-on as it was witty. One
need only glance at the morning headlines of “the paper of record”, and then take
note of how the superficial infomercials known as “the Nightly News” will so
often pick up on whatever front page fairy-tale that the Manhattan Mendacity
Machine spun that very same morning.
Like some journalistic plague; the virus of lies, half-truths and cherry-picked data
then infects the unguarded minds of the whole country, and indeed, the world.
Such is the indisputable power and undeserved “prestige” of this dreadful
“Orwellian” institution.
The Anti-New York Times was originally established as, and still is, a pay-toview daily sub-page of TomatoBubble.com. Beginning in 2015, the collected
rebuttals to the Slimes’ Spin were published in Quarterly book format – which you
7

now hold in your hands. To best understand the bare-knuckled and often humorous
rebuttals, it is recommended that readers also purchase and study, Planet
Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order. That will give you a
firm grounding in REAL history while The Anti-New York Times informs you of
the contemporary world which had grown out of that tragic history.
When gathered in one place, the rebuttals expose The Slimes as a deceitful naked
Emperor. If the Slimes is the disease of deception, let The Anti-New York Times
be your antidote of truth.

REBUTTED BY

.
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NY Times: ‘Roseanne’ Revival Wins Huge TV Ratings
NY Times: ‘Roseanne’ Reboot Sprang From ABC’s
Heartland Strategy After Trump’s Victory
NY Times: Trump Rings Up Roseanne Barr After Her Show
Is a Ratings Winner
REBUTTAL BY

From the Drudge Retard to Sean Insannity to the know-nothing shock jocks of
conservatard radio, the American "right" is all abuzz and giddy over the sudden
success of ABC's resurrected shitcom, "Roseanne." Oddly enough, the Left
Piranha Press seems to be just as enthused. Hmmmmm. That's weird.
An astonishing 18.2 million viewers, many of them naively believing that they
were sending a huge "up yours" salute to the Establishment, tuned in on the
opening night of the show which features Roseanne Barr playing the role of
"Roseanne Conner" -- a heartland of America grandmother and Trump supporter.
A siren tweet by Drudge blared, "Roseanne Boom Stuns Hollywood." Sean
Insannity is openly begging for Barr to come on his FAUX Channel talk show.
9

Radio king Rush Lamebrain is shouting "see-I-told-you-so's." And Trump himself
telephoned Roseanne to congratulate her on the show's initial success.
While ABC -- through its Fake News, late night ass-clown Jimmy Kimmel, and
other libtarded shows -- continues to trash Trump and traditional AmericanChristian values on a daily basis, the network's release of the Roseanne show is
akin to an abusive batterer sending flowers to win his frightened girl back. Dear
people of the American heartland! How bloody frickin' stupid can you be to
believe that Bolshevik ABC put this show together to "reach out" and make
amends to you, the "forgotten man and woman" of heartland America?

1. As part of a clever, reverse-psychology public relations stunt, ABC had
Roseanne Barr appear on the late night show of the despicable libtard
Jimmy Kimmel and tell Kimmel to "zip that fucking lip" about Trump.
Conservatard radio took the bait and aggressively promoted the show. 2.
ABC News attacks Trump and conservatives on a nightly basis. But
conservatards are actually helping the network prosper by watching
'Roseanne!' 3. Mossad bigmouth and Trump-worshipper Sean Insannity is
evidently too stupid (or too phony) to figure out the game.
Barr, the show’s star and co-creator, plays an unabashed Trump supporter who
spars with her libtard sister, Jackie -- who is not in any way made to look bad in
the manner which "All in the Family" would always make the "conservative"
Straw Man Archie Bunker seem like a buffoon. The top markets for the show's
debut were all from Trump country: Cincinnati, Kansas City, Tulsa, etc. The
libtard-heavy enclaves of New York and Los Angeles did not even crack the top
20.
The article itself, if one reads it closely, reveals the game:
"On the morning after the 2016 election, a group of nearly a dozen ABC executives
gathered at their Burbank, Calif., headquarters to determine what Donald J.
Trump’s victory meant for the network’s future.
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We looked at each other and said, ‘There’s a lot about this country we need to
learn a lot more about, here on the coasts,’” Ben Sherwood, the president of
Disney and ABC’s television group, said in an interview.
They began asking themselves which audiences they were not serving well and
what they could do to better live up to the company name — the American
Broadcasting Company. By the meeting’s end, they had in place the beginnings of
a revised strategy that led the network to reboot a past hit centered on a struggling
Midwestern family, a show that had a chance to appeal to the voters who had
helped put Mr. Trump in the White House.
Channing Dungey, the president of ABC Entertainment, said the success of
“Roseanne” was a direct result of the post-Election Day initiative to pursue an
audience that the network had overlooked."
Translation: We can boost our ratings in "flyover country" and make more money
by throwing these ignorant Trump-loving country bumpkins a tiny bone.

1. Channing Dungey, the affirmative-action Black female president of ABC
Entertainment, couldn't give a rat's ass about American heartland
conservatives. 2. The character of Roseann's sister is an outspoken libtard.
Her "liberal" presence offsets Roseanne's "conservative" character. 3. The
"Conner Family" cast of "Roseanne" has some interesting characters -which we'll get to in a moment.
In researching for this piece, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The AntiNew York Times were not at all surprised to learn that the oh-so"conservative"
Grandmom Roseanne has a Black granddaughter (whose mom is away serving in
the military) and a cross-dressing grandson. Diversity, cross-dressing and ultrafeminism -- some real heartland values, eh?
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Entertainment Weekly: (January 5, 2018) The Story Behind Roseanne's
Grandson Who Dresses Like a Girl

"In one of the more enlightened updates to Roseanne, Darlene’s son Mark (Ames
McNamara) likes to dress up in girl’s clothing. But it would be wrong to assume
the 9-year-old character is transitioning or is gay. We asked executive producer
Sara Gilbert (Darlene) to explain why she created the role of Mark and what fans
can expect of his story arc when the reunion begins its nine-episode run March 27
on ABC."
See what the abusive Sons of Satan in Hollyweird did? They lured conservatards
with all the pre-hype about "right wing Rosie," while dropping diversity, feminism
and tranny poison pills into the mix. Hey, if Roseanne Conner can accept racial
genocide and pre-pubescent faggotry within her own family, maybe you heartland
rubes should too! We suspect that it won't be long before all pretenses of
"conservatism" or "pro-Trumpism" gradually disappear from the show altogether.
Perhaps the converted Kabbalah Jew Roseanne, much like Archie Bunker of All in
the Family from the 1970's, will eventually "evolve" into a more enlightened
character -- thus subconsciously nudging a few million TV zombies to the left with
her.
Though we are quite certain that very few, if any, regular readers of the ANYT
watch Hollyweird's garbage -- just in case, we wish to declare: Stay away from this
cleverly concealed Marxist propaganda!

THE USUAL SUSPECTS ARE LAUGHING AT BOOBUS
CONSERVATIVE!
Roseanne has a tranny for a grandson, and a Black granddaughter whose
fighting mother is away serving in the U.S. military while dad (Roseanne's
son) takes care of her.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the return
of the first episode of the Roseanne show got massive ratings.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. In the age of Trump, Hollywood is making a
noble effort to reconnect with the values of middle America.

Sugar: Daddy! I have an idea! .... Let's publissh a few ssuperficially
libtarded articless with ssome truth pills embedded within them. We can
posst the linkss up on leftisst blogss and assk for donationss that we will
use to promote our Hitler bookss!

Editor: Mmmm ... What a fiendishly clever idea.
13

.... I like it!
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Fake Malala Yousafzai has made her family wealthy beyond their wildest
dreams.

NY Times: ‘Like a Dream’: Malala Makes an Emotional
Visit to Her Pakistani Hometown
By SALMAN MASOOD

REBUTTAL BY

Every few months, like clockwork, Malala the Malevolent is again featured in the
putrid pages of Sulzberger's Slimes. "Youse guys" do recall this brazen little CIA
crisis-actress, dontcha -- the Pakistani girl who was "shot in the head" by the big
bad Taliban back in 2012 for no other reason that she dared to go to school? Now
attending Globalist Oxford University, the vicious little she-devil is all grown-up
and has since become a best-selling author ($$$), a sought-after lecturer ($$$), and
a Nobel Peace Prize Winner ($$$). Ah, show us the shekels Malala, show us the
shekels.
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"Oooohhhhh. I'm dying ... I'm dying." --- The crisis-actress Malala
Yousafzai "survived" a bullet to the head at close range and was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize, which comes with about $1 million USD.
*

1 & 2. Soon after her miraculous "recovery," superstar Malala went on to
resume her studies and her CIA agitation against Islam. 3. Malala, by now
an immensely wealthy best-selling author, meets with Obongo, the very
man killing the Pakistani children that she is supposed to be advocating
for!
The event itself is now old news, yet the sainted little hell-cat, as we here at The
Anti-New York Times predicted, continues to be puffed-up by the New World
Order gang from time to time -- thus compelling us to comment upon her latest act
from time to time. So, why is this character, nearly 6 years after the "shooting,"
still being propped-up?
From the ANYT issue of July 7, 2017:
Excerpt *******
"Well, well, well --- look who's back in the spotlight, just graduated from High
School in England, headed off to college and then, we presume, a fast-rising
political career as a CIA-MI6 front-woman in Pakistan. ...
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... this latest Sulzbergian puff-piece on St. Malala is a clear indication that her role
in The Great Game has yet to play itself out. The Globalists are long-term players.
Most likely, they are positioning their nasty little agent, whose(injured) mouth and
speech have straightened out now, for a meteoric Obongo-like rise and rise
through the ranks of Pakistani politics. One thing is for sure, this troubled world
ain't seen the last of this phony little bitch."

NWO Productions presents: The Malala Story
******* End of Excerpt
Multi-millionaire Malala's triumphant return to her old town is described in the
mushiest of terms in this Slimes' article:
“I wish to be in Swat, to be among you and serve you,” Ms. Yousafzai said with
tears in her eyes as she met with former schoolmates and relatives at her old
family house. “It is still like a dream for me to be among you,” she said, her voice
quavering."
After fulfilling her "wish" to "be among" the people she wishes to "serve"(in front
of the cameras, of course), Pakistan's future Prime Minister (if the CIA gets it
way) later boarded a plane and returned to her new fancy western elite lifestyle -complete with blue jeans and high-heeled boots -- at Oxford University. See ya
later, Pakistan!
Though many specimens of Boobus Pakistanius have fallen hook-line-sinker for
the scam, many other Pakistanis are wise to the motives behind St. Malala's "Sandy
Hookish" shooting act and her subsequent beatification in the Piranha Press of the
degenerate anti-Muslim / anti-God West. She is indeed seen by many as a Western
stooge. In several Pakistani cities, an association of private schools observed “I Am
Not Malala Day” to mark her visit. Schoolchildren and teachers held placards
opposing her.
16

If and when this brazen little Oxford (Rothschild) Bolshevik is ever installed as
Pakistan's Prime Minister, (within the next 10 years?), expect some serious
political turmoil in Pakistan. That's just what "they" (cough cough) always do.

1: Pakistani patriots mocked the British-based Malala's best-selling book, "I
am Malala" by releasing, "I am Not Malala. I am Muslim. I am Pakistani."
2. The Oxford co-ed and self-described "devout Muslim" will ditch her
phony pious Muslim act and don the blue jeans and boots as soon as she
returns to Londonistan.
*

1. Flowers for the phony. 2. "Your Highne$$. I wa$ wondering if you could
plea$e give my book an endor$ement plug." 3. For speaking
engagements, please contact my booking agents at All American Speakers
Bureau:
http://www.allamericanspeakers.com/bookingrequest.php?SpName=Malala-Yousafzai
or just call, toll-free, 1-800-MY-TALENT (that's actually the website and
phone number!)
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Still just 20 years old, St. Malala and her handlers have already pumped
out three books and collected a boatload of awards / cash prizes.
*

The world gone mad!

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Malala
returned to Pakistan for a visit.
Boobus Americanus 2: What a remarkable and courageous young
woman. I understand she is studying at Oxford now.
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Sugar: Boobuss, you credulouss cornball! Malala ain't nuthin' but a frickin'
money-grubbing CIA crississ-actress!
Editor: The fact that the Globalists awarded her a Nobel Peace Prize tells
us all we need to know about Makaka.
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NY Times (Opinion): In Praise of A.D.H.D.
By LEONARD MLODINOW

REBUTTAL BY

How refreshing it is to read an opinion piece in Sulzberger's Slimes that actually
makes sense -- and penned by one of the chosenites, no less! And it also gives us a
much-needed break from writing about the usual conspiratorial and murderous evil
that this mad world of ours is utterly and depressingly steeped in -- although, even
this subject can be linked to "the usual suspects" for the usual motives.
This matter of "Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder" (ADHD) is one that
is near and dear to your mind-wandering Editor here. And this article
affirms something I have intuitively understood since childhood; namely, that the
"disorder" is, at least in many cases, actually the gift of automatic creative thought
and deep sensitivity that is often mistaken for an undisciplined or distracted mind.
Rather than administering drigs, it's side effects of "acting out" can be mitigated
with a firm hand or even a good ass whoopin' from time to time.
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From the perspective of an admitted "space cadet," let us analyze some of
"theoretical physicist" Leonard Mlodinow's observations. Perhaps they may even
apply to you or a loved one.

Mlodinow, with crackpot Steven Hawking, may be a theoretical
mathematical illusionist and most likely a flaming Jewish libtard, but we're
taking it light today. He actually writes a good piece about the
misunderstanding of "ADHD" cases.

Mlodinow: Ten years ago, when my son Nicolai was 11, his doctor wanted to put
him on medication for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. “It would make
him less wild,” I explained to my mother... “It would slow him down a bit.”
Analysis: According to the Centers for Disease Control, a whopping 20 percent of
boys – ages 14 to 17 – in the U.S. have been "diagnosed" with ADHD and about
10 percent are taking "medication" (mind-altering drugs) for it. Among girls, about
10% have been similarly "diagnosed" with the "disorder." The psychologicalpharmaceutical complex is raking in billions while hooking a huge chunk of the
lost generation on psych drugs that are as dangerous in the long run as they are
unnecessary.
Mlodinow: My mother grumbled. “Look around you,” she said in Yiddish. “Look
how fast the world is changing. He doesn’t need to slow down. You need to speed
up.”
Analysis: We suspect that most Yids know better than to drug their children, and
that many Jewish shrinks, for reasons both financial and genocidal, are all too
eager to dope up the goy kids and thus remove them from competing with their
own.
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Mlodinow: Recent research suggests she had a point. Some people with A.D.H.D.
may be naturally suited to our turbocharged world. To thrive in this frenetic world,
certain cognitive tendencies are useful: to embrace novelty, to absorb a wide
variety of information, to generate new ideas.
Analysis: Could it be that, perhaps unbeknown to Mr. Mlodinow, the "slowing
down" of the non-conformist, "hyperactive" original thinkers (like little intelligent
delinquent Mikey King) is part of the plan to keep humanity enslaved?
Mlodinow: The possibility that such characteristics might be associated with
A.D.H.D. was first examined in the 1990s. The educational psychologist Bonnie
Cramond, for example, tested a group of children in Louisiana who had been
determined to have A.D.H.D. and found that an astonishingly high number — 32
percent — did well enough to qualify for an elite creative scholars program in
the Louisiana schools.
Analysis: One would think, in the face of such a statistical anomaly, society ought
to be cultivating the latent abilities of our most creative young people. Instead, we
are, in many cases, drugging away the very characteristics that make them special - or make them "dangerous," depending upon your perspective.

Tell it Mr. Mencken, tell it!
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Mlodinow: It is now possible to explain Professor Cramond’s results at the neural
level. While there is no single brain structure or system responsible for A.D.H.D.
(and some believe the term encompasses more than a single syndrome), one cause
seems to be a disruption of the brain’s dopamine system. One consequence of that
disruption is a lessening of what is called “cognitive inhibition.” The human brain
has a system of filters to sort through all the possible associations, notions and
urges that the brain generates, allowing only the most promising ones to pass into
conscious awareness.
Analysis: It appears we now have actual observable science (not to be confused
with the theoretical bullshit so prevalent today) to confirm what we frustrated
creative types have deeply sensed all along.
Mlodinow: Individuals with A.D.H.D. naturally have less stringent filters. This
can make them more distractible but also more creative. Such individuals may also
adapt well to frequent change and thus make for good explorers.
Analysis: "Good explorers," and disobedient conspiracy theorists ™ too. Indeed, it
is often during episodes of "distraction" (which drove past teachers and both the
former and current Mrs. Kings nuts!) when ideas and whole pages of good stuff
just pop into my head out of nowhere.
Mlodinow: In fact, scientists have found that the farther a group’s ancestors
migrated, the higher the prevalence of the gene variant in that population.
Analysis: That's natural, because ADHD's are non-conformist and restless.
Mlodinow: A.D.H.D. is termed a disorder, and in severe forms it can certainly
disrupt a person’s life. But you might view a more moderate degree of A.D.H.D. as
an asset in today’s turbulent and fast-changing world. My mother, now 95, long
ago realized that speed is the essence of our era. Her intuition about Nicolai proved
correct, and she has lived to watch her grandson thrive without taking the
A.D.H.D. medication she was dead set against.
Analysis: Nicolai may have grown up and thrived, but one wonders how many of
today's millennials, diagnosed and "treated" for ADHD when younger, have had
their greatest asset stripped away from them -- when all they really ever needed to
settle down was a strong set of parents and/or teachers to get in their face and put a
reasonable bit of fear into them.
23

I hate to think what would have become, or not become, of the trouble-making,
bored & restless "problem child" -- who grew up to serve an unsatisfying quartercentury in conformist corporate America before discovering his true self and
creating TomatoBubble.com -- had he been doped up and "slowed down" as an
"ADHD" teenager whose true academic passions were literature and history.
Hey teacher! Leave those kids alone.

The creative and restless kids will grow up fine if the bloody quack-shrinks
stop drugging them.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read a piece in the New York Times today that
claims that ADHD is linked to creative thinking.
Boobus Americanus 2: I'm sorry. What did you say? I wasn't paying
attention.
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Sugar: Boobuss is both abssent-minded AND sstupid!
Editor: He sure is. In Aldous Huxley's 1932 classic, "Brave New World,"
the world government dispensed a drug called "soma" to the citizenry in
order to keep them pacified and contented.
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NY Times: Winnie Madikizela-Mandela Is Dead at 81;
Fought Apartheid
By ALAN COWELL

REBUTTAL BY

Sugar and I, er "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times delayed our
eulogy for Winnie the Wicked Wench because South Africa stories are such an
emotional downer to write about. The physical horrors inflicted upon The Great
One's Germany are depressing enough to read and write about, but at least that all
took place a long time ago. That which is being inflicted upon White South
Africans is current, and hence, harder to stomach. But it is a story that needs to be
known and we shall be writing more about the subject as the situation in that
formerly first-class nation continues to deteriorate.
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WINNIE MANDELA'S LAWLESS LEGACY
1 & 2: Susan Howarth was tortured by Black home invaders for hours.
She died in a hospital later on. 3: Many, many more just like her, and the
number is rising every day while the world remains silent.

As for this Slimes piece about the horrible murdering communist hag, Winnie
Mandela, (may she rot in hell), the body of story does indeed tell of the serious
misdeeds which caused even the Piranha Press to distance itself from her. Whereas
ex-husband and communist / terrorist / jailbird Nelson Mandela knew how to put
on a smiling front and make a reassuringly phony "outreach" to South African
Whites, this nasty monstress could neither conceal her hatred nor her violent
streak.
From the article:
"Winnie Madikizela-Mandela, whose hallowed place in the pantheon of South
Africa’s liberators was eroded by scandal over corruption, kidnapping, murder
and the implosion of her fabled marriage to Nelson Mandela, died early Monday
in Johannesburg. She was 81.
In the late 1980s, Ms. Madikizela-Mandela allowed the outbuildings around her
residence in Soweto to be used by the so-called Mandela United Football Club, a
vigilante gang that claimed to be her bodyguard. It terrorized Soweto, inviting
infamy and prosecution.In 1991 she was convicted of ordering the 1988
kidnapping of four youths in Soweto. The body of one, a 14-year-old named James
Moeketsi Seipei — nicknamed Stompie, a slang word for a cigarette butt, reflecting
his diminutive stature — was found with his throat cut."
Ms. Madikizela-Mandela’s chief bodyguard was convicted of murder. She was
sentenced to six years for kidnapping, but South Africa’s highest appeals court
reduced her punishment to fines and a suspended one-year term."
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Not a bad summary. The problem is, the essential facts are offset by the positive
headline -- "Fought Apartheid."

1. Stompie Seipei, a suspected informant, was murdered by Winnie's
goons in 1988, under her orders. Many believe that she actually
participated in the torture-killing of the boy. 2. 1994: The murderous
Mandelas and SA Communist Party boss Joe Slovo (cough cough) give
the communist raised-fist salute. 3. Fidel loves Nelson.
As for this "new South Africa" ™ which has degraded so much since the
dismantling of Apartheid -- by any objective standard, life has become harder and
more dangerous for both Whites and Blacks. Contrary to Fake News and Fake
History, Apartheid was not a system of "oppression," ™ but rather, a system of
protection. The much-celebrated "end of Apartheid" in 1994 placed the 8.5%
White minority (which built the nation from scratch!) under the political thumb of
the 90% Black/Brown masses -- most of which descended from ancestors who
arrived in SA after the Whites had settled and developed the place. The result, as
expected by anyone not infected with libtardism, is an ongoing, horrifying and
worsening maltreatment of the Dutch and French-descended "Boers" (especially)
and also White South Africans of British descent.
Compounding the crisis is the fact that pro-market / pro-liberty / White-friendly
conservative Blacks continue to be marginalized, leaving the political system
solely in the hands of communist Blacks and their "White" partners / handlers
(cough cough). Following is a bullet-point resume review of the great
"accomplishments" of "the new South Africa" that was birthed by the Marxist
Mandela's and their Globalist bosses.



A full 1% of all White South Africans who have lived since 1994 have been
murdered, almost always by Blacks and often in sadistic fashion.
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A majority-based quota system, enforced by severe penalties on employers,
openly discriminates against Whites.
10% of the once-prosperous White population of SA -- stripped of their jobs
-- now live in squatter camps.
Poverty among Blacks in Marxist South Africa now stands above 50%! -far worse than during Apartheid days.
SA now has the highest crime rate of any of the developed G-20 nations.
SA now has the highest rate of AIDS in the world.
Once protected grand creatures like elephants, giraffes, lions and rhinos are
being slaughtered in large numbers as the incompetent corrupt government
appears powerless to stop the poaching (or is profiting from it?)

1. Righteous Blacks demonstrate against the farm murders. More than a
few of the older ones will openly tell you that life was better when the
Whites were charge. 2. Sodomites of all races are a protected class in "the
new South Africa." Zulu elders are shocked and dismayed at the growing
faggotry among their people. 3. Extreme and worsening Black poverty
creates frustration which the Communists blame on "the legacy of
Apartheid." ™
*

Rampant torture-murders of Whites -- Dispossessed and penniless White
squatters -- out-of-control poaching.
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The elite traitor / coward class of South African Whites (people like actress
Charlize Theron, golf legend Gary Player, businessman Elon Musk etc) remain
silent about White suffering and are immune to Black persecution. The smarter
Black Communists realize that they need some of the big Whites (and Jews)
around to run big businesses, do hi-tech, practice medicine etc. But the middleclass, farming class and poverty-stricken Whites face the very real threat of
genocide. Where are the bleeding-heart libtards who love "migrants" so much
when it comes to taking in these poor persecuted people? By the way, these were
the very same idiots who supported the international sanctioning which pressured
SA's internal White weaklings into handing over their nation to Mandela's Marxists
more than 20 years ago.
Paging Poop Francis? Paging the Frumpy Frau? Paging the U.N.? Paging the ohso-compassionate Jewish organizations which boast of their uniquely Jewish
empathy for refugees? Can we get a little help for these people? --- Hello? Hello?
(Sound of Crickets)

1 &2. Campus and Labor Union Libtards from the 1970's & 1980's had no
idea how they were being used to bring down anti-Globalist South Africa
with sanctions. 3. You'll not find the communist Poop Frankie kissing the
feet of any White South African who wishes to flee to freedom.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Winnie
Mandela passed away.
Boobus Americanus 2: A sad day for South Africa. If Nelson was the
father of the new South Africa, Winnie was the mother.

Sugar: Boobuss, you credulouss cornball! Even the Black Communistss
couldn't sstand that inssane hag.
Editor: Good riddance to that rubbish -- though her legacy of murder and
mayhem lives on stronger than ever.
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APRIL 2018

NY Times: The Conspiracy Theory That Says Trump is a
Genius
ByMICHELLE GOLDBERG

REBUTTAL BY

Thus far, even Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy Cat has been supportive of our
editorial policy to treat the phenomenon of the anonymous Internet poster known
as "Q-anon" with hopeful skepticism. We say "hopeful" because there is no
question that this individual possesses unusual knowledge and has made accurate
predictions concerning the secret military intelligence war -- being cleverly
concealed beneath the smoke and fury of the Trump-engineered "Mueller
investigation" ™ -- to take down many prominent Globalist criminals and child
rapists and traffickers.
Something is clearly going on that has already adversely impacted previously
untouchable scum such as Hollyweird mogul Harvey Weinstein, Killary Clinton,
Barack Obongo, suspected child-rapists Tony and John Podesta, Google powermogul Eric Schmidt, McCain the Insane, Mark Zuckerberg of FakeBook, Jeff
Bezos of Amazon and others -- exactly as Q had foretold. Q's recent "drop"
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indicating that Poop Frankie is going to be having a "terrible" month of May is also
very exciting news. Let's see what happens.
But we also say "skeptical" because other Q predictions have not come to pass as
foretold and we cannot determine if Q and the forces behind him are Israel Firsters
fighting Globalism, or "White Hats" working to take down the N.W.O. once and
for all. Q, like Trump, remains enigmatic (a $10 word for mysteriously puzzling).

1. Q says: C = P -- The Pope is the Chair who serves the "Master" and the
Pope "will be having a terrible May." 2. Killary and McCain both began
wearing right-ankle boots (to conceal GPS tracking devices?) at the same
time. McCain was later seen with the boot on his left ankle! 3. After people
began asking why Killary was wearing an ankle boot 6 weeks after a
"broken toe," she started wearing an arm cast!
Though we are not prepared to join the ranks of the Q-cult just yet, the fact that
elements of the Piranha Press, and now, the all-mighty Jew "paper of record" itself,
have started dumping on the quietly growing Q phenomenon as a "conspiracy
theory" ™ is cause for us to add a few points to the column titled, "hopeful." A
fascinating excerpt from the article penned by Michelle Goldberg (cough cough):
"Last week Roseanne Barr — who, with the hit reboot of her show, has become one
of the most prominent Donald Trump supporters in the country — tweeted that the
president has freed hundreds of children a month from sexual bondage. “He has
broken up trafficking rings in high places everywhere,” she wrote. (The tweet has
since been deleted.)
Barr’s tweet, puzzling to the casual observer, was a reference to QAnon, an
expansive, complicated pro-Trump conspiracy theory. The theory is fascinating as
an artifact of our current political derangement, but more than that, it’s
profoundly revealing about the lengths to which some Trump supporters will go to
convince themselves that his presidency is going well.
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In the QAnon reality, Trump only pretended to collude with Russia in order to
create a pretext for the hiring of Robert Mueller, the special counsel, who is
actually working with Trump to take down an inconceivably evil and powerful
network of coup-plotters and child sex traffickers that includes Hillary Clinton,
Barack Obama and George Soros."

Nice summary, Goldberg. Reminds us of something The Great One (that's Hitler
for you newbies & normies) wrote in Mein Kampf about the Jewish press mocking
the "conspiracy theory" ™ of "The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion:
"With groans and moans, the Frankfurter Zeitung (newspaper) repeats again and
again that these (The Protocols) are forgeries. This alone is evidence in favour of
their authenticity."
Tell it, Great One, tell it!
It is important to note that Q-fans believe that the reason for the cryptic Q-drops
(known as "crumbs") at the 4chan forum is to introduce the horrible realities of
"The Storm" gradually, so as not to shock the American public all at once. With
articles such as this -- though mocking in tone -- becoming more common, could
this be what is happening?

Could we be witnessing a massive and brilliantly devised reversepsychology "sting operation?"
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1. Tony Podesta's DC home displays a sculpture of a man bent over backwards in a sex
torture position. Podesta, under investigation by Mueller, suddenly shut down his
powerful lobbying firm. 2. Also from Podesta's home, paintings by degenerate artist
Biljana Djurdjevic depict children laying down or dead / asleep in fields. Podesta
admits that Djurdjevic is one of his favorite artists 3. & 4. Djurdjevic’s filth clearly caters
to people who get off on monstrous child abuse. Some of her other paintings depict little
boys and girls tied up or strung up in "kill rooms" --- and other works of "art" by
Podesta's favorite "artists", which we will not publish, show demons seducing children in
their beds and abstract images of infants being held down and raped.

*

Both Podesta Brothers are also admitted fans of the Satanic "spirit cooking"
and "performance art" of death-obsessed Marina Abramovic.
Joining the chorus of "mainstream media" and prominent libtard websites now
ridiculing Q (and thus walking into the trap of giving the phenomenom more
attention?) are: The Washington Post, New York Magazine, The Daily Beast,
Newsweek, CNN, The Hill, National Review, Buzzfeed, The DailyMail, and
Media Matters (Soros-funded). The despicable Southern Poverty Law Center
(SPLC) has also chimed in with its condemnation of the Q-Anon "conspiracy
theory." The Q-bashing has not reached a fever-pitch, but there is no question that
it is definitely on the radar and generating more and more publicity buzz.
As previously stated, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New
York Times remains "hopeful," but also "skeptical." In closing, let us say that if
some nasty stuff does indeed come out next month about the CIA's installed agent
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in the Vatican -- Poop Frankie the Fake -- we might just have to go full Q-tard
(unless this is all just a Likud-Israeli op).
It's great drama --- Stay tuned!

If indeed Poop Frankie has a "terrible May" as Q has foretold, then expect
the Piranha Press to really get triggered. That will be, for us, an important
test of Q's validity.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about an
Internet conspiracy theory revolving around an anonymous character
named Q.
Boobus Americanus 2: Isn't that the one about Mueller secretly being in
cahoots with Trump? I heard that theory too.
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Sugar: Hopefully, you'll be hearing more about it, Boobuss.
Editor: As more and more time passes without Mueller doing anything to
hurt Trump, this theory may seem more plausible to the Boobusses.

APRIL 2018

NY Times: Dozens Suffocate in Syria as Government Is
Accused of Chemical Attack
NY Times: Fire at Trump Tower Kills One
REBUTTAL BY
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In recent days, President Trump rattled both the Globalist and Zionist wings of
America's PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) by announcing his intention to pull
American troops from Syria. The reaction was swift and severe. A few examples:





NY Times: (April 6): Is Trump Sowing the Seeds for ISIS 2.0?
The Hill (April 6): Trump call for quick withdrawal from Syria faced
unanimous opposition from top officials: report
Deutsche Welle - Germany - (April 6): A US pullback from Syria is a terrible
idea
Center for Security Policy (April 4): Pulling Out of Syria is Not a Good
Idea

In order to induce a U.S. military presence in Syria, the "Deep State" invested so
much time, money and effort in creating the bogeymen "beheaders" of ISIS as a
phony pretext. But back in 2017, Trump cut off weapons transfers and funding to
the CIA's proxy terrorist fighters as Putin and Assad's forces cleaned house.
Understand that and you understand much of the reason for the 24/7 campaign of
calumny (a $10 word for slander) aimed at Trump and Putin. Now, with the
announcement of a troop withdrawal from Syria, the warmongers have really got
the knives out for Trump. How conveeenient -- as the "Church Lady" of old
Saturday Night Live fame would say -- that a "Sicilian message" in the form of a
deadly fire at Trump Tower and a "chemical weapons" attack "killing" Syrian
children should occur within hours of each other, eh?

A fake "crisis actor" (or mannequin?) gas attack in Syria and a REAL fire at
the Trump Tower
As Trump has done in the past with regard to previous fake "gas attacks" in Syria
and the fake "threat" from North Korea, and presently with the fake "trade war"
with China, he has strongly condemned, by way of Twitter tweet, "Animal Assad"
and his key backers, Russia and Iran. Be not alarmed by Trump's sudden turn
against Russia and China, boys and girls. It is all empty bluster designed to get out
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in front of and then outmaneuver the neo-con and Globalist scum seeking to push
us into World War III. The real action takes place in the "back channels," where
we believe Trump, Xi, Putin, Assad, Lil' Kim et al are all on the same page.
But the evil-doers appear to have figured out Trump's game of public verbal attack
of "the enemies" in order to conceal the behind-the-scenes cooperation. The words
of Trump's enemy, Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) -- that sodomite sidekick of
the mysteriously gone-silent McCain the Insane -- indicate that Graham and
friends aren't going to be appeased by just tough talk this time around.
From an appearance on ABC's "This Week": Graham;
"They see our determination waning, but President Trump can reset the table here.
He has challenged Assad in the past not to use chemical weapons. ... If it becomes
a tweet without meaning then he's hurt himself ... if he doesn't follow through
and live up to that tweet, he's going to look weak in the eyes of and Russia and
Iran. “So this is a defining moment. Mr. President, you need to follow through
that tweet - show resolve that Obama never did to get this right.”
McCain himself did manage to take a break from his "cancer," rear his ugly head,
and blame the "chemical attack" on Trump's "inaction":
“President Trump last week signaled to the world that the United States would
prematurely withdraw from Syria. Bashar Assad and his Russian and Iranian
backers have heard him, and emboldened by American inaction, Assad has
reportedly launched another chemical attack against innocent men, women and
children."
Dear Lord, please hear our prayer and call this evil m-effer's number once and for
all!
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Sodomite Graham is no longer going to be pacified by Trump's tough antiAssad / anti-Putin tweets. He wants these fake gas attacks to lead to war!
(Good job of acting, children. Here's a candy bar)
The potential danger here is that Trump, being isolated on foreign affairs, will have
to find a way to resist the war wave surrounding him. What if the 'Deep State" -supported by key fellow Republicant's and Trump administration members -carries out a false-flag attack on Syrian-based U.S. troops and starts a war in spite
of Trump's apparent desire to avoid one? Internal party pressure is essentially how
U.S. President William McKinley and U.K. Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
were maneuvered unto the Spanish American War and World War II, respectively,
though we still believe that Trump holds a stronger hand than either of those two
unfortunate historical leaders.

Assistant Naval Secretary Teddy Roosevelt murdered 251 sailors of the
USS Maine and then blamed Spain for it. President McKinley was able to
beat back the insane war mania, press propaganda and Congressional
"warnings to McKinley" for a while, until events overwhelmed him.
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The bloodthirsty element of Chamberlain's Party was seething in anger
over his "bromance" with Hitler.
Churchill to Chamberlain: "You were given the choice between war and
dishonor. You chose dishonor and you will have war."
Closing on a cautiously hopeful note -- if Q-Anon is to be trusted -- (the jury is
still out on that one), the alliance of Trump-Xi-Putin, and by extension, Assad,
may be too solid for the "Deep State" to bust up with these little stunts. Q's post on
the day after the attack align with our observations:
Apr 8 2018 11:09:57 (EST) Q !xowAT4Z3VQ ID: e23926 951358
>>950959
POTUS NEVER telegraphs his moves.
Think logically.
Why did POTUS announce his intention to pull out of Syria?
Moves and countermoves.
These people are STUPID (& SICK).
Q
Is Q suggesting that Trump's announcement to withdraw from Syria was actually
bait intended to force the latest "gas attack," perhaps so that the Russians could
take the lead in debunking it as a hoax before the world?



Headline: CNN: Trump and others condemn chemical attack in Syria that
Russia calls a 'hoax'
Headline: Rueters: Russia says Syria gas attack reports 'fabricated'
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Fascinating drama. Stay tuned.

We believe that Trump's inflammatory "trade war" rhetoric towards Xi and
recent condemnation of Putin / Assad are -- as was the clear case with Lil'
Kim -- all just for show and getting ahead of the warmongers. Behind the
scenes, the three remain allied in conflict against the "Deep State."

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Assad
just poison-gassed a bunch of children again in Syria.
Boobus Americanus 2: Bastard! Trump called him out as an "animal" I
heard. -- Speaking of Trump, did you see that fire at Trump Tower?
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January 8, 2018

/

April 7, 2018

Sugar: It's the ssecond fire at Trump Tower in jusst three monthss.
Coincidence, Boobuss?
Editor: Everything is a "coincidence" in the malleable mind of a Boobuss.
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APRIL 2018

NY Times (2015): Mount McKinley Will Again Be Called
Denali
*

SF Gate (2018): Statue of President McKinley to be
Removed from Arcata Town Square

Anarchists, Communists and other assorted libtards have this wierd
obsessive generational hatred for William McKinley. Note the circled "A" for
Anarchy graffiti on McKinley's statue, in red.
We have expanded a 2015 piece due to the recent story about the California
city of Arcata removing a statue of President William McKinley. Why so much
continued hate for McKinley?
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REBUTTAL BY

To any casual observer of the "world stage" with an ounce of perception, Obongo's
executive action of renaming Mt. McKinley (highest peak in North America) to
"Denali" (the name which natives refer to it as) smacks of just another politically
correct bow to another of the myriad groups "oppressed" by the big bad White
Man. Good golly! If we're going to be culturally correct; then every mountain,
forest, lake, river, state, and region in America that doesn't bear its original native
name should be renamed according to the traditions of the indigenous Asiatic
tribes of America, some of which, by the way, killed off the ancient blond and redhaired White tribes of the Americas -- but we digress.
But Obongo's motivation for this symbolism -- and now, the decision of libtarded
Arcata, California to remove McKinley's statue from the town square -- runs
deeper than just mere political correctness run amok - much deeper. You see, dear
fellow history buffs, the 1901 murder of President William McKinley, at the
hands of an Anarchist Red named Leon Czolgosz, ranks as perhaps the most
important turning point of the transitioning of America from a peace-loving,
limited government Republic into the violent Communist-Corporatist Globalist
bully that it has long since become.
The sudden and strange death of Vice President Garrett Hobart in 1899 (poison?)
had enabled the same warmongering faction which had maneuvered America into
the War With Spain (war to steal naval bases in Philippines and Guam to be more
precise), to impose the phony "hero of San Juan Hill", Theodore Roosevelt, upon a
reluctant President McKinley. With a "Progressive" Globalist madman "just a
heartbeat away" from the Presidency, the word went out among the ranks of the
deranged Red psycho patsies to carry out yet another act of what was referred to by
Rothschild's Reds as "the propaganda of the deed." Czolgosz answered the call
to kill and the rest, as they say, is history.
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1 & 2: McKinley and his VP Garret Hobart were very close, both
personally and ideologically. 3: Hobart's sudden death at age 55 enabled
the Globalists to impose Theodore Roosevelt upon McKinley as new VP.

1- Re-election poster depicts McKinley as a champion of Gold Standard
currency, commerce, prosperity, and peace. He was re-elected easily. 2- A
filthy alien Red named Leon Czolgosz murdered a good and popular
President; and now, another filthy alien Red (Homo Obongo), with the
enthusiastic support of female Republican't Senator from Alaska, Lisa
Murkowski, is murdering his name and memory.

The assassin was an admitted devotee of the Anarchist rabble rouser,
Emma Goldman (cough cough). After the murder, as the nation grieved,
the self-satisfied Goldman trashed the deceased McKinley as "President of
the Money Kings" and a "modern Caesar." In 1919, "Red Emma" was
finally booted out of the United States during the "Red Scare" deportations
which followed World War I. She lived in the Soviet Union for a while, then
among Reds in the Wiemar Republic Germany, finally settling in Canada.
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McKinley had been a backer hard currency (gold) and was a non-interventionist in
foreign affairs. With the deadly demise of the "Ron Paul" of his day, fifteen of the
next nineteen years came to be known as "The Progressive Era." The only four
years of relative sanity (Taft 1909-1912) gave way to the disastrous misrule of
Woodrow Wilson (enabled by then ex-President Roosevelt's deliberate splitting of
the Republican vote as a third party candidate).

1- McKinley did all he could to avoid going to war with Spain. As the
headline above reveals, it was House and Senate warmongers that forced
his hand. 2- Wilson - Roosevelt - Taft -- The murder of the constitutionalist
McKinley during the 1st year of his 2nd term gave us 7 years of the
Globalist scumbag Teddy Roosevelt. Then; when President Taft refused
to obey Globalist-Zionist orders, TR came back to run the 3rd Party
interference that got Wilson elected with just 41% of the vote!
The sharp directional change brought about by the assassination of McKinley led
to previously unimagined levels of Federal intervention in the economic affairs of
the nation, the establishment of the Federal Reserve counterfeiting operation, the
Income Tax, U.S. entry World War I and the long train of tragedies of the past 100
years.
William McKinley represents the ideal that was once called "America" whereas
Czolgosz, Roosevelt and Wilson represent "change." Obongo's erasure of
McKinley's name from the famous mountain adds a poetic touch to both the
physical and metaphorical significance of the murder of McKinley. Had the great
mountain of Alaska been named Mount Roosevelt, you can be sure that it would
never be renamed!
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1 & 2: In spite of bad weather, huge crowds turned out to honor the
beloved and popular fallen President that the up and coming GlobalistMarxist scum of America hated so much - and still do. 3: Nobody is
clamoring for the removal of the statues of McKinley's successor -- the
warmongering banker-agent Teddy Roosevelt. Why is that?
**********
ADDENDUM:
In 2017, President Trump, who had already reversed Obongo's decision to remove
Andrew Jackson from the $20 in 2020, asked Alaska's two Republican't Senators,
Dan Sullivan & Lisa Murkowski, about reversing the mountain's name back to
McKinley. From CNN:
"He (Trump) looked at me and said, 'I heard that the big mountain in Alaska also
had -- also its name was changed by executive action. Do you want us to reverse
that?'" Sullivan said. "Lisa -- Sen. Murkowski -- and I jumped over the desk ... We
said no, no!"

Alaska Republicant's Murkowski and Sullivan wet their panties and
"jumped over the desk" when Trump suggested a "racist" reversal of
Obongo's Executive Order which had renamed the mountain.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that Obama
restored the name of Mount McKinley back to its original Indian name.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's a very thoughtful gesture. McKinley was
probably a racist anyway.

Sugar: "I'm ssurprissed that ssodomite pssycho didn't rename it, Mount
Obongo! But I guess sh*t doesn't pile that high."
Editor: Sugar; is it possible that you can't go one day without using salty
language?
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NY Times: A House (and a Party) Upended as Paul Ryan
Calmly Takes His Leave
NY Times: McCarthy, Scalise Are Likely Contenders for
House Speaker
REBUTTAL BY

As was foretold by "Q Anon" in Fall of 2017, yet another big name traitor
politician has announced his intention to step down. Paul Ryan, the ambitious
Speaker of the House, traitor to America and behind-the-scenes enemy of Donald
Trump, will not be seeking re-election this fall. Add Rat Ryan to Senators Jeff
Flake (R-AZ), McCain the Insane (R-AZ) and Bob Corker (R-TN) to the
growing list of Globalist operatives who have been compromised and neutralized
by what we believe are the secret military planners behind Trump. Bye bye Eddie
Munster!
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What the heck is going on here?! One by one, as "prophesied by Q," and
under one false pretext or another, Trump's most powerful enemies from
within his own party are being neutralized --- Paul "Eddie Munster" Ryan,
Bob Corker, Jeff Flake, McCain the Insane
The demise of anti-Trump conspirator Ryan -- who may actually be maneuvered
into surrendering his speakership in the coming weeks instead of his actual
departure date -- will be a huge boon for Trump if Louisiana Congressman, and
Trump ally, Steve Scalise, is elected House Speaker. In the grand scheme of
things, the almost fatal shooting of Scalise by a deranged Marxist in 2017, and the
sympathy which it generated for him, may be what propels him to the speakership,
orat least the House Majority Leader (if current leader Kevin McCarthy is elected
Speaker).
From the article:
"Scalise, 52, the House GOP vote counter first elected a decade ago, had little
national name recognition when tragedy thrust him into headlines. He was shot
at a congressional baseball practice last year and has slowly come back from his
injuries.
The former state legislator and Louisiana conservative has earned the respect of
his fellow lawmakers.
"The strength he's shown with his injury, I think, has heightened where he is"
among colleagues, said Rep. Phil Roe, R-Tenn."

Hmmmmm. How convenient for Scalise and Trump. Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy
Cat has been hissing that the military operatives who installed Trump into the
White House (it was NSA patriots, not "the Russians" who leaked dirt on Killary in
2016) also staged that baseball field shooting for the purpose of making Scalise the
next Speaker of the House following the pre-planned take-down of Rat Ryan. The
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"White Hats" are indeed quite capable of playing all the same games as the bad
guys.

1. The very strange and seemingly bloodless shooting of Congressman
Scalise during baseball practice instantly made him a nationally known
names and generated huge sympathy. 2 & 3. Trump tweeted out his well
wishes to Scalise, the highest ranking supporter within the Republican't
Party.
*

During the nationally televised State of the Union Address, Trump's
perfectly timed prime-time "shout out" to Scalise (still sporting a cane)
instantly elevated the Congressman to "rock star" status. Well played boys,
well played.
What pleases and intrigues us the most about Steve Scalise is his unusually
outspoken commitment to fighting child sex-trafficking. This aligns him with
Trump on an issue that he has also been very passionate about for many years. Q
also foretold of child rapists being exposed. Lo and behold, the Piranha Press has
been screaming "conspiracy theory! "conspiracy theory!" whenever the subject is
even mentioned these days. What are they so afraid of?
Examples:


LA Times: Roseanne Barr celebrates 'Roseanne' renewal with tweets
about child sex-trafficking ring
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NY Daily News: Roseanne Barr touts conspiracy theory, praises Trump
for rescuing child sex victims
Rolling Stone: Anatomy of a Fake News Scandal (Pizzagate)
BBC: The saga of 'Pizzagate': The fake story that shows how conspiracy
theories spread
NY Times: Alex Jones Apologizes for Promoting 'Pizzagate' Hoax

To paraphrase Shakespeare: the Piranha Press doth protest tooo much, wethinks?

Whereas previous presidents and House Speakers did NOTHING about
child-sex trafficking, Trump and Scalise clearly want to expose the secret
rings. (Trump tweet is from 2012)
Just days ago, Trump caught flak from far lefties for shutting down
"Backpage.com." From the website of the Department of Justice:
"The Justice Department today announced the seizure of Backpage.com, the
Internet’s leading forum for prostitution ads, including ads depicting the
prostitution of children. Additionally, seven individuals have been charged in a
93-count federal indictment with the crimes of conspiracy to facilitate prostitution
using a facility in interstate or foreign commerce, facilitating prostitution using a
facility in interstate or foreign commerce, conspiracy to commit money laundering,
concealment money laundering, international promotional money laundering, and
transactional money laundering.
The seven defendants charged in the indictment are ....."
Remember now, the DC lobbying firm of Democrat big-shot Tony Podesta, that
vile collector of child-porn "art" and brother of Hillary's right hand man and
suspected child torturer, John Podesta, was taken down last year by, of all people,
Robert Mueller -- an astonishing fact which has been reported in the MSM, but
strangely downplayed. There is no doubt over the fact that the child rapists and
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torturers are clearly taking a beating under the Trump administration. No one can
deny that. And if Scalise becomes Speaker, Trump's strategic advantage will only
become stronger. Will "Pizzagate" and all the sick Satanic stuff that so many elites
are involved in finally be exposed in due time, as Q maintains?
Again, we advise skeptical optimism. So many signs and weird happenings are
indeed taking place, yet it still seems "too good to be true." In any event, good
riddance, Eddie Munster --- and let's all hope Scalise defeats Kevin McCarthy and
becomes the next House Speaker, or at least the new majority leader of the GOP.

The Crazy Cat insisted that I tell "youse guys" that she is now sensing that
the strange attack (also carried out by a leftist) which broke Rand Paul's
ribs and boosted his own standing in the U.S. Senate was part of a similar
long term plan to have him replace McConnell as Senate Leader. -- That
cat is so crazy.... or is she?

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that Paul
Ryan is retiring in order to spend more time with his family.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's strange. He's only 48 and he seemed so
ambitious.
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***

Sugar: Trump got the goodss on Eddie Munsster and made him an offer
he couldn't refusse! That'ss why that ssleazy sson-of-a-whore iss leaving!
Editor: This is like watching the Godfather movies.
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NY Times: Russia Says Alleged Chemical Attack in Syria
Staged by UK
REBUTTAL BY

Oh ye of little faith who were convinced that Trump was going to take us to war in
Syria. Did we not say that, although the danger of "Deep State" false-flags was
real, Trump has no intention of giving the Zio-Globalists their World War III? And
now, with Russia publicly calling out the latest provocation as a false flag hoax,
demanding an emergency session of the U.N. Security Council, and -- get this -claiming that there is evidence to implicate the British; how can Trump possibly
take the country to war?
From our recent ANYT piece of Monday, April 9:
*******Excerpt******************
Apr 8 2018 11:09:57 (EST) Q !xowAT4Z3VQ ID: e23926 951358
>>950959
POTUS NEVER telegraphs his moves.
Think logically.
Why did POTUS announce his intention to pull out of Syria?
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Moves and countermoves.
These people are STUPID (& SICK).
Q
Is Q suggesting that Trump's announcement to withdraw from Syria was actually
bait intended to force the latest "gas attack," perhaps so that the Russians could
take the lead in debunking it as a hoax before the world?
******End of excerpt*****
To answer our own question, it certainly does appear that chess-masters Trump &
Putin have pulled off a sting.

1. Gen. Igor Konashenkov, speaks at a briefing in Moscow on Friday,
April 13. Konashenkov accused Britain of staging a fake chemical attack in
Syria. 2. Is Nikki Haley, the US Ambassador to the UN, as bat-shit crazy
as she appears? Or is her warmongering part of the act too? 3.Trump &
Putin: Chess-masters for peace.
The most delightful aspect of having the government of a major world power
openly accusing, with evidence in hand, the clandestine services of the UK of
engaging in false flag hoaxery is the realization that millions and millions of
previously brain-dead Boobuses have now been given permission to entertain such
thoughts -- instead of just reflexively dismissing everything as "conspiracy theory."
If the big bad Rooskies can prove their accusation, then headlines such as the
following will lose their effectiveness:


NY Times: (April 10, 2018): Syria Conspiracy Theories Flourish, at Both
Ends of the Spectrum

"President Trump’s order for a cruise missile strike on a Syrian air base, which has
alienated some of his supporters, has fueled speculation of hidden motives and
hoaxes.
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Websites like Infowars are calling the chemical attack that drew United States fire
a “false flag” operation, while liberal blogs have pointed to the strike as evidence
of “wag the dog” diversion tactics."
Though we have our differences with Alex Jones, the fact that the "paper of
record" has him on their radar is a good sign. Jones's radio show and website have
served as a necessary "halfway house" for many newbies who, after being prepped,
later discovered and were open to the full truths of sites like TomatoBubble.com.
What will the sleazy scribblers at the Slimes say if and when Russia provides
irrefutable forensic evidence of a false-flag / hoax? Hmmmm?

The fact that Alex Jones' false flag conspiracy theories" ™ about the Syrian
"gas attack" -- now backed up by the Russian government -- have caught
the attention of the Slimes indicates that "the paper of record" can no
longer ignore "conspiracy theories" ™ anymore. The "norming" of the term,
"false flag" is a very welcome development.
The coming Syria-Russia investigation truly has blockbuster potential. From the
article:
"A fact-finding mission from the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons is expected to head to Douma, the site of the suspected attack. Both the
Russian military and the Syrian government said they would facilitate the mission
and ensure the inspectors' security.
Lavrov said Russia expects the OPCW team to quickly visit the site. The Russian
military said its chemical experts visited Douma shortly after the alleged attack
and found no trace of chemical agents in ground samples. It also said Russian
officers found no patients with chemical attack symptoms at a local hospital, and
no indication of any burials having taken place of the victims."
Wow. Just wow. If the Russians succeed in blowing this conspiracy wide open, it
will facilitate US withdrawal and shut the warmonger schemes down for good.
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That would be bad news for the "Deep State," and very conveenient for Trump.
That's some brilliant chess right there, with more still to come.
Stay tuned.

Putin and Trump will bring about the end of false-flag fakery in the Middle
East, while opening the eyes of many people as to what the western spy
agencies are indeed capable of.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Russia
claims to have evidence implicating the British for staging a phony chemical
attack in Syria.
Boobus Americanus 2: You know, I normally don't give much weight to
these false-flag conspiracy theories, but for the government of Russia to
make such a claim at the UN ... I think it merits consideration.
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Sugar: Thatta boy, Boobuss! Now you need to look into 9/11 Truth. That'll
really make ya ssoil your pink pantiess!
Editor: Baby steps, Sugar. Baby steps.

APRIL 2018

Slimes Caption: President Trump at the White House --- For all his tough language this week,
the strikes he ordered in Syria made no apparent effort to damage President Bashar alAssad’s broader war machine.

NY Times: President Trump Talked Tough. But His Strike
on Syria Was Restrained.
NY Times: Analysis: Syrians Face Hard Lesson. Assad Can
Still Gas His Own People
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REBUTTAL BY

Well, well, well. It appears that the Jew York Slimes is all butt-hurt over the fact
that Trump's missile strikes (as we predicted) didn't actually do any damage. From
the first article:
"In sending missiles and bombs at Syria, President Trump hit more targets and
used more firepower than he did in a similar military strike last year. But in the
end, he opted for what was still a restrained operation that was evidently
calculated to avoid provoking Syria’s patrons in Russia and Iran into retaliating."
In other words, Trump's missile show just "shilled" the crap out of the Globo &
Zio warmongers! But Syria wasn't the only place to take incoming missiles the
other night. Within minutes of the news, some of "youse guys" launched your own
mockery missiles which filled up the inbox of TomatoBubble.com:
Mike, it looks like your theory about Trump and Putin is wrong. --- Mike, I love
your work, but you're delusional about Trump. --- Mike, you are grasping at
straws. --- Mike, Q is a bullshit psyop. --- Mike, Trump just launched an attack.
You should have known better. --- Mike, Trump is starting World War III. --- Mike,
Trump playing 4-D Chess? Hang it up! --- Mike, it's time to publish a retraction,
etc. etc. etc."
Oh well, at least no one cussed us out or cancelled their subscription! (send
apologies via contact box down below)
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After all the huffing and puffing and missile attacks, where's the damage?
Trump proclaims "Mission Accomplished" as Assad remains in power, and
the Russian-Iranian forces remain in place.
Oh ye beloved TomatoBubblers of little faith! Have we not by now sufficiently
established the pattern? Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New
York Times remains firm in the conviction that the pretty fireworks were all just
for show. Once again, Trump has neutralized the warmongers, co-opting them as
the Russians (his allies) expose the false flag chemical attack.
Notice the pattern:






Trump "attacks" Syria in 2017 then, weeks later, cuts off funding to the
CIA's "moderate rebels" just as Putin is bombing the crap out of them.
Trump threatens to nuke North Korea. Now, he will be meeting with Lil'
Kim in June!
Trump declares "trade war" against China. Then, China removes some of its
trade barriers (as Xi and Trump had surely already agreed upon during
Trump's visit to China).
Trump goes along with Congress's sanctions on Russia (which he cannot
stop, anyway) and bashes Putin. He then announces that he wants to meet
with Putin soon.

Trump's strategy of rhetorical aggressiveness and harmless fireworks enables him
to outmaneuver the warmongers -- keeping them silent as he pulls the rug out from
under them. Be not alarmed by these strategic actions, boys and girls. Trump,
Putin, Xi -- and by extension, Assad and Lil' Kim are all on the same team. For all
we know, Trump may have even just bombed CIA targets!
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1. Flashback: 2017: Remember the previous harmless attack on Syria back
in April, 2017? 2. Remember the "Rocket Man" insults and the threatening
"fire & fury" theatrics? 3. The "Trade War" with China will not happen
either.
One frustrated reader asked a fair question.
"Mike. What would be your red line which finally causes you to give up on
Trump?"
Response: "When Trump takes us to war anywhere in the world, that will be my
"red line" --- As of now, Assad remains in power, Kim remains in power, and the
Iranian government remains in power. Meanwhile, ISIS has been wrecked and
Syria remains under Russian and Iranian protection. Keep your eye on the ball,
not the head fakes."
And what did Q have to say about the missile attacks? He posted this at about the
same time as the attack:
Trust POTUS.
Sparrow Red.
Missiles only.
Intel good.
Q
"Sparrow Red"may refer to the movie "Red Sparrow" -- a 2018 spy movie which
features CIA vs Russian Intel. Hmmmm.
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It's OK to be skeptical, but the fact remains that Q has, to date, shared
some very uncommon knowledge that seems to fit recent events more and
more.
Indeed, we are, unquestionably, further away from World War III then we were
when Mr. & Mr. Obongo left office. And can you even imagine where we'd be
right now if that blood-thirsty psychotic hag Killary had been elected?! In the final
analysis, despite Trump's matching-blue-tie chumminess with Bibi Satanyahoo,
his controversial recognition of Jerusalem as Israel's capital, his frequent verbal
thrashing of Iran, his donning of the skullcap at the "Wailing Wall" ™, and the
appointment of Zio-puppet-psycho John Bolton as National Security Adviser, the
undeniable fact remains that the long-cherished "Greater Israel" project will not be
advancing as long as Syria, with Trump's apparent blessing, is under Russian,
Iranian and, indirectly, Chinese protection. Watch the results, boys and girls -- not
the head fakes!
From the Times of Israel, April 14, more butt-hurt:

Israel Fears Trump May See Job as Done in Syria, Leave Israel Alone to
Face Iran
"Israeli security chiefs made clear on Saturday night that Israel fears the Trump
Administration will now consider that its work in Syria is done, and leave Israel
alone to face the dangers posed by Iran’s growing military presence in Syria.
Israel’s defense chiefs are also reportedly worried that Russia’s President
Vladimir Putin, seeing Syria under US-led attack, may provide President Bashar
Assad with more advanced air defense systems — which could reduce Israel’s air
supremacy in the skies of Syria and Lebanon. A Russian general indicated such an
arms supply was possible in comments on Saturday. "
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.
"Oy vey! Trump is letting Russia and Iran occupy Syria!"
The Defense Ministers of Iran, Syria, and Russia have promised a
"decisive fight" against President Assad's opponents in the Syrian civil war.
Speaking of Israel, Q, in response to a question about potential Israeli treachery
(March 10, 2018), posted this:
"We are saving Israel for last. Very specific reason not mentioned a single time.
Q."
Could it possibly be that the man that we, up until a few months ago, routinely
mocked as "Trumpstein," is playing the Zionists just as he is playing the
Globalists? Double hmmmm. We still have a hard time fully believing Q's "White
Hat" revolution, but more and more, the unfolding of events does at least make it
seem plausible, if not yet proved. The operative term here is "hopeful skepticism."
Stay tuned.

Q once posted about "saving the best for last" --- and then "saving Israel for
last." Could it be that the military intelligence forces behind Trump -- who
surely must resent the USS Liberty false-flag of 1967 which killed 37 US
sailors; and the false-flag massacre of 240 US Marines in Lebanon in 1982
-- have a little surprise in store for Israel at the end?
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump's
airstrikes against Syria really didn't do any damage.
Boobus Americanus 2: I know. He did the same thing last year. It's almost
as if he doesn't really want to have an actual war --- thank goodness!

Sugar: Keep thinking, Boobuss, keep thinking!
Editor: Assad ain't goin' nowhere--- and the chosenites have got to know it
by now.
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NY Times: Comey Calls Trump ‘Morally Unfit’ and ‘Stain’
on All Around Him
NY Times: Trump Blasts Comey in Barrage of Tweets,
Calling Him ‘Slippery’
NY Times: James Comey vs. President Trump: How It Came
to This
REBUTTAL BY

The latest televised round in the great feud between President Trump and James
Comey, the FBI Director that he fired, has captivated the Piranha Press. In his justreleased book and associated interviews, Comey compares Trump to "a mob boss"
and denounces him as "morally unfit." Trump then retaliates with a barrage of
brutally insulting tweets describing Comey as: "a slimeball," "a self-serving fake,"
"a liar," and "stupid." It makes for very entertaining theater. And yet, Sugar and I,
er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times, though, even among the
truther and pro-Q community, we remain isolated on this assessment of Comey,
now stand 85-90% firm behind what we wrote back in November of 2017:
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"The fact that Special Counsel Robert Mueller's multi-million dollar investigation
into Trump's "collusion" with the "Russian hackers" in the 2016 election has
suddenly aimed its big guns at the notorious Podesta Brothers (two true "big
shots" of the national Demoncrap Party hierarchy) adds a bit of weight to the
previously unthinkable yet now growing "conspiracy theory" ™ that Donald
Trump, former FBI Director Muellar, former FBI Director James Comey,
Attorney General Jeff Sessions and Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein
were all and still are actually running a massive "sting" operation against Killary
and Obongo's homosexual Mafia."

1. Mueller and Comey have been close for many years. Both men hated
Bush-Cheney, and Comey once investigated Bill Clinton for his pay-forpardons (until he was shut down by higher-ups). 2. Never forget that
Comey's last minute "exxoneration" of Killary -- just days before the 2016
election -- badly hurt her credibility. Many Demonrats, INCLUDING
KILLARY HERSELF, still blame Comey's oddly damning "exxoneration" for
her defeat. 3. And never forget that the only man that Mueller's
investigation seems to have really ruined so far is the elite Demonrat pedopervert Tony Podesta -- who has since shut down his DC lobbying firm
and disappeared.
Comey, in his hyped-up interview, dropped two poison-pills which we expect to
prove devastating when ex-Marine Robert Mueller and the make-believe
"incompetent" Attorney General Jeff Sessions finally reveal what their respective
investigations have discovered. First, Comey, now sainted by the duped media,
reinforced the sainthood status of his friend, Robert Mueller:
Headline: ABC News: James Comey says Robert Mueller is 'not on anybody's
side'
“The American people can have complete confidence in Robert Mueller,” Comey
said.
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“He's not on anybody's side. He does not care about anything except the truth,” he
said, adding that the American public “can have great confidence if Bob Mueller
is left in place to do his job, he will find the truth.”
You see, boys and girls, when Mueller drops the hammer on the scum of the earth,
how the frickety-frack are the Demonrats and the Piranha Press, which have so
passionately protected and sainted both Mueller and his personal friend and longtime associate, Comey, going to discredit them? They simply will not be able to!

It is already too late to tear down and discredit St. Robert Mueller. Comey's
role in the drama will make it even more impossible. Could we be
witnessing a massive and brilliantly devised reverse-psychology "sting
operation?"
The second poison pill which Comey dropped was the not-so-subtle jabs at the
credibility of Obongo's former Attorney General, Loretta Lynch. According to
Comey, Lynch made unethical requests that "made me feel queasy."


Headline: NY Post:Comey throws Lynch under the bus over Hillary
email probe



Headline: ABC News: Comey describes how Loretta Lynch's credibility gap
propelled him into Clinton email saga

And now, the cornered nasty communist bitch whom Obongo appointed on the
recommendation of the domestic terrorist Al Charlatan, is firing back hard at
"Trump's enemy," Comey:


Headline: The Blaze: Loretta Lynch torches James Comey with fiery
statement. She’s responding to these claims Comey made.
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Headline: National Review: Loretta Lynch Claps Back at James Comey

Remember, boys and girls, always keep your eye on the ball (the results) -- not
the head fakes. The true lasting impression of Comey's strategic Trump-bashing
(which most people will dismiss as a childish rift between Trump & Comey) are
that Mueller can be trusted and Lynch cannot. Well played set-up, Mr. Comey,
well played.

1. Sharpton gloated over the announcement that his fellow fiend from New
York, Loretta Lynch was to become Attorney General. 2. As FBI Director,
Comey played nice-nice with Lynch. But the now he has turned on her, and
she is fighting back. 3. In his book and ABC interview, Comey "nicely" stuck
a knife in Lynch's back, exactly as he had done to Killary just days before
the 2016 election.
After Comey's televised interview, chess-master Trump, on cue, played his card
with an anti-Loretta Lynch tweet:
"Comey throws AG Lynch “under the bus!” Why can't we all find out what
happened on the tarmac in the back of the plane with Wild Bill and Lynch? Was
she promised a Supreme Court seat, or AG, in order to lay off Hillary. No golf and
grandkids talk (give us all a break)"
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The Comey interview played right into Trump's hands because it further
damaged Lynch's credibility. Q posted about the 2016 tarmac meeting
BEFORE Trump tweeted about it.
Tying this all back to Q, the mysterious and spooky "prophetic" poster -- which
Sulzberger's Slimes, The Washington Compost, Newsweek, the BBC et al have
already assured us is a "hoax," and a "conspiracy theory" ™ -- posted about the
Clinton-Lynch tarmac before Trump did -- and all but straight-out stated that
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia was murdered; and that Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg would finally retire after Killary became president; and that
Lynch would be appointed to fill Ginsburg's open seat as reward for covering up
Killary's crimes; and -- the dirty deal was audio-taped by a reporter aboard the
plane (possibly discovered by NSA?).
Below are the relevant "crumbs" from Q. (Key: "187" is California code for
murder, HRC = Hillary, RBG = Ginsburg, LL = Lynch, AS = Scalia, SC =
Supreme Court, Clowns is short for "Clowns In America" = CIA)


Think timing. LL remains AG. HRC appoints new AS replacement. RBG
steps down. LL steps up. ‘The Plan’. - Q



Focus should also be on Supreme Court promise. Only dropped here.
POTUS validating drops via Twitter per plan/timing. Future proves past.
Comms understood? - Q



Coincidence? SC/LL deal drop. POTUS Tweet. Tarmac. Coming soon to a
theater near you. Q



To be clear, LL was promised the Supreme Court position of RBG.
Coordinated. Planned. RBG big problems. Q
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We made sure a reporter was there to capture. These people are stupid. Q



SC – Supreme Court. RBG. AS 187 / Clown Black (Brennan). - Q

Murder, cover ups, bribery. If indeed a tape exists in which Bill Clinton
promised Lynch a seat on the Supreme Court, the can of worms that might
pop open would shock Boobus Americanus.
Trump's tweet about "the tarmac" adds enormous weight to this theory. Why
would Trump even bring up the subject if there was no evidence of what was
said? Unless, as Q claims, there really is an audio tape of the conversation? The
tarmac conspiracy, if busted wide open, leads to the murder conspiracy which, as
we all know in our gut, took out Antonin Scalia in the middle of a dessert in a
democrat-controlled town.
The implications here are explosive. And should the coming weeks / months reveal
that Mueller and Comey are indeed Trump-supporting "White Hats," and that the
murder of Scalia will indeed be exposed, Sugar and I will gladly accept the
apologies of some of you hard-core skeptics. Conversely, if not the case, rest
assured that we will be the first to smash the eggs all over our faces.
Fact or fiction --- what a drama it all is. Stay tuned.
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Boobus Americanus 1: Boy, Comey really savaged Trump during that
interview.
Boobus Americanus 2: He sure did. But I notice he also took some shots
at Loretta Lynch as well --- which proves to me that Comey is objective and
non-partisan.

Sugar: Get ready, Boobuss!!! The Trump-NSA-Sesssions-Mueller ssting is
gonna sshock your dumb-asss and good!
Editor: God, I really hope your feline instincts are right about this, Sugar. If
not, you're gonna write the apology letter to our beloved readers --- not me!
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NY Times: ‘I Am Gay, Not a Pervert’: Furor in
CSODOMITE CONhina as Sina Weibo Bans Gay Content
By JAVIER C. HERNÁNDEZ and ZOE MOU

REBUTTAL BY

Xi Jinping, China’s version of The Great One (that’s Hitler for you newbies &
normies) continues to impress not only for the stunning, mostly market-based
economic revival that he and his “communist” (in name only) central committee
partners are presiding over; but also for his defense and promotion of high culture
and good old-fashioned moral values.
Papa Xi clearly wants nothing to do with the organized sodomite movement which
the cancer-riddled Jewish West has exported around the world – and his
“homophobia” ™ has got Sulzberger’s Slimes all butt-hurt (pun intended).
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1. Strongman Xi Jinping -- a man of culture, honor and tradition who will
not allow China's children to be corrupted by "western" (cough cough)
moral cancer. 2. Vlad is the same way. 3. And so was The Great One.
From the article -- with our observations in bold parenthesis:
"With hashtags like #Iamgaynotapervert (is there a difference?) and images of
hearts and rainbows, tens of thousands (probably less than 100) of Chinese
residents (probably all in western-influenced Hong Kong) took to social media
over the weekend to protest efforts to censor gay-themed images, videos and
cartoons.
The uproar (a hussyfit among a few queers) was in response to a vow on Friday
by Sina Weibo, one of China’s most popular social media sites, to delete posts
relating to gay culture, part of a three-month “cleanup” effort.
Sina Weibo, a site similar to Twitter, said in its announcement that it was trying to
limit the spread of sexually suggestive and violent content ..... The site said its aim
was to promote a “clear and harmonious” environment and to comply with stricter
cybersecurity laws put in place by President Xi Jinping.”
Go Xi, go!
Contrary to the exaggerated claims of China’s microscopic “LGBT community”
™, the deviants of China are not in any way facing “persecution.” Homosexuality
was actually decriminalized back in 1999. But what Xi will not “tolerate” ™ is this
business of pumping perversion (straight or queer) into the minds of the general
public and defenseless children, 24/7.
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South Korean "gay pride" -- Japanese "gay pride" -- Taiwanese "gay pride"
Organized LGBT was deliberately exported by the West, into conservative
Far East Asia. But in China, Xi the "authoritarian" ™ ain't havin' it!
Based upon what we observe of Chinese society from afar, it certainly does appear
that the public is with Xi on this. And as a Slimes hit-piece from 2017 confirms,
the Chinese, unlike we here in the “free” West, have nothing to fear from speaking
their mind on the issue of homosexuality.
Headline: New York Times: (April 20, 2017):
Furor in China Over Team’s Banner: ‘Keep Homosexuality Far From
Campus’
“A message of intolerance emanated recently from the university’s main campus in
Wuhan, the capital of Hubei Province.
“Protect traditional Chinese morals,” said a banner carried on campus by
members of the women’s basketball team. “Defend core socialist values. Resist
corrosion from decadent Western thoughts. Keep homosexuality far from
campus.”
Can you imagine a group of students hanging such a banner at an American,
Canadian, Australian or Western European college campus? Every last student
participating would be expelled and, in some countries, brought up on charges of
“hate speech!”
We are truly happy for China – yet saddened at the same time because the nation’s
positive culture, “can-do” spirit, optimistic and clean youth, and spreading
moral/religious ethic remind us of what we in the West -- those of us over 45 at
least – once had but have now lost. Thanks, Jews.
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1950 -- 1950 -- 1992
Amazing (when looking back) headlines about "perverts" and "lesbians"
from Sulzberger's Slimes

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that China is
censoring gay content on social media.
Boobus Americanus 2: Evidently, they don't believe in freedom and
tolerance like we in the West do.
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Sugar: Freedom my asss, Boobuss! When Christians Aaron and Melissa
Klein of Oregon refussed to bake a wedding cake for a pair of demented
dykess, they got fined $130,000 and had to closse down their frickin'
businesss!
Editor: And it all started about 30 years ago, with tear-filled pleas for just a
bit of "tolerance."

APRIL 2018

Slimes' Caption: An exchange office in Moscow last week. Russia is
likely to suffer long-term economic damage as a result of President
Vladimir V. Putin’s aggressive posture toward the West.

NY Times: The Fight With the West Is Isolating Russia. But
That Isn’t Stopping Putin.
By NEIL MacFARQUHAR
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REBUTTAL BY

Boy oh boy what a stinking load of anti-Russian poop that The Slimes' Moscowbased propagandist and "Pulitzer-Prize winner" ™ Neil MacFarquhar has
crapped out with this atrocious article. Ya know, it really is high time the Russians
follow China's example and simply ban the "paper of record" and its nasty agents
from their country. Better yet, just shoot the seditious sons-of-bitches --- "two
shots to the head apiece," as Clemenza of "Godfather" fame would say.
Given the fact that a poison pen can indeed be mightier than the sword, the spirit of
"free speech" ™ does not require a nation to allow enemy combatants, domestic or
foreign, to attack the public mind with deliberate and dangerous lies intended to
incite wars. Hazmat suits and goggles on, boys and girls. Let's rebut a few choice
morsels of MacFu*ker's Marxist manure.

Before that Globalist fiend CIArlie Rose was booted off the air for groping
and exposing his penis to multiple subordinate women, anti-Russian hitman Neil MacFu*ker was a regular guest "expert."
MacFu*ker (Headline): The fight with the West...
Rebuttal: There is no "fight with the West." There is only a fight against Russia,
coming from "the West."
MacFu*ker (Headline): ... is isolating Russia.
Rebuttal: In classic narcissistic ugly American psycho fashion, MacFu*ker
mistakes "the West" for the world; as if a break with the U.S. and Europe
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automatically entails "isolation." Far from being "isolated," Russia has been
making mutually beneficial deals and forging economic alliances all across the
globe.

WHAT "ISOLATION?"

Putin is at the center of economic cooperation organizations worldwide:
BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa (ugh!)) -- SCO (Central
Asia) -- ASEAN (Southeast Asia)
MacFu*ker: ... a gloomy news conference Tuesday focused on Russia’s economic
prospects. ... amid a generally dormant economy kept afloat as usual by energy
sales, ....
Rebuttal: The "generally dormant economy" of Russia may not be developing a la
China, but it does continue to grow; and big-time international investors like
Jimmy Rogers remain very bullish on Russia. MacFu*ker repeats the lie that the
Russian economy is "kept afloat" by energy sales. Of course, energy exports are an
important element of the Russian economy, but Russia also has
growing manufacturing, technological and agricultural sectors.
A recent article at Reuters quotes the World Bank (no friends of Russia they):
"Russia's economy is seen growing faster than previously thought in the next
three years because of improving consumer demand ."
MacFu*ker: ... seemed to underscore what many analysts are saying at the
moment:
Rebuttal: A simple Internet Search into the background of any "analyst" who is
downgrading the Russian economy always seems to turn up some academic
egghead connected to a Globalist "think-tank" -- usually the Council on Foreign
Relations (CFR) in Jew York.
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MacFu*ker: President Vladimir V. Putin’s increasingly aggressive posture toward
the West ....
Rebuttal: "Aggressive posture toward the West?" Are you frickin' serious,
MacFu*ker?! Not only has NATO expanded its membership right up to Russia's
doorstep, but it has now got missiles, tanks and troops stationed within striking
distance of Russia. It is "the West" that has relentlessly inched eastward, not viceversa.
MacFu*ker: ... is producing a boomerang effect, with an isolated Russia likely to
suffer long-term economic damage as a result.
Rebuttal: Really? That's not what the Moody's rating agency and other big
investors are saying.
Headline: Reuters: (April 19, 2018) Moody's says Russian economy resilient to
latest US sanctions
"Rating agency Moody’s Investors Service said on Wednesday Russia’s strong
public and external finances would shield its economy from the impact of the
latest U.S. sanctions."
Headline: CNBC: (March 16, 2018) Banks are optimistic on Russia's economy

"But despite long-running economic burdens ranging from entrenched corruption
and low growth to Western sanctions and fluctuating oil prices, UBS and J.P.
Morgan see cause for confidence in the country's near-term future."

Evidently, the conclusions of the analysts at Moody's, UBS and JP Morgan don't
"fit" the bullshit narrative that MacFu*cker is peddling, so he just ignores them all.
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Regarding the Russian economy, legendary investor Jimmy Rogers,
Moody's, UBS and other banks and investors do not at all concur with
MacFu*ker's cherry-picked and pessimistic "analysts."
MacFu*ker: The deterioration reflects a growing awareness in Western capitals
that Russia, growing ever more hostile, should be treated as a threat rather than a
mere annoyance. That in turn is pushing them toward a unified front in challenging
Moscow over such serial transgressions as destabilizing its neighbors,
assassinating its critics abroad, meddling in the elections of other countries,
tolerating the use of chemical weapons by the Syrian government and cyberskirmishing.
Rebuttal: Wow. Just wow. Those two sentences represent a classic case of the
psychotic trait of "projection," whereby the sick. evil, lying, low-down, no-good
psychopath falsely accuses the innocent of the very dirty deeds he himself is
committing.
MacFu*ker: Russia, of course, professes its innocence on all fronts. It accuses the
West of suffering from an advanced case of Russophobia, a longstanding disease
that emerges from hibernation whenever Russia begins to “get up off its knees.”
Rebuttal: In that one sentence, buried deep into a lengthy article, presented with a
manipulative "of course" as a sarcastic opening, MacFu*ker drops the usual
obligatory truth gem which few, if any at all, of the "educated" retards who
worship Sulzberger's Slimes will even pause to consider as a legitimate alternative
view.
MacFu*ker: Economic sanctions imposed after the 2014 annexation of Crimea,
which represented the start of deteriorating relations, have remained intact .....
Rebuttal: The 2014 "annexation" of Russian Crimea followed a violent CIAengineered coup in Ukraine; and then a public referendum in which 97% of the
people in Crimea, with international observers present, voted to voluntarily split
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from CIA Ukraine and return to Mother Russia. But "of course," Slimes readers
aren't supposed to know those inconvenient truths.
MacFu*ker: More recently, there was the mass expulsion of some 150 Russian
diplomats from Western nations after the chemical poisoning of a former Russian
spy in Britain in March;
Rebuttal: Got any actual evidence that any "poisoning" actually took place in
Britain, let alone the Russian involvement? Eh. MacFu*ker? (Sound of crickets)
MacFu*ker: “There is an upsurge in momentum of the kind we have not seen
before,” said James Nixey, the head of the Russian program at the London-based
think tank Chatham House.
Rebuttal: Quoting an expert from London's Chatham House, eh? As anyone who
has read "Planet Rothschild" -- or James Perloff's "The Shadows of Power -knows, Chatham House is the British sister organization of New York's Council
on Foreign Relations. Both clubs were founded soon after the end of World War I
for the purpose of recruiting the ambitious elites of academia, media and
government to promote the One World Government that Putin, Xi and Trump are
resisting. What a surprise that James Nixey of Chatham House would be trashtalking against Russia. (rollng eyes)
MacFu*ker: (Putin) still received overwhelming support in the March presidential
election.
Rebuttal: So, Putin has "overwhelming support" among the public. That
concession of truth alone should tell the astute reader that MacFu*ker and his
chosen economic "analysts" are lying through their teeth in an apparent effort to
discourage foreign investment in Russia -- thus creating a self-fulfilling prophecy
of economic stagnation.
MacFu*ker: No one expects economic issues to change Mr. Putin’s mind about
confronting the West ... the Kremlin elite value geopolitical goals far more than the
country’s economic development, experts said.
Rebuttal: "Experts said?" -- Enough said. ...... F-off, MacFu*ker.
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1. The animated image shows the relentless eastern expansion of the
NATO war-machine which began after the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact Alliance
disbanded. Yet MacFu*ker would have us believe that Russia is the
aggressor? 2. MacFu*ker cites Rothschild's Chatham House (sister group
of the CFR) as an "expert" source for information on Russia. 3. The War
Against Putin, by yours truly, exposes the who, how and why of the
Globalist's war against Russia. An expanded second edition was released
in December, 2017

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Putin and
his inner circle don't care about the economic damage being caused by
western sanctions.
Boobus Americanus 2: Tyrannical dictators always put their imperialistic
ambitions ahead of their peoples' interests.
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Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' corny-ass cretin! The Russsian "dictator" was
elected by a large majority of the very people you claim he iss oppresssing!
Editor: How any citizen of the perpetually-at-war United States can pass
judgment on another country's foreign policy is truly astonishing. It's like
Chris 'Crispy Creme' Cristi calling someone a bit chubby.
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NY Times: Allison Mack of ‘Smallville’ Is Charged With Sex
Trafficking
By CHRISTOPHER MELE

REBUTTAL BY

It was less than one-month ago that a "tweet" by pro-Trump actress Roseanne
Barr sent the Piranha Press into a feeding frenzy in which they bashed her for
promoting "a bizarre conspiracy theory" ™. All she wrote was:
"President Trump has freed so many children held in bondage to pimps all over
this world. Hundreds each month. He has broken up trafficking rings in high places
everywhere."
Now that happens to be a absolutely true and easily verifiable statement, by the
way. And even more big busts have been made since Barr tweeted out the
"conspiracy theory" ™ which the journalistic jackals linked to Q-Anon / "The
Storm" -- even though Barr never even mentioned Q-Anon!
From Newsweek, March 31:
"The tweet seems to allude to a conspiracy theory known as The Storm, which
emerged after Trump quipped at a photo op last October about it being “the calm
before the storm. Those who believe in the theory allege that cabals of high86

ranking Democrats run child sex rings attended by celebrities, which Trump is
breaking up.
QAnon refers to a user of internet messaging board 4Chan, who claims to be a
White House official with secret knowledge of the investigation into the sex
trafficking ring."
Wethinks the "powers that be" doth protest a bit tooo much about Q-Anon and his
prophetic forecasts about the rolling up of sex traffic rings?

SOMETHING IS HAPPENING!
1. One week AFTER Barr's "controversial" tweet, Backpage.com, a site
often used by sex traffickers, was shut down by Trump's Feds. 2. The
following week, Canadian Peter Dalglish, -- the founder of the Street Kids
International, a very well-connected United Nations advisor, and friend /
political supporter of Canadian PM Justine Trudeau -- was arrested for
child-rape in Nepal.
This bit of very recent history sets the foundation for a fuller appreciation of this
article -- which the Slimes presents as an unrelated event -- about the Federal arrest
of a Hollywood actress for recruiting girls into a "sex cult." From the article.
"An actress from the television series “Smallville” was charged on Friday with sex
trafficking for her involvement in an organization promoting itself as a self-help
group for women that forced its members to have sex with its leader, federal
prosecutors said. The actress, Allison Mack, 35, helped gain recruits for what was
purported to be a mentorship group but instead exploited its followers, who were
branded with a symbol containing the initials of the organization’s leader."
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As soon as this story broke, Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy Cat immediately sensed
that this could be the beginning of a devastating roll-up of elite child-rape / childmurder rings. When the Feds sink their teeth into low-level conspirators, they
always follow with a plea deal for the accused so they can catch bigger fish. And
that is not only what Q posted in words after the arrest, but also in a coded image
at about the exact time of or even just before the arrest. As regular readers of The
Anti-New York Times are aware of by now, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial
Board" have been urging "optimistic skepticism" regarding the mind-boggling
posts of Q-Anon at 4-Chan cautious, but Q's posts from April 20, enhanced by one
of Trump's subsequent tweets later that same day, do send excited chills up our
spines.

1 & 2. Who would have thought that All-American girl-looking Allison Mack
was a woman-branding sex-slave cult recruiter! What's next? 3. What did Q
post before/during/after the Feds nabbed Ms. Mack?
At 14:45 (aka 2:45, EST or CST?) Q posted an image of a palm tree that had the
Internet Q community completely baffled as to its meaning. We haven't been able
to calculate if this was posted at about the same time as news of the Mack arrest
broke, or before. It appears to have been posted before. But either way, we strongly
suspect that Q's ensuing posts will again prove to be "prophetic."

"What's up with the palm tree?"
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About six hours later, at 20:30, Q drops a bombshell about Ms. Mack: "Mack is
naming names. Big names in H-Wood / Gov’t (local/federal). Proof. - Q"
A minute later, Q reveals the meaning of the palm-tree clue from six hours prior:
"Canary palm tree? Signal? - Q"

You see, canary is a species of palm tree, and Mack is "singing like a canary" -exposing bugger Hollywood fish. Get it? But it gets better. (Deep breath)
At 21:08, Q posts an image taken from the Twitter account of Allison Mack. It is a
photo of Marina Abromovich (cough cough), -- the Satanic "artist" who has
performed her "spirit cooking" weirdness with the likes of the Podesta Brothers,
Jay Z & Beyonce, Lady Gaga and many other big names amongst the "elite."
Just ten minutes later, at 21:18, Q posts an image of a vacationing President
Obongo (at the elite Martha's Vinyard), posing with a young girl named Maggie
Nixon (pet-named, according to Q, "Wendy") and with a band-aid on his left
middle finger. The significance of the cut on his finger is that it matches
Abromovich's "spirit-cooking" exercises in which participants are instructed to cut
the middle finger of their left hand and suck the blood. Hmmmm.

1 & 2: Q posts Abromovich, followed by another of Obongo with a bandage
on his left middle finger, posing with a young girl named Maggie Nixon
(which Q suggested Obongo was having sex with) 3. Satanist Abromovich
uses semen and blood to paint on the wall: "Cut deeply --- into the
middle finger of left hand --- eat the pain."
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1. The vile and vulgar demonic "artist" is well known and revered among
many of the elites. 2. The child abuse is barely concealed. 3. Killary Clinton
campaign manager and known "spirit cooker" John Podesta with weird
images on his palms and a bandage on his left middle finger.
And finally, Q makes it quite clear that the final act is coming -- which means that
we will soon know if history is indeed about to be made in the coming weeks and
months as the complete unmasking of the Satanic monsters who have lorded over
us for so long unfolds; or, if Q, for some inexplicable reason, was just an elaborate
tease needlessly aimed at a minuscule percentage of the Internet "conspiracy
theorist" ™ population. And frankly, we are leaning more and more towards the
former -- albeit with great caution.
A final flurry of "crumbs" of April 20: (clarifications in parenthesize added by us)

22:12: Over the target. Expand further. Wendy. (pet-name of little Maggie)
HUSSEIN (Obama). Mack. AS (= suspected child abuser, Adam Schiff). - Q"
22:17: "This door will be opened later. The choice, to know, will be yours. END. Q"
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1. Trump was strongly supported by many anti-Killary Haitian-Americans.
Why is that? 2.Congressman Adam Schiff ("AS") likes little kidnapped
chocolate Haitian babies, it seems.
Q: April 21: "They will lose black vote once Haiti revealed."

22:26: "AS THE WORLD TURNS. - Q" (A well known Soap Opera show, meaning
there is more drama to come. Also, "Wendy's" grandmother alsoproduced soap
operas.)
22:48: Bigger than you can imagine. POTUS (Trump) warning shot. Mack.
Snowball. Why is Hussein (Obongo) pictured w/ this H-Wood child ("Wendy")
many times? What are ‘pet’ names? Conspiracy? -Q
23:15: You can’t imagine the size of this. Conspiracy risk. Planned for later. - Q

1. Q then posted Obongo with same child, Maggie Nixon, (pet-named "Wendy") from
years earlier 2. An anon poster then found a picture of Maggie Nixon's mother, Mary
Nixon, with Pizzagate pervert and suspected child-torturer-murderer James Alefantis.
3. (Image not from Q) -- Very creepy! Obongo appears to enjoy children like "Wendy" in
addition to men. The young girls raised into this sex-obsessed lifestyle must think it's all
so normal.
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And then, Trump "coincidentally" and "in error" tweets out the name,
"Wendy" instead of Debbie. Libtards mock his latest deliberate misspelling
(always done to mirror Q posts!). TRUMP'S "WENDY" TYPO IS SENDING
A "SICILIAN MESSAGE" TO OBONGO!

1. Admiral Mike Rogers heads the NSA and is very close to Trump. When Obongo's
people tried to fire him in late 2016, Rogers visited Trump Tower during the transition
period. Obongo backed down afterwards. The NSA has the capability to collect e-mails
and phone calls on ANYONE, but cannot act upon them. What Trump, Mueller,
Sessions et al have achieved over the course of this past year is find creative ways to
launder inactionable evidence into actionable (legal) evidence. This may be what Q
meant when he posted, on April 10: "We have it all. These people are stupid.
Fireworks." 2. Did the military recruit Trump? Admiral Rogers (NSA) stands very close
to Trump. 3. When Globalist MONSTER Dwight Eisenhower --- who murdered
General George Patton and hated General Douglas MacArthur -- warned America
about the "danger" of the "military-industrial complex" --- he was actually expressing the
NWO's concern that the mighty military and its all-knowing intelligence agencies might
rise up one day and say: "That's enough!" --- Could we be witnessing such a historyaltering development?
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Trump has been mercilessly mocked by enemies and supporters alike for
instructing the Pentagon to plan a huge and expensive military parade for
Veterans Day, this upcoming November -- Might this seemingly
inexplicable idea be intended as a victory parade over the 1000's of elite
Globalists, Satanists, child rapists and assorted henchmen -- who might
have to be rounded up by the marines and tried in military tribunals?

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about a
Hollywood actress who was involved in luring girls into a crazy sex cult.
Boobus Americanus 2: I'm hearing a lot of such stories lately. This human
trafficking seems to be really widespread.
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Sugar: You've only seen the tip of the iceberg, Boobuss!
Editor: It truly does seems like Trump and the military have got these
monsters by the balls now. And yet, we the good have been getting our
butts kicked for so long that it still seems too good to be true. All we can do
is pray that Q's promises -- which are clearly being mirrored by Trump's
subsequent tweets -- come to fruition.
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NY Times: China, Feeling Left Out, Has Plenty to Worry
About in North Korea-U.S. Talks
By JANE PERLEZ

REBUTTAL BY

Not all of the printed errors which appear in the putrid pages of Sulzberger's
Slimes are the result of deliberate lies / omissions intended to shape domestic or
foreign policy. We estimate that about 95% of the errors are that way, but not
100%. You see, there are those cases in which the writer is genuinely stupid,
delusional, deranged or all three.
In addition to being paid liars and libelers, one has to remember that the
journalistic jackals, like all Marxists and libtards, are also vulnerable to believing
their own bullshit, at which point they are no longer lying -- not technically. And
their folly can be pretty funny to behold in action. This particularly ridiculous
piece of butt-hurt manifests, in our assessment, a sincere belief in something which
is simply not so, but with the deluded writer badly wanting it to be so. Namely, the
idea that China may lose influence with North Korea as Lil' Kim moves closer to
the United States.
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Let's have a look and share some laughs at a few excerpts at this bit of nonsense
served up by "Pulitzer Prize" ™ winner and "expert" on China, Jane Perlez
(cough cough.).

1. Jane Perlez --- dishonest, yes. But also very stupid, and crazy too. 2.
Cheese and Crackers! Is there a Slimes scribbler who has NOT won the
oh-so-prestigious (barf) "Pulitzer Prize" yet? ™ 3. Pay no mind to this
insane hag. North Korea will always remain close to its northern brother
nation.
Perlez: As the North Korean leader Kim Jong-un prepares for his meetings with the
presidents of South Korea and the United States, China has found itself in an
unaccustomed place: watching from the sidelines.
Rebuttal: So as not to diminish Trump's glory this coming June, China will be
"watching from the sidelines," but without Chinese President Xi Jinping's face-toface meetings -- held in China -- and other dealings with both Trump and Lil' Kim,
the historic Trump-Kim pow wow would not be happening.
Perlez: Worse, many Chinese analysts say, ...
Rebuttal: Mike & Sugar rule-of-thumb: whenever you see or hear the prefix
"analysts say" or "experts say" in any story in any organ of the Piranha Press,
reverse the meaning of whatever follows by 180° to arrive at the truth.
Perlez: North Korea could pursue a grand bargain designed not only to bring the
isolated nation closer to its two former Korean War foes, but also diminish its
reliance on China for trade and security.
Rebuttal: Does this deranged dumber-than-dirt douche-bag not know about the
Sino-North Korean Mutual Aid and Cooperation Friendship Treaty? Article 2
of that 57-year-old treaty obligates China to come to the defense of North Korea in
case of an attack, which is why it was so critical for Trump to finally defuse this
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live wire left in place by President Eisenhower's non-ending of the Korean War.
Does Ms. Perlez really believe that North Korea will tell mighty China that it no
longer wants its protection because Uncle Sam will protect it?

Trump was hosted and honored by Xi in China. Lil' Kim was then also
hosted and honored by Xi in China. And now the official end of the Korean
War is within reach. Xi will allow Trump to take the credit, but it should be
clear by now that China is part of the process and will remain North Korea's
most important ally and trading partner -- in spite of what Ms. Perlez wants
to believe.
Perlez: Such an outcome — a reversal of 70 years of history — remains a long
shot, ...
Rebuttal: No. Not a "long shot." It remains a no-shot. But even if it were a "long
shot," it is an admission that Perlez is grasping at straws in the delusional hopes
that NK will split with China in favor of Uncle Sam.
Perlez: Still, China finds itself removed from the center of the rapidly unfolding
diplomacy, and unusually wary about Mr. Kim’s objectives in reaching out to his
nation’s two bitterest enemies.
Rebuttal: So, Xi is out of the picture now, eh? Seriously, what is this silly bitch
smoking? Lil' Kim just came back from an important meeting, in China, --- idiot!
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The idea that Lil' Kim might turn his back on racial brothers, with 1000's of
years shared history, in favor of US influence is preposterous, and calls into
question the sanity of Pulitzer Prize winner Jane Perlez. ™
Perlez: Mr. Kim’s meeting with the South Korean president, Moon Jae-in, is set
for Friday, and a meeting with President Trump — the first ever between leaders of
the two nations — is expected to follow in May or early June. In a sign of just how
much is suddenly on the table, South Korea recently confirmed that it was in
talks with the North and with the United States about signing a treaty to end
the Korean War, which halted in 1953, but never formally ended.
Rebuttal: Wow. An official end to the Korean War. Trump's approval rating will
jump to 70% overnight when that happens. And never forget -- the stage for this
upcoming grand event was staged by Trump's strategically pretended
warmongering. If this grand event goes as planned, the Globalists and the Zionists
will never be able to trigger World War III from the Korean peninsula again.
Perlez: With events moving so quickly, and Beijing finding itself largely left on
the outside, analysts said ....
Rebuttal: There's that prefix phrase again: "analyst's said." Hip waders on, boys
and girls -- bullshit to flow in 3... 2 ...1 ...
Perlez: China and its leader, Xi Jinping, must at least consider what they called
worst-case contingencies.
“The loss of prestige is a big problem for China and Xi, who wants everyone else
to view China as an essential actor of international relations, especially in the
Northeast Asian context,” said Zhang Baohui, a professor of international relations
at Lingnan University in Hong Kong. “Now, suddenly, China is no longer
relevant.”
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Rebuttal: Perlez digs up an "expert" at a university in CIA-infested Hong Kong
(now an autonomous "administrative region" of China after being under BritishRothschild rule) to support her delusion. Typical "Appeal to Authority" fallacy.
****End of Rebuttal********

Perlez's article is actually a very, very good sign. It shows that the New World
Order crowd is indeed -- as even scum like Rothschild and Soros have publicly
expressed -- losing their stranglehold over Planet Earth. The reality of this stunning
turn of events has sent some of these Globalists into desperate delusional denial.
How else to explain the impossible, and, as the writer confirms, "long shot" dreams
expressed in this astonishingly stupid and utterly pointless "analysis?"
Oh the butt-hurt that will ensue when Trump officially ends the Korean War!

1. Yalta Conference:1945: FDR and the traitors advising him set the stage
for the next war by deciding that Korea would be split into two -- the U.S.
occupying the South, and the Soviets (who were not even involved in the
Pacific-Asian part of World War 2!) to occupy the North. 2. Five years later,
America & South Korea were at war against North Korea & China. The
Korean War caused the deaths of 2 million Koreans (some estimates
higher) and 40,000 young Americans. 3. The evil Globalist President
Eisenhower -- who had promised to end Truman's deliberately
mismanaged Korean War -- never "officially" ended the war. U.S. troops
have been stationed there ever since as part of a Globalist live trip-wire
which could be re-activated by the likes of a President Killary at anytime.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that China is
worried that North Korea may move closer to the United States after
Trump's visit there in June.
Boobus Americanus 2: You know -- I must admit -- if Trump can pull off
this peace deal, it will truly be a history-making event.

Sugar: Aw, come on Boobuss! You were ssuppossed to ssay ssomething
sstupid sso I can abusse you!
Editor: No matter how The Slimes tries to spin it, even ass-clowns like the
Boobus Brothers won't be able to deny Trump's coming triumph in North
Korea.
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NY Times: Toronto Truck Attack Kills at Least 10 People in
"Pure Carnage"
*
NY Times: What Is an Incel? A Term Used by the Toronto
Attack Suspect, Explained
REBUTTAL BY

Whether by the gun or by the "killer truck," these fake mass killing crisis-actor
stunts have become so tiresome that Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The
Anti-New York Times did not even deem the latest installment in Toronto to be
newsworthy, not originally. But after reading today's follow up piece about the
allegedly woman-hating "killer," Alek Minassian, two things jumped out at us:
1: The incredibly well-funded communist Southern Poverty Law Center (which,
we are proud to say, once listed TomatoBubble.com, among many others, as a
"hate group") has weighed in on "online misogyny," and
2: The online forum "4chan" has come under attack for giving people like
Minassian a place to gather and spread their "hate" ™.
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THE USUAL DRILL
Props strewn about for effect. --- A bloodless white murder van --- An actor
or mannequin under a sheet

Here is the key excerpt from the article, variations of which are now spreading
throughout the rest of the Piranha Press:
"Incels (short for "involuntary celibates) are misogynists who are deeply
suspicious and disparaging of women, whom they blame for denying them their
right to sexual intercourse. Theirs is a relatively new take on a “male
supremacist” worldview, according to the Southern Poverty Law Center.
The center, which closely tracks hate speech, reports that ..... at their most
extreme, incels have advocated rape and other forms of violence against women.
What is the ‘Incel Rebellion’?
Incels sometimes talk of an incel or “beta” uprising, a movement led by beta
males, like themselves, to overthrow what they view as the oppressive feminism of
society.
Where do incels congregate?
Reddit ... one of the world’s most popular online gathering places, barred its incel
community in November, citing a policy against hateful and violent speech. Incels
have nonetheless found or returned to other online gathering places, including
4chan, an anonymous message board that has for years been home to a dark,
and sometimes disturbing, corner of the web
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In his Facebook post, Mr. Minassian reportedly described himself as “Private
(Recruit) Minassian” and expressed a desire to “speak to Sgt 4chan.”

The official story now circulating is that Minasian was "radicalized" the
woman-haters at unregulated 4chan.
As regular readers of The ANYT should know by now, 4chan, "coincidentally,"
just happens to be the forum where Q-Anon has, since last November, posted his
spooky-accurate prophecies and explanations as to how the military intelligence
forces behind the Trump administration are secretly battling the Globalists and
Satanic child-abusing elites. About two months ago, elements of the Piranha Press,
including Sulzberger's Slimes, The Washington Compost, the BBC, Newsweek,
The Daily Beast. New York Magazine and others, had already run attack pieces
branding 4chan's Q phenomenon as a "hoax" and "conspiracy theory ™. But now,
with 10 "murders" being indirectly and "coincidentally" linked to unregulated
4chan, will the sub-forum "The Storm" being investigated or taken down?
*Q post, April 25: (in which he links to an NBC story about the 4chan connection)
"They feel threatened. This is about us. Expect more (outcry). We are being set up
and targeted (+DDoS). All for a conspiracy larp?"
We have to agree with Q's assessment here. A staged attack, followed by SPLC
and press attacks on an obscure Internet forum is just too "conveeenient" as the
Church Lady of old Saturday Night Live fame used to say. The "powers that be"
wouldn't be going through so much trouble if Q was nothing but a "conspiracy
theory ™.
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If Q is just a "hoax," why so much effort on the part of the "Deep State"
event planners and their media allies to discredit and now, possibly bully
4chan into self-censorship for its part in "radicalizing" the Toronto truckkiller?

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
misogynist maniac who ran over all those people in Canada was
radicalized online at a site called 4chan.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, we all support free speech, but some of this
online conspiracy stuff and hate speech really needs to be regulated.

Sugar: How frickin' conveeenient that the Canadian Prime Minister'ss
buddy, Peter Dalglissh (on left), was just busted for child rape in Nepal one
week ago!
Editor: It wouldn't surprise me if Justine Trudeau is buggering little boys
too.
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NY Times: Macron Critiques Trump’s Policies in Speech to
Congress
By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS

REBUTTAL BY

For folks lacking in either time or mental stamina to think through the issues of the
day, a 99%-accurate shortcut for tagging any world leader as a villainous viper is
to note whether or not that individual is being puffed up by "the paper of record."
Nah --- make it 100% accurate. But if your copy of Sulzberger's Slimes is being
used to house-train your new puppy (all that it's good for), then another equally
effective lazy man's "Cliff Notes" path to enlightenment is to see if the U.S.
Congress invites him or her to address a joint session.
In the case of President Emmanuel Maricon (deliberate typo, Google it) of France
-- the closeted 39-year-old communist homosexual who married a mother of three
(his High School teacher) old enough to be his own bloody mother (she's 65!) -we now have both indicators.
AN HONOR USUALLY RESERVED FOR VILLAINS
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Boris Yeltsin (Russia) -- Lech Walesa (Poland)-- The Frumpy Frau of
Germany

Poop Frankie --- Porky Poroshenko of CIA-Ukraine - Bibi Satanyahoo of
Israel
Whereas previous villains who have addressed Congress have generally spoken in
vague platitudes, Maricon's discourse, despite the civil tone, not only took direct
aim at Trump's policies, but condescendingly lectured America's elected
representatives to turn away from "nationalism" and embrace Globalism. And the
traitors in Congress (Demonrats mainly) repeatedly rose to their feet and applauded
very loudly!
Some excerpts:


On the Global Warming Hoax / Paris Accords: “Let us work together in
order to make our planet great again (mocking Trump's MAGA slogan). We
are killing our planet - let us face it, there is no Planet B.”



On free trade: "Commercial war is not the proper answer. At the end of the
day, it will destroy jobs, increase prices, and the middle class will have to
pay for it.”



On the New World Order: We can build the 21st-century world order
based on a new breed of multilateralism. This requires, more than ever, the
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United States' involvement, as your role was decisive for creating and
safeguarding today's free world. The United States is the one who invented
this multilateralism. You are the one now who has to help preserve and
reinvent it.”

1. The nasty little Globalist and his cradle-robbing communist hag of a wife
were graciously hosted by the Trumps. He then goes before Congress and
lectures about the "dangers" of Trump's nationalism. 2. Macron with his
boss, David de Rothschild of the Banque der Rothschild 3. French
homosexual magazine puts out the code --- Maricon plays for the pink
team.
As for Trump's oddly excessive and even physical chumminess with a Rothschild
agent who is his mortal enemy, we believe that the stupid media analysts are
misreading the body language as a "bromance" between the two Presidents when,
in realty, Trump's repeated manhandling and excessively hard and long handgripping of both little Maricon and his wicked wife (which was even worse when
Trump visited Paris last year!) is one of deliberate disrespect --- the type of which
one not schooled in body language, might mistake for extreme affection. Trump,
who is a very big man, treated Justin Trudeau of Canada the same rag-doll
manner when shaking hands. It's almost as if he's saying, "I'm gonna fix your ass,
punk."
Q-Anon did say, back in January, that there is NSA-obtained evidence that a plot
to kill Trump was once considered seriously by the "Deep State," and that certain
"foreign allies were involved." If true, that really shouldn't surprise regular readers
of The Anti-New York Times, given what we know about "the powers that be"
and what they are capable of. Was Maricon involved? Merkel? Speaking of that
nasty Frumpy Frau, she's coming to the White House too, next week. But be not
troubled by the lavish red carpet welcomes. We suspect that these visits by the
arch-villains of the EU is just a case of "keeping your enemies close."
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Headline: Elle: I Can't Stop Staring at This Photo of Trump Walking Macron
Like a Puppy
Headline: CNN: Trump Can't Keep His Hands Off Macron
Headline: People: Trump Holds Hands with French President, Brushes Off His
'Dandruff

France, 2017: Don Trumpeone: "I know it was you, Fredo ... and your old
lady too!"

*
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1. Trump further humiliates and degrades Macron (who is evidently too
stupid to realize it) by wiping off what he said (in front of reporters!) was
dandruff from his shoulders. 2 & 3. More bullying and disrespectful
manhandling --- leading little Maricon about like a puppy dog.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that President
Macron of France challenged Trump's policies in his speech before a joint
session of Congress.
Boobus Americanus 2: Trump must feel pretty stupid now after having
hosted a state dinner for the Macrons.
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Sugar: Boobuss, my dim-witted friend. Watch 'The Godfather' -- and
obsserve how the masster playss his adverssaries.
Editor: Of all the scenes in Godfather I & II, of course you'd pick the one
with the cat.
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APRIL, 2018

NY Times: Smothered by Smog, Polish Cities Rank Among
Europe’s Dirtiest
*
How Scott Pruitt Plans to Defend Himself on Capitol Hill:
Spread the Blame
REBUTTAL BY

At a superficial glance, it would seem to the casual reader that negative stories
about the government of Poland and Trump’s EPA administrator, Scott Pruitt,
have no relation to each other. In reality, the two subjects have something in
common which is actually the motivation for both of these nasty smear pieces. Can
you guess what it is, before we explain?
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An unfair hatchet job on Poland --- and another on Pruitt. What's the
common thread?
On Poland:
There are many captive nations of the European Union currently experiencing
serious civil and criminal problems associated with the unremitting Turd World
invasion. Yet we never see a large text & image spread explaining some of horrors
taking place in England, France, Sweden, Germany, Italy et al. Yet when it comes
to Poland and its alleged pollution problem, Sulzberger’s Slimes seems to delight
in embarrassing the most significant country of Eastern Europe. In addition to this
negative piece, here are some past headlines:






Coal in Poland Lowering Life Spans (June 7, 2015)
Warsaw Grapples With Gloomy, Gray Smog (Jan, 14, 2017)
Poland’s Pollution Problem (Dec 3 2015)
Poland, Wedded to Coal, Spurns Europe on Clean Energy Targets (Oct. 31,
2013)
Poland to Spend $8.8 Billion on Clean Heating to Fight Smog (April 12,
2018)

This article is very rough on Poland. A snippet:
“What is off is the air. Poland has some the most polluted air in all of the
European Union, and 33 of its 50 dirtiest cities. Not even mountain retreats are
immune.”
Never having been to Poland, and nor having studied this matter in great depth,
Sugar and I, er, “The Editorial Board” of The Anti-New York Times cannot
comment on the extent of air pollution in Poland -- though we suspect, on an
intuitive level based upon precedent, that this article is exaggerating the situation.
So, what’s the motive behind this particular attack on Poland?
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From the Slimes:
"The problem is largely a result of the country’s love affair with coal. Like
elsewhere in Poland, most of the homes in the villages below Zar Mountain are
still heated by coal. Some 19 million people rely on coal for heat in winter. In all of
the European Union, 80 percent of private homes using coal are in Poland.”
You see, the Polish government, in addition to its adamant refusal to allow
Mamma Merkel’s Turd World invasion to spill over into Poland, does not support
the Global Warming ™ / Climate Change ™ hoax and its associated controls and
taxes on energy. Hence, the ugly attacks by “the paper of record.” It's that simple.

1. The Slimes articles uses scary pictures to make Poland seem like a dirty
place. 2. Greenpeace (CIA) Poland hangs an anti-coal banner accusing the
coal industry of "owning Poland." 3. The real target of the Globalists is the
nationalist Law & Justice Party.
On Pruitt:
EPA Chief Scott Pruitt has been the target of the evil Left from the very
beginning of his tenure, in 2017. Now, the sanctimonious scribblers of
Sulzberger’s Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press have become fixated on his
supposed “ethical lapses.” Mind you, these are the very same hypocritical slimeballs who ignored the monstrous crimes of Obongo & Killary.
From the Slimes:
“As Scott Pruitt, the embattled head of the Environmental Protection Agency,
prepares to testify before Congress on Thursday amid a series of spending and
ethics investigations, an internal E.P.A. document indicates that he may blame his
staff for many of the decisions that have put a cloud over his tenure at the agency.”
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Knowing that the corrupt Slimes doesn’t give a rat’s ass about “ethics,” ask
yourself, what is the real reason for the attacks on the “embattled” Pruitt? This
little gem, buried deep within the story, is, as they say in poker parlance, the “tell.”
“Mr. Pruitt's zeal to roll back climate change regulations and impose new rules
that benefit fossil fuel industries has endeared him to Mr. Trump.”

The Globalist press has viciously attacked and childishly mocked Scott
Pruitt for being anti-science and anti-environment. The new line of attack
now is "ethics."
See their little game? The Global Warming ™ / Climate Change ™ hoax remains
so central and so critical to their power-grabbing world government scheme, that
any individual or government opposing it will come under attack by the use of one
phony pretext or another. With Poland, it’s the so-called filthy air. With Pruitt, it's
an “ethical lapse.” With the anti-warmist (and also pro-Putin) former Prime
Minister of Italy, Silvio Berlusconi, it was his playboy lifestyle.
This is garbage hit-piece journalism at its worst. Fortunately, Poland seems to be
holding firm and Pruitt will survive the coup attempt. Good signs.
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The scam is exposed in "Climate Bogeyman" -- by M S King--- The
greening of the reds is all about suppressing the standard of living,
empowering international bodies, and creating a funding mechanism for
world government -- New World Order.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Poland is
choking in coal-related air pollution.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's terrible. Speaking of carbon pollution, I
understand that the climate change denier who Trump picked to head the
EPA now has ethics problems.
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Sugar: Boobuss, you credulouss cretin! It'ss your beloved Slimess that
hass "ethical problemss!" Every frickin' sstory they print is a dad-gum load
of bull-%$#@!!!
Editor: Well, the articles in the sports section are fairly accurate.

APRIL, 2018

NY Times: As Two Koreas Talk Peace, Trump's Bargaining
Chips Slip Away
By MARK LANDLER
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REBUTTAL BY

In 2016, when candidate Trump declared that he would like to meet Lil' Kim of
North Korea face-to-face and make a deal, the Globalist scum of America were
quick to denounce him for being too soft on North Korea. Presumptive futurePresident Killary Clinton's comments were typical of the PRC (Predatory Ruling
Class) at the time:
Headline: Newsweek (June 2, 2016) Hillary Clinton: Donald Trump Too
Friendly With North Korea
"Clinton argues that Trump’s statement that he was prepared to talk to Kim Jong
Un, made in a Reuters interview last month, has only emboldened him and invited
him to be more provocative."
Then, in 2017, when President Trump co-opted the warmongers by adopting a new
strategy of talking tough on North Korea -- while opening and maintaining backchannel communication with Lil' Kim -- the very same Globalist scum of America
were quick to denounce him for being too hard on North Korea. Again, bitter loser
Killary chimed in:
Headline: Reuters: (October 17, 2017) Hillary Clinton says U.S. threats of war
with North Korea 'dangerous, short-sighted'
“Picking fights with Kim Jong Un puts a smile on his face,” Clinton said,
....Clinton also indirectly referred to Trump’s social media comments on North
Korea, saying, “The insults on Twitter have benefited North Korea, I don’t think
they’ve benefited the United States.'”
Too soft --- too hard ---- which is it, Killary?
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1. When Trump and Kim spoke well of each other in 2016, the Piranha
Press mocked Trump. 2. When Trump started "threatening" Kim in 2017,
the Piranha Press mocked him for that too. 3. Now that it seems as though
the Korean War will finally be coming to an end, what will the next line of
attack from the Piranha Press be?
The ridiculous headline of this negative piece by Mark Landler (cough cough) -which, in this case, matches the theme of the actual text very well -- demonstrates
not only the degree of Globo-libtard butt-hurt over Trump's role in finally defusing
the nearly 70-year-old live wire on the Korean peninsula, but also their evident
futility when it comes to manufacturing new plausible false arguments to replace
the old.
Slimes Headline: Trump's bargaining chips slip away
Rebuttal: Why does Trump even need "bargaining chips" if the two Korean
brothers are kissing and making up on their own?
Landler: ... the gauzy images and vows of peace by Kim Jong-un and his
counterpart from the South, Moon Jae-in, have complicated Mr. Trump’s task as he
prepares for his own history-making encounter with Mr. Kim.
Rebuttal: This is like saying that the friendly pre-trial agreement between two
court litigants "complicates" the job of the judge. Far from "complicating" Trump's
efforts, the historic lovefest between the two Koreas actually facilitates Trump's
task.
Landler: While the two Korean leaders pledged to rid the heavily armed peninsula
of nuclear weapons, they put no time-line on that process, nor did they set out a
common definition of what a nuclear-free Korea would look like.
Rebuttal: It's only been two frickin' days since the historic handshake! And
already you're demanding details?
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Landler: Instead, they agreed to pursue a peace treaty this year that would
formally end the Korean War after nearly seven decades of hostilities.
Rebuttal: Oh, is that all? A formal end to the Korean War --- ho hum, eh Landler?
Landler: The talk of peace is likely to weaken the two levers that Mr. Trump used
to pressure Mr. Kim to come to the bargaining table.
Rebuttal: So, the "talk of peace" is going to make it harder for Trump to
"pressure" Lil' Kim into talking peace. Makes perfect sense. (rolling eyes)
Landler: A resumption of regular diplomatic exchanges between the two Koreas,
analysts said, ....
Rebuttal: "Analysts say," (a variation of "experts say") --- Hip waders on, boys
and girls. Liquefied bullshit always follows that prefix! Youse guys know the drill.
Landler: ... will inevitably erode the crippling economic sanctions against the
North, while Mr. Trump will find it hard to threaten military action against a
country that is extending an olive branch."
Rebuttal: This doesn't make any sense, at all -- not even as a lie! Why would
Trump even need to "threaten military action" if Lil' Kim is "extending an olive
branch?"

1 & 2. The senseless partition of Korea -- A 70-year disgrace, conceived by
FDR and Stalin at the Yalta Conference of 1945, may soon be coming to a
close 3. And all this piece-of-crap Landler (cough cough) can do is cast
negativity on recent events.
Landler: “This summit has put even greater expectations, greater hype and greater
pressure on Trump,” said Victor D. Cha, a Korea scholar at Georgetown
University...
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Rebuttal: Ooooh -- a "scholar." He must really be smart, eh?
Landler (quoting Cha): “He hyped this meeting with his tweets, and now the
entire focus is going to be on his negotiating prowess. This is a moment of his own
making.
Rebuttal: Trump hyped the upcoming meeting with Lil' Kim because he already
knows how the storyline -- which he co-wrote with Xi, Kim and Moon -- is going
to end. You egg-headed dope!
Landler: Mr. Trump reiterated that he was prepared to cancel the meeting, or walk
out in the middle of it, if his diplomatic efforts were not making any headway. But
some of his aides say privately they worry that the president, with an eye on the
history books and a flair for the theatrical, is determined to emerge with a victory,
even if it falls short of his stated goals.
Rebuttal: Ya know, one gets the feeling that Trump were to come back from the
meeting with every last North Korean bomb, missile, plane, tank, vessel, gun,
bullet, bow & arrow, knife, slingshot and pea-shooter on a fleet of cargo ships, the
Slimes would still whine: "But there is no guarantee that they won't rebuild."
Landler: The price of failure would be high for Mr. Trump. The United States
could face a split with its ally South Korea, tensions could flare with China, ....
Rebuttal: Aw, shut the front door, Landler. You evil, treasonous back-stabbing,
nay-saying kike.
Landler: Mr. Trump is also moving on other fronts that could undercut his
negotiations with Mr. Kim. He appears more likely than ever to rip up the Iran
nuclear deal as he faces his next deadline of May 12 to decide whether to reimpose
sanctions on Tehran.
Rebuttal: Trump will play you suckers on "the Iran deal" exactly as he has played
the North Korean "crisis." He will huff and puff; Iran will huff and puff right back
at him; and then, working with the Russians, Trump will play out the predetermined peace script before moving on to a final deal between Israel and the
Palestinians. (And if we're wrong, we'll be the first ones to jump off the Trump
Train!)
Landler: As always, though, the wild card is Mr. Trump himself.
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Rebuttal: As always, Sulzberger's Slimes is full of shit.

1. By freeing South Korea from CIA-control and dealing with Xi of China,
Trump set in motion the events which are bringing the two Koreas together.
2. The leaders of the two Koreas -- a happy day for all Koreans, but not for
The Slimes.
And what did that bitter, jealous, psychopathic, child-sex trafficking loser lesbian
Killary have to say about the Trump-Kim talks set for late May or early June? The
hideous harridan (a $10 word for bossy old hag) cautioned:
Headline: (Numerous soucres) Hillary Clinton warns of 'diplomatic danger' in
North Korea talks
"The former secretary of state said however that the US State Department was
'being eroded' and that experienced diplomats on the North Korean issue were in
short supply, with many having left. 'You cannot have diplomacy without
diplomats," she said, adding "the danger is not being recognized by the Trump
government.'"
Actually, Killary, the purging of many of your precious State Department
Globalists is precisely the reason why good things are happening. Heaven knows
where we'd be had this daughter-of-Satan been elected President!
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"Russia and China will pay a price."
Killary may very well have stated World War III on the Korean peninsula.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that peace
between the two Koreas may complicate Trump's upcoming talks with Kim
Jong Un.
Boobus Americanus 2: But wouldn't that actually make it easier for Trump
to make a deal between the parties?
Boobus Americanus 1: That's what I was thinking.
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Sugar: Ya know the journalisstic junk is gettin' pretty frickin' bad when
even the dumbasss Boobuss Brothers ain't buyin' it no more!
Editor: It's getting harder and harder for the Piranha Press to spin reality
against Trump. But they won't stop trying.

MAY 2018

NY Times: A Lynching Memorial Forces a Reckoning For a
Nation and a Newspaper
By JOHN ELIGON
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REBUTTAL BY

Apart from the historical fact that the official narrative of the southern lynchings of
many years gone by is grossly inaccurate; the utter libtardation of a nearly 200
year-old newspaper -- which through heirs and also sales to three different groups
of outsiders has changed ownership multiple times -- now feeling compelled to
"apologize" for past sympathetic coverage of lynchings is like an owner of an old
home apologizing to his neighbor because a previous owner from 100 + years ago
allowed his dog to crap on the lawn of the long-ago previous owner of the
neighbor's property.

1. After other ownership changes in 1963 and 1968, Gannett purchased the
Montgomery Advertiser in 1995. Why are they "apologizing" for the prolynching editorials penned under the owners from nearly 100 years ago?
2. Libtard Logic: "Neighbor of mine. I'm truly sorry for what the people
who lived in this home 100 years ago did to your unknown
predecessor's yard."
We don't which is more maddening -- the relentless anti-White hatred, or the
illogical insanity which supports it. From the article:
"A memorial that opened last week in Montgomery, Ala., honoring lynching
victims aims to force a reckoning with one of the United States’ worst atrocities. As
the city’s largest newspaper, The Montgomery Advertiser, covered the opening, it
found itself in the middle of its own reckoning.
In a news article and an editorial, The Advertiser admitted that its coverage of
lynchings over many decades was careless, dismissive and dehumanizing in its
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treatment of the black victims and portrayed them as criminals who got what was
coming to them.
'We were wrong,' the editorial began.
Part public confession and plea for forgiveness, The Advertiser’s self-examination
marked an important acknowledgment of the role that the press played in
perpetuating the mob violence that was unleashed on African-Americans for
decades after slavery was abolished."

1. Alabama is now home to an ugly monument to rapists and murderers.
The unveiling prompted the "apology" from the Montgomery Advertiser.
2. That's it White Man! --- Grovel on command of your Jewish masters and
his pet "minorities!" --- "We're so sorry! Wa wa wa."
This would all be bad enough if lynching was the injustice that the Fake Historians
allege that is it was. What adds insult to idiocy here is the FACT, that lynchings
were, at least in the overwhelming majority of cases, the necessary and just actions
of righteously angered men -- often carried out after a proper trial.
Were there some isolated cases of vigilante justice gone awry -- in which an
innocent man may have been lynched? It's quite possible. But let's cut the commie
crap and tell the whole truth about the lynch mobs which acted between the postCivil War period and say, 1930. The 4,000 or so deserving recipients of the rope about 20% of whom were White - got what was coming to them. As a matter of
fact, there were also cases of righteous Black mobs lynching Black criminals!
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The sadistic rapist-murderer Leo Frank (cough cough) will no doubt be listed among the
phony martyrs of the new monument. In 1913, Frank raped, battered and strangled 13year old Mary Phagan (Image 1). When certain interests (cough cough) managed to
intervene and spare him from the death penalty, the men of Atlanta stormed the prison
and lynched low-life Leo from a tree in 1915. His death inspired the establishment of the
Jewish ADL (Anti-Defamation League) -- which has always maintained, quite ironically,
that the real culprit was a Black man.

But visitors to the new Alabama-based $20 million dollar super-structure to honor
rapists and murderers certainly won't be hearing about the rapes and murders
committed by the "Bill Cosbies" of that time. No sir. You see, all those Black
"victims" of the rope were simply strung up merely for casting a momentary
furtive glance at a pretty White girl from a mile away, dontcha know? Meanwhile,
the contemporary and real off-the-charts Black on White violence, crime and rape
continue unabated, and unreported by the Judenpresse of "the West."
The Montgomery Advertiser had it right 100 years ago.

1. Project Director Bryan Stevenson (above) was funded by Google and
the Ford Foundation 2. The lynching monument peddles a false version of
Southern history -- one that contradicts what was accurately portrayed in
the classic silent film, Birth of a Nation. Many White women were indeed
raped and even murdered. The culprits (be they Black or White) were then
lynched by angry mobs of men with balls.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that a
newspaper down in Alabama issued an apology for its past support of
lynching.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's important for the South to own up to its racist
past. That's the only way racial healing can ever take place in this country.

Sugar: Boobuss, you're ssuch a frickin' retard, you know that? The only
reasson that racial ressntmentss from centuriess passt remain iss
becausse the sscum at Sulzberger'ss Sslimess won't sstop picking at the
sscabss.
Editor: Saul Alinsky (cough cough) -- the Marxist agitator whose
strategies were admired by both Killary and Obongo -- referred to this tactic
as "rubbing raw the sores of discontent, galvanizing them for radical
social change."
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MAY 2018

NY Times: Happy Birthday. Karl Marx. You Were Right!
By JASON BARKER

REBUTTAL BY

Good Lord! The Marxist scum at Sulzberger's Slimes aren't even attempting to
hide their true faces anymore! Though his bicentennial birthday isn't until May 5th,
Karl Marx's fan base at The Slimes simply could not wait to publish this proMarxist opinion piece by "professor of philosophy," Jason Barker.
Notwithstanding a few obligatory jabs at Marxism, Barker's take on Marx (cough
cough) is essentially positive, and very much in line with the shockingly
provocative (even by Slimes standards) headline: "Happy Birthday, Karl Marx.
You Were Right!"
But con-artist Marx, though at times correct and passionately persuasive in calling
attention to the injustices of "capitalist" society (the bait) was neither "right" in
his diagnosis of problems, nor in his solutions to them. Let's examine Barker's
barking and set the record straight.
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Bolshevik professor Jason Barker pays homage to Marx's 200th.
Barker: ... educated liberal opinion is today more or less unanimous....
Rebuttal: An "educated liberal" is an oxymoron. Though university-trained
libtards may be quite capable in certain fields of study, when it comes to
matters philosophical / political, they are truly the most stupid, narrow-minded,
stubborn, insecure, boot-licking, dim-witted and uneducated specimens of
humanity that this reporter has ever encountered (and I have known many of these
types).
Barker: ... in its agreement that Marx’s basic thesis — that capitalism is driven by
a deeply divisive class struggle in which the ruling-class minority appropriates the
surplus labor of the working-class majority as profit — is correct.
Rebuttal: No. That is not correct. It is the state, not the evil rich "capitalists,"
which, through both direct and indirect means, appropriates approximately 50% of
the earnings of the average wage holder in America. Working hand-in-hand with
the government is its financing partner-in-crime, the Federal Reserve System
(Central Bank) -- a counterfeiting / loan sharking operation whose debt-based
monetary system adds compounding public and private interest charges on top of
taxes.
Ironically, both the Fed Gov and the Fed Bank are infested with Marxists and
libtards.
Barker: Even liberal economists such as Nouriel Roubini agree that Marx’s
conviction that capitalism has an inbuilt tendency to destroy itself remains as
prescient as ever.
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Rebuttal: Wrong again, Bolshevik Barker. As previously stated, it is the everexpanding indebted Federal Government (State & Local too) and ever-inflating
debt-money Federal Reserve that are crushing so many working families into the
ground -- not "capitalism" (free enterprise).

Echoing Marx, stupid Libtard Savants continue to blame private economy
for the struggles of the working class, while ignoring the immensely
destructive effects of confiscatory taxation and printing press debt /
inflation.
Barker: But this is where the unanimity abruptly ends. While most are in
agreement about Marx’s diagnosis of capitalism, opinion on how to treat its
“disorder” is thoroughly divided.
Rebuttal: It doesn't matter if modern libtards are divided as to how to treat the
"disorder." If these Marxist morons all accept a faulty diagnosis which fails to take
into account the crushing levels of taxation and inflation -- and also the break-up of
the nuclear family -- as the main sources of decreasing living standards, then all
"solutions" are doomed to failure.
Barker: And this is where Marx’s originality and profound importance as a
philosopher lies.
Rebuttal: Oh what bloody stinking crap! Marx's only "originality" regarding
solutions to the social problems he wrote about was to call for unlimited political
power to be handed over to insane and unaccomplished jobless revolutionaries
such as himself in a "dictatorship of the proletariat." Then what?
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Barker: First, let’s be clear: Marx arrives at no magic formula for exiting the
enormous social and economic contradictions that global capitalism entails ...
Rebuttal: Ah, the obligatory truth gem! Thanks for that, Barker. So if Marx has
"no magic formula" to make the world a better place, then he actually has no
"profound importance as a philosopher" after all.
Barker: What Marx did achieve, however, through his self-styled materialist
thought, were the critical weapons for undermining capitalism’s ideological claim
to be the only game in town.
Rebuttal: Wrong again, Barker. Marx was still in diapers while thinkers far
greater than he had already identified and fully diagnosed the injustices of
Rothschild-owned Britain (where Marx published many articles between 18501860) and European society in general. Though his stories were fictional, author
Charles Dickens, during the decade before Marx's Communist Manifesto, severely
critiqued the social situation in books such as Oliver Twist (1838) and A Christmas
Carol (1843).
Going back even further, the great Thomas Jefferson, in an 1816 letter to Samuel
Kerceval, had this to say about conditions in England:
"To preserve their independence, we must not let our rulers load us with perpetual
debt. We must make our election between economy and liberty, or profusion and
servitude. If we run into such debts, as that we must be taxed in our meat and in
our drink, in our necessaries and our comforts, in our labors and our amusements,
for our callings and our creeds, as the people of England are, our people, like
them, must come to labor sixteen hours in the twenty-four, give the earnings of
fifteen of these to the government for their debts and daily expenses; and the
sixteenth being insufficient to afford us bread, we must live, as they now do, on
oatmeal and potatoes; have no time to think, no means of calling the mismanagers
to account; but be glad to obtain subsistence by hiring ourselves to rivet their
chains on the necks of our fellow-sufferers."
Jefferson wrote those words two years before Marx's bitch of a mother had even
pooped him out. So please, Mr. Barker, spare us this foolishness about Marx's
"originality" in spotting the inequities and injustices of the day.
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1 & 2. Thomas Jefferson and Charles Dickens not only spoke about the
unjust conditions of 19th Century England BEFORE Kooky Karl
"discovered" these problems; but in Jefferson's case, he correctly
diagnosed the problem and knew the solution. 3. The unoriginal pretend
"philosopher" Marx was nothing but a hired hack who was distantly related
to the Rothschilds. During his time in London, jobless Marx was so
committed to revolutionary writing that his family endured extreme poverty
and hunger. His main income source was Frederick Engels, whose source
in turn was his rich daddy.
Mikhail Bakunin (below) was a true revolutionary socialist of the 19th
Century who despised Marxism and regarded Marx as a Rothschild
tool of totalitarianism.

"Marx is a Jew and is surrounded by a crowd of little, more or less
intelligent, scheming, agile, speculating Jews, just as Jews are everywhere,
commercial and banking agents, writers, politicians, correspondents for
newspapers of all shades; in short, literary brokers, just as they are
financial brokers, with one foot in the bank and the other in the socialist
movement, and their arses sitting upon the German press. They have
grabbed hold of all newspapers, and you can imagine what a nauseating
literature is the outcome of it.
Now this entire Jewish world, which constitutes an exploiting sect, a people
of leeches, a voracious parasite, Marx feels an instinctive inclination and a
great respect for the Rothschilds. This may seem strange. What could
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there be in common between communism and high finance? Ho ho! The
communism of Marx seeks a strong state centralization, and where this
exists there must inevitably exist a state central bank, and where this
exists, there the parasitic Jewish nation, which speculates upon the labor of
the people, will always find the means for its existence.
In reality, this would be for the proletariat a barrack regime, under which the
workingmen and the working closely and intimately connected with one
another, regardless not only of frontiers but of political differences as well this Jewish world is today largely at the disposal of Marx or Rothschild. I
am sure that, on the one hand, the Rothschilds appreciate the merits of
Marx, and that on the other hand, women, converted into a uniform mass,
would rise, fall asleep, work and live at the beat of the drum; the privilege of
ruling would be in the hands of the skilled and the learned, with a wide
scope left for profitable crooked deals carried on by the Jews, who would
be attracted by the enormous extension of the international speculations of
the national banks." -- Mikhail Bakunin, 1869
Barker: In the “Communist Manifesto,” Marx and Engels wrote: “The
bourgeoisie has stripped of its halo every occupation hitherto honored and looked
up to with reverent awe. It has converted the physician, the lawyer, the priest, the
poet, the man of science, into its paid wage laborers.”
Rebuttal: There is a bit of truth to that. The money-grubbing of modern
professionals, even worse today than in Marx's day, is undignified and degrading.
But that's a problem of declining morals and ethics, not one of "capitalism." And
does it really require a "philosopher" to point that out? Finally, what's Marx's
"solution" then? Total government takeover with price and wage control over of all
the professions? No thanks!
Barker: The key factor in Marx’s intellectual legacy in our present-day society is
not “philosophy” but “critique,” or what he described in 1843 as “the ruthless
criticism of all that exists: ruthless both in the sense of not being afraid of the
results it arrives at and in the sense of being just as little afraid of conflict with the
powers that be. The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways;
the point is to change it,” he wrote in 1845.
Translation: Destroy! Destroy! Destroy! We'll figure out the "solutions" later on,
after the glorious "revolution."
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Barker: Racial and sexual oppression have been added to the dynamic of class
exploitation. Social justice movements like Black Lives Matter and #MeToo, owe
something of an unspoken debt to Marx through their unapologetic targeting of the
“eternal truths” of our age. Such movements recognize, as did Marx, that the ideas
that rule every society are those of its ruling class and that overturning those
ideas is fundamental to true revolutionary progress.
Translation: In the name of "justice" -- Destroy! Destroy! Destroy! Economy,
politics, law, culture, art, history, science, literature, philosophy, music, morals,
tradition, family, gender roles -- and everything else (including millions of people!)
that is "bourgeoisie." Destroy! Destroy! Destroy!
Barker: But enlightened or rational thinking is not enough, since the norms of
thinking are already skewed by the structures of male privilege and social
hierarchy, even down to the language we use. Changing those norms entails
changing the very foundations of society.
Rebuttal: And still: Destroy! Destroy! Destroy! (the real meaning of "change")
Barker, ironically, manifests the same philosophical deficiencies as he attributed to
Marx in that he himself offers no solutions -- other than the "revolutionary
progress" that is the blind destruction of anything and everything related to the
existing societal order.
Barker: The transition to a new society where relations among people, rather than
capital relations, finally determine an individual’s worth is arguably proving to be
quite a task.
Rebuttal: Actually, Barker, The Great One (that's Hitler for all you newbies and
normies) achived that lofty ideal in only a few years time. If you're truly sincere
about building a better world not based on money, money, money -- you ought to
have a look at what Germany achieved under freedom-based National Socialism.
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1 & 2.The Marxist ideal (put forth by Marx as boob-bait for the Globalist
trap) of a just and less class-centered society in which people are judged
upon social merit instead of "net worth" was actually achieved by the man
the Marxists hate more than anyone -- Adolf Hitler! 3. A 1932 Election
poster demonstrates the anti-class philosophy of the National Socialists:
“Workers of the mind and hand! Vote for the front soldier Hitler."
Barker: Marx, as I have said, does not offer a one-size-fits-all formula for
enacting social change.
Rebuttal: Then drop that bearded ass-clown already!
Barker: But he does offer a powerful intellectual acid test for that change.
Rebuttal: Wrong again, Barker. The only "intellectual acid test" offered by Marx
is the deadly and painful lessons learned from the many countries which suffered
under the brutal misrule of his Godless, heartless, soulless, brainless,
traditionless and solutionless disciples. Fortunately, many of those states (Russia,
China, Eastern Europe) later regained their senses and abandoned his junk
philosophy.
The true-believing American and European libtards -- who remain oblivious to the
realty that Marxism has always been, and still is, nothing more than a tool of
domestic dismantlement used for Globalist objectives -- should do the same.
--- End of Rebuttal --We really hate the idea of having to summon up from the deepest pits of Hell that
drunken, cigar-chomping, plagiarizing, mass-murdering homosexual and possible
boy-rapist Winston Churchill to support our position; but in accordance with the
principle that even broken clocks are right twice a day, we quote a line from his
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1920 article about supporting Zionism over Bolshevism as a better path for the
Jews, in which wicked Winnie dropped a profound truth gem about Marxism, aka
"Bolshevism":
"This movement among the Jews is not new. From the days of SpartacusWeishaupt to those of Karl Marx, and down to Trotsky (Russia), Bela Kun
(Hungary), Rosa Luxembourg (Germany), and Emma Goldman (United States),
this world-wide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the
reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested development, of envious
malevolence, and impossible equality, has been steadily growing."
Tell it, ass-wipe, tell it!

Though he later became a willing participant in the "worldwide conspiracy,"
even a fool like Zionist agent Churchill knew that "malevolent" Marxism, as
an envy-based social construct, had nothing to offer but "arrested
development."
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read a piece in the New York Times stating that
although Karl Marx's solutions to the problems of capitalism were lacking,
his observations have turned out to be correct.
Boobus Americanus 2: In spite of communism's shortcomings, Marx's
philosophical contributions cannot be denied.

Sugar: The only good communisst is a frickin' dead communisst!
Editor: (Palm to face, shaking head, sighing)
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NY Times: At His Ranch, John McCain Shares Memories
and Regrets With Friends
By JONATHAN MARTIN

REBUTTAL BY

When Arizona Republican Senator McCain the Insane assumed the seat of the
retired Republican Barry Goldwater in 1987, it marked a radical flip in
representation from conservative nationalist to liberal globalist. Whereas the
"extremist" Goldwater had been a favorite whipping boy of Sulzberger's Slimes
and the rest of the Piranha Press, Golden Boy McCain was and is routinely puffedup as an example of what an "enlightened" Republican should be. That fact alone
constitutes evidence of what a dirty stinking rat this "maverick" truly is.
Oh, what a difference between Goldwater and the phony "war hero" who
succeeded him! Behold:
Goldwater: I believe that the Council on Foreign Relations and its ancillary
elitist groups are indifferent to communism. In their pursuit of a New World
Order, they are prepared to deal without prejudice with a communist state, a
socialist state, a democratic state, a monarchy, an oligarchy - its all the same to
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them. Their goal is to impose a benign stability on the quarreling family of nations
through merger and consolidation.
McCain: "In a New World Order under enormous strain" and in "the titanic
struggle with forces of radicalism … we can't stand by and lament, we've got to be
involved,"

1. Life Magazine rigs an image of presidential nominee Barry Goldwater
and his wife at the 1964 GOP Concention so as to make it seem like they
were giving the "Nazi" salute. 2. CFR member McCain, by contrast, has
been the beneficiary of glowing media images and articles. 3. McCain with
his benefactor, George Soros.
It is said that the warmonger McCain, 81, -- a mortal enemy of President Trump -"may be" dying of brain cancer; and that in the event of his death, McCain does not
want Trump to attend his funeral. We truly do hope and pray that this nasty son-ofa-bitch will die very soon; but Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy Cat strongly suspects
that this funeral planning is all just part of an act to gain sympathy ahead of the
justice that Trump and friends are cooking up for the likes of McCain and Killary.
It could very well be that deals were offered to all of these Senators and
Congressman who are suddenly and inexplicably retiring (McCain, Flake, Corker,
Ryan et al). -- "Leave now and you'll be spared embarrassment or worse."

During the same week, the chummy Globalist ghouls Killary & McCain both
began wearing ankle boots to conceal GPS tracking bracelets.
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A few interesting lines from this article appear to give McCain's counter-move
game away:
"And some of his associates, though not his family, have started to quietly put out
word that they want a “McCain person” eventually appointed to fill his Senate
seat, a roster that includes his wife, Cindy.
.... Mr. McCain’s future may determine whether Republicans retain their singleseat Senate majority: Should the senator die or resign before the end of May, there
will most likely be a special election for the seat this fall. But under Arizona law, if
he remains in office into June, there will probably not be an election for the seat
until 2020, which Republicans would prefer given Democratic enthusiasm this
year."
You see, if the evil bastard can "hang on" until June, Republican'ts, "out of
respect" for a dying man, might gift the seat to his home-wrecker of a wife, Cindy
McCain, or at least to a loyal stooge of McCain's Arizaona machine. Such a move
would block any of the upstart conservatives currently eyeing McCain's seat. Then,
come 2020, the incumbent Cindy (who is only 64), can win the seat outright and
continue the criminal McCain dynasty for many years to come.

1. Cindy is just as evil as her husband, and could be appointed to the
Senate later this year of he "survives." Will sympathy for his "brain cancer"
then be used, in 2020, to persuade the teary-eyed boob voters to keep the
Arizona seat in the McCain crime family? 2. The child-lusting evil bastard
Joe Biden and McCain's big-mouthed daughter, Meghan McCain,
performed a fake crying session on national television for the "dying"
McCain. 3. During their 30 years together in the U.S. Senate, Globalist
Demonrat Biden and Globalist Republican't McCain have been "as thick as
thieves." What dirty game are they up to now?
If indeed McCain has been targeted for imprisonment, we hope that his "brain
cancer" (real or faked) doesn't save him from the humiliating fate of incarceration
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which he truly deserves. McCain is much more than just your ordinary corrupt
politician. He is literally a destroyer of nations and of countless lives. His influence
was immense in bringing about Bush's genocidal war on Iraq. At a time during
2002, when it seemed that Bush was wavering, traitor McCain actually threatened
to run a 3rd Party "Bull Moose" campaign in 2004 to unseat him if war was not
forthcoming.
In more recent times, Insane appeared in Ukraine to incite the mob which
overturned the legitimate pro-Russian government and created a potential World
War III hot-spot. He was also hip-deep involved in the funding of the Syrian
"rebels" / ISIS whose proxy war to overthrow Assad has killed hundreds of
thousands and left millions homeless. On the domestic front, his spiteful and
theatrical "thumbs down" of Trump's attempted repeal of ObongoCare has left the
country saddled with this monstrous boondoggle indefinitely.
Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times could write a
book about the evil deeds of this wicked Globalist. Starting from his days as the
phony "war hero" whose "hot-dogging" probably blew up a bunch of fellow navy
airmen aboard his ship; and who later sang for his captors in exchange for special
treatment and prostitutes -- through his days in the Senate where he often cursed
out conservative Senators with F-bombs and once verbally abused a member of a
POW family to the point she started crying -- the truth about this shameless
monster who threw the 2008 election to Obongo would shock most people, if they
could bring themselves to believing it, that is.
Will McCain's final act be the sympathy-based installation of his equally evil wife
as Arizona Senator? Stay tuned.

McCain in Iraq --- McCain in Ukraine --- McCain in Syria
WAR! WAR! WAR! Blood & Guts McCain is a blood-thirsty psychopathic
Globalist-Zionist.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that McCain doesn't
want Trump at his funeral.
Boobus Americanus 2: McCain was true independent maverick. Trump
disrespect of his lifelong service to this country is unforgivable.

Sugar: Maverick my asss! Crazy boy McCain voted the Globalisst line as
obediently as most Demonrats!
Editor: Which is why Sulzberger's Slimes has always puffed him up with
love letters.
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Ursula Haverbeck / Monika Schaefer

NY Times: Elderly German Neo-Nazi Apprehended, Sent to
Prison
Times of Israel (January 9, 2018): Canadian Holocaust
denier arrested in Germany
REBUTTAL BY

Just by watching a few videos of Ursula Haverbeck and Monika Schaefer
speaking from their respective hearts, we can sense, with absolute certainty, that
these are two of the warmest, sweetest and most charming older German ladies that
you'll ever come across -- the gentle type who would welcome a stranger into their
impeccable homes for coffee, strudel and conversation. These adorable women
each represent the very antithesis of the Frumpy Frau, that nasty, frigid, bossy
Bolshevik bull-dyke currently presiding over the slow torture-murder of Marxified
Germany.
As is expected in this upside-down world of ours, while Mamma Merkel roams
free to wreak havoc and cause more rapes and deaths of Germans at the hands of
her beloved and untouchable Turd World "migrants," Ursula (89) and Monika
(60's) -- with the gleeful approval of Jews all over the world -- are condemned to
waste away a few years in German prisons for their thoughtcrime of Holocaust
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Denial" ™. Boy-oh-boy, the "usual suspects" sure do make it difficult for decent
people of good will not to "hate" them, don't they?

1 & 2: Ursula and Monika -- two sweet and innocent souls with hearts full of
love -- rotting in prison. 3: The Frumpy Frau -- a nasty Globalist-Marxist
ogre with a heart full of hate -- running Germany and the EU.
Frau Haverbeck was actually convicted a few months ago, but failed to show up to
begin serving her 2-year sentence as scheduled. Haverbeck maintains (100%
correctly!) that the Bullschwitz internment camp in Poland was simply a work
camp, and even stated this on German TV. For this unforgivable thoughtcrime, the
"Nazi Grandma" has been convicted several times, but avoided prison due to
appeals.
You may sleep well now, boys and girls of occupied Germany! Mamma Merkel's
"authorities" have finally apprehended Ursula the Terrible (she actually returned
to her home), and have transported the dangerous felon to prison to begin doing her
time for "Holocaust Denial" ™.

Never forget! We own Germany --- ha ha ha ha ha
Monika's Schaefer's case is just as heart-breaking and just as infuriating; yet still
more outrageous. Whereas Haverbeck is a German citizen who broke a German
law -- albeit an unjust and ridiculous law -- Schaefer is a Canadian citizen whose
only "crime" was in making a YouTube video (in Canada!) in which she
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apologized to her deceased German mother for once believing in the Holocaust ™
and taking her mom's generation to task for letting it happen.
The video -- since flagged by JewTube as "offensive" material -- was titled, "Sorry
Mom, I was wrong about the Holocaust." Before apologising to her mother on the
video, Schaefer, a violin instructor, deftly plays the violin as a warm intro. In her
speech that follows, she refers to the hoax as, "the biggest and most pernicious and
persistent lie in all of history."
A few months ago, Schaefer visited Germany and attended the trial of Sylvia Stolz
-- a former lawyer in Germany accused, and recently convicted, of Holocaust
Denial. ™ Schaefer sat quietly as a spectator, and never uttered a word about
Holocaust Denial ™ while in Germany. The Times of Israel explains what
happened next:
"Though prohibited by German law from revealing the name of a suspect under
investigation, spokesperson Andrea Mayer confirmed that a woman fitting her
description had been recognized in the public audience at a trial in Munich of
another person charged with incitement to hate."
You see, these bastards -- having probably been tipped off by accomplices in
Canada -- knew that Monika was coming and were looking to nab her on German
soil! No complaints from Canadian PM Justine Trudeau, of course. Nonetheless,
we should all be spreading the word of these sad tales in the hopes that greater
public awareness might at least lead to a mitigation of Monika's inevitable sentence
-- or at the very least, a greater awareness of the evil we are up against.

1. Ha ha ha ha. I own Canada too, you stupid Nazi shiksa! 2. A warm and
sensitive German-Canadian sweetheart. 3. Aerial views of Stadelheim
Prison, in Munich, Germany -- where CANADIAN Schaefer remains locked
up.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that an 89year-old woman was arrested in Germany for denying the Holocaust.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, denying the murder of 6 million Jews is
disgusting -- but the idea of throwing people in prison for it seems a bit
extreme, especially for someone that old.

Sugar: One of these dayss, the frickin' jewss are gonna overplay their
hand to the point where even the boobss get wise to their bullsshit!
Editor: Maybe that's why Frau Haverbeck forced them to come and find
her. By drawing more attention to her cruel and ridiculous arrest, it has
really got to make more people start thinking ---- I hope.
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NY Times: Trump Vandalizes the Iran Deal Trump's
NY Times: Termination of Iran Deal is a Risky Bet
NY Times: Iranians Fear Deeper Crisis as Trump Ends
Nuclear Deal
REBUTTAL BY

Despite E-mails now trickling in mocking Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of
The Anti-New York Times for our defense of Trump as a man of peace hiding
behind the strategic mask of a warmonger, Trump's withdrawal from "the Iran
Nuclear Deal" ™ remains a riddle to us. One lesson which we have learned during
the Trump presidency is never to jump to conclusions over actions that deeply
upset us peace loving conservative non-interventionists. Regular readers of the
ANYT will recall our vicious attacks on Trump's warmongering in 2017; but time
and again, he followed up with substantive moves promoting peace.
A review:


Trump "attacks" Syria in 2017 then, weeks later, cuts off funding to the
CIA's "moderate rebels" just as Putin is bombing the crap out of them.
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Trump threatens to nuke North Korea. Now, he will be meeting with Lil'
Kim in June!
Trump declares "trade war" against China. Then, China removes some of its
trade barriers (as Xi and Trump had surely already agreed upon during
Trump's visit to China).
Trump goes along with Congress's sanctions on Russia (which he cannot
stop, anyway) and bashes Putin. He then announces that he wants to meet
with Putin soon.

With such unmistakable precedents having already been established, a rational man
has got to consider the possibility that Trump's latest move is actually calculated to
pacify the situation in the Middle East, notwithstanding the praise he is receiving
from Bibi Satanyahoo and his neo-con henchmen. Keep your eye on the ball, not
the head-fakes! Bottom Line / Red Line: We are still not at war, which is all that
matters.

1. Trump called Assad a "butcher" -- then he saved him from being toppled.
2. Trump threatened "Rocket Man" with "fire & fury" bombing -- then he
ended the Korean War and will soon be meeting Kim. 3. Trump continues
to slander and threaten Iran --- is it real, or strategic?
Now, about that "Iran Deal" ™ that Trump just tore up and threw in the garbage. -The mere fact that so many scum-of-earth operatives of The New World Order
are clearly in a state of panic over the withdrawal brings to mind the old adage,
based on a line from Shakespeare's Hamlet: "The lady doth protest too much,
methinks."
Emanuele Maricon (deliberate typo) from France was sent to Washington to
plead with Trump to stay in the deal. The Frumpy Frau of Germany arrived the
following week with a similar plea; and just days ago, UK's head hag Theresa
May dispatched her Foreign Secretary, Boris Johnson to beg Trump as well.
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Indeed, all of the head honchos of the evil EUSSR are condemning Trump's
withdrawal.
Here on the domestic front, the very same Globalists who blew up the Middle East
and, just years ago, were actually contemplating an attack on Iran, are all singing
from the same song book in condemnation of Trump's termination of the deal.
Sulzberger's Slimes, The Washington Compost, Mr. & Mr. Obongo, Killary
Clinton, John Kerry, Joe Biden et al. However, the cast of characters supporting
Trump's decision is just as despicable: McCain the Insane, his butt-boy Lindsey
Graham, Mossad agent Sean Hannity and the "conservative" choir of radio
shock-jock bigmouths. This whole thing is such a riddle.

1.The Big 3 M's of Europe are afraid of something 2. As are Obongo,
Killary and Kerry. 3. Satanyahoo and his lapdog Hannity are pleased. Is
Trump working with them, or is playing them too?
We know that the Zionist neo-con filth opposed the deal because they want another
war of Israeli expansion now. That's an easy equation to figure out. The more
difficult problem lies in is reasoning out why the pro-deal Globalists (not exactly
pacifists themselves!) seem so unhinged about the withdrawal. Could it be that
there was something dirty about this deal that they don't want to come out -perhaps related to those pallets of paper cash (estimated at $400 million -- some
say 1.7 Billion) that were shipped over as part of the deal? What an odd way for a
government to transfer money!
Could it be the true purpose of the "Iran Deal" ™ was to set up Iran for a future
"violation" that would have given the expected-to-be-President Killary Clinton the
pretext to finally attack Iran? If you think about it, Iran can no longer be falsely
accused of "cheating" now because it was the US that pulled out of the deal, not
Iran. Is Trump really serving Satanyahoo? Or did he just defuse another dangerous
tripwire by killing a deal that had ulterior motives all along? Does it not seem
strange that China and Russia -- who would surely be drawn into World War 3 if
Trump attacked Iran -- seem rather passive in response to Trump's withdrawal
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from a deal which they -- along with Iran, the EU, France, Germany and the UK
were all party to?

GLOBALIST FLIP-FLOP
Was the purpose of the deal to later have President Killary attack Iran for
"violating" it?

Q-Anon's post in the immediate aftermath of Trump's announcement sounds as
intriguing as it does plausible, for it suggest that Iran is now free from "Evil":
"Today, EVIL lost control / leverage of Iran. Today, POTUS took control of Iran.
Today, w/ pending sanctions and military action(s), POTUS will gain more
ammunition / intel against THEM (the Deep State). Suicide watch. The deal kept
Iran quiet. The goal was to keep POTUS in (the deal) until impeachment / term
end. Bigger than people can imagine. Treason is 1/10th. Ask yourself, why are they
panicking? Ask yourself, why is UK, France, and Germany so involved? Trips to
the WH? What are they hiding? Why is HRC (Hillary) in NZ (New Zealand)?
Suicide watch. - Q"
Before some of "youse guys" turn on Sugar and me for being "blind" about
Trump's alleged march to war, let's just relax and see how all of this actually plays
out over the coming months. --- Stay tuned.
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1. Pallets full of cash? Somebody did something criminal here! 2 & 3.
China, Iran and Russia are all economically and militarily allied. So why are
Xi and Putin not loudly opposing Trump's withdrawal if, as Trump's critics
claim, he is taking us to war with Iran?

Boobus Americanus 1: The whole world is opposed to Trump pulling us
out the Iran deal.
Boobus Americanus 2: What an asshole. I knew he was going to start
another war.

Sugar: Don't ssoil your pink pantiess jusst yet, Boobuss. It ain't a war until
the sshootin' actually sstartss.
Editor: That's what I keep telling people. Let's all just wait and see how
this all unfolds. Who knows, we could see Trump visiting Iran next year!
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NY Times: A River of Pictures of the Dead from Russia's
Sacred War
By ANDREW KRAMER
The celebration of the end of the war on May 9, Victory Day, has long been an important
holiday in Russia. But as the number of living veterans dwindled in the new millennium,
President Vladimir Putin reinvented Victory Day as a political holiday.

REBUTTAL BY

Though we understand the rationale behind Putin's nauseating glorification of "the
Soviet victory" in World War II as a means to inspire and unite the people of
Russia in the face of a hostile Globalist West; we cannot allow the annual spectacle
to pass without a thorough clarification of five major points which contradict the
deceitful dogma. With all due respect, Mr. President:
1. Stalin was 100% responsible for the outbreak of the German-Soviet war, not
Hitler.
2. The numbers of Russian war dead have been extremely exaggerated.
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3. The deadly seige of Stalingrad was solely the fault of Stalin, not Hitler.
4. The Soviet Union would not have won the war without US entry and
assistance.
5. Stalin and his henchmen, both before and after the war, murdered far more
Russians than the total amount of Russian war dead.

Though the annual event is an enjoyable and necessary show of force; the
World War II glorification puts a stink on the whole affair.
Let's have a closer review of each of the five major points of clarification:
Point #1: Stalin is 100% responsible for the outbreak of the German-Soviet
war, not Hitler
If The Great One (that's Hitler for you newbies & normies) said it, it's true. It's as
simple as that -- yet also supported by hard facts since presented by real historians.
The Great One:
"Already in 1940 it became increasingly clear from month to month that the plans
of the men in the Kremlin were aimed at the domination, and thus the destruction,
of all of Europe. I have already told the nation of the build-up of Soviet military
power in the East during a period when Germany had only a few divisions in the
provinces bordering Soviet Russia. Only a blind person could fail to see that a
military build-up of world-historical dimensions was being carried out. And this
was not in order to protect something that was being threatened, but rather to
attack that which seemed incapable of defense ... I may say this today: If the wave
of more than 20,000 tanks, hundreds of divisions, tens of thousands of artillery
pieces, along with more than 10,000 airplanes, had not been kept from being set
into motion against the Reich, Europe would have been lost."
Point #2: The numbers of Russian war dead have been extremely exaggerated.
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The estimate of "20,000,000 dead" Soviets (both civilian and military) comes to us
from Stalin's underlings -- the same greasy bunch that claimed 4,000,000 had been
"gassed" at the Bullschitz "death camp" (since downgraded to 1,000,000, which is
still a lie). Not only is there no independent confirmation of this sacred number of
"20,000,000" (bumped up to 27,000,000 in recent times!) but the number of "war
dead" includes the millions of Soviet refugees and POW's that Stalin had killed or
incarcerated as "traitors."
Point #3: The deadly siege of Stalingrad is 100% the fault of Stalin, not Hitler.
Apart from the fact that there would never had been a war in the East had Stalin
behaved himself, the tragedy of Stalingrad did not have to happen. The Soviet
forces embedded within Stalingrad could have retreated, but Stalin had forbidden it
under penalty of immediate death by NKVD "rear guard" machine-gun units. So,
what were the Germans and their supporting allies (Hungary, Italy, Romania,
Croatia) supposed to do? Simply retreat from Stalingrad and allow entire wellequipped Soviet armies to just escape, so that they can counterattack and kill the
Germans another day? That was not an option!
Because Stalin had ample warning of the German advance, the Soviets were able
to ship grain, cattle, and railway cars out of town and out of harm's way. But most
civilian residents were not evacuated. What Soviet propagandists dubbed "the
harvest victory" left the city short of food even before the German attack began.
But if the people were hungry, then what were hundreds-of-thousands of Soviet
troops eating for the energy that enabled them to fight so long and hard at
Stalingrad? Answer: The Red Army was fed at the expense of the starving
populace!

1. Soviet Intelligence operative Pavel Sudoplatov later confirmed that
Stalin had planned to invade Germany and Europe. 2. British historian
David Irving discovered, in the records of Churchill's Russian interpreter,
that Stalin told Churchill that 5,000,000 (not 20 M!) Soviets died in the war.
3. At Stalingrad, the innocent and hungry population was used as human
shields for the Red Army.
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4. The Soviet Union would never have won the war without US entry.
America's entry into the war, enabled by FDR's provocations and treason relating
to Japan's wholly justified attack upon Pearl Harbor, caused the Germans to deploy
about 1/3 of their men and material to defend the western and southern fronts.
From Stalin's perspective, this depletion of German might in the east was the
equivalent of killing or capturing 1/3 of the German military might.
In addition to the added war-fronts imposed upon Germany, the Soviets received
enormous military assistance through FDR's "lend lease" program. Just how
massive was the free arsenal of state-of-the art goodies which FDR shipped to
"Uncle Joe" via never-ending Arctic convoys? Chew on these numbers,
















Trucks: 427,284
Tanks and Combat Vehicles: 13,303
Aircraft: 11,000
Bombers: 3,000
Anti-Aircraft Cannons: 8,000
Motorcycles: 35,170
Ordnance Service Vehicles: 2,328
Radar Systems: 400
Petroleum Products (gasoline and oil): 2,670,371 tons
Explosives: 300,000 tons
Field Radios: 40,000
Foodstuffs (canned meats, sugar, flour, salt, etc.): 4,478,116 tons
Locomotives & Railway cars: 13,000.
Tommy Guns (fully automatic machine guns): 135,000
Metal Cutting Machine Tools: 400,000

An entire tire plant was actually lifted bodily from the Ford Company's River
Rouge Plant and transferred to the USSR. There were also secondary Lend-Lease
deliveries from the UK to the USSR, most of which were just re-transfers of US
aid given to the UK. More essential goodies: aircraft engines, battleships,
destroyers, submarines, mine sweepers, sonar sets, anti-submarine batteries, naval
guns, rocket batteries, gear-cutting machines, drilling machines, cast-iron pipes, Xray tubes, electric furnaces and even essential items such as socks, boots, razors,
clothes.
The complete list of Lend-Lease aid, both for the Soviet military and the besieged
home-front population, was published by Major George Racey Jordan in 1952. It
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is indeed a jaw-dropper. As conceded even by Russian military historians, the
augmentation of Soviet fire-power due to Lend Lease was as much as 30%. That's
akin to a 150 pound street-fighter packing on 50 more pounds of muscle American muscle! And it wasn't only about numbers; the state-of-the-art quality of
items such as radar systems, fighter aircraft and tommy-guns was beyond what the
Soviets could produce at the time.
5. Stalin and his henchmen, both before and after the war, murdered far more
Russians than the total amount of Russian war dead.
From the days of the Russian Civil War which followed the Bolshevik Revolution
of 1918 -- through the engineered famines targeting anti-communist farmers -through the mass arrests and work-to-death murders of the infamous "gulags" -through the post war extermination of any "traitor" Soviet refugee, German
"collaborator," or POW who violated "no surrender" orders -- the numbers of
innocent Russians murdered from 1918-1946 by the very gang of fiends who
engineered the war with Germany may be as high as 60 million! Why is there no
parade to honor their memories?

1. In accordance with Stalin's demands, Allied advance from the West &
South diverted much-needed German manpower and resources from the
Soviet front. 2. Major George Racey Jordan's diaries reveal the full story
of America's MASSIVE "lend-lease" arming of the Soviet war machine. 2.
After the war, under orders from Allied Supreme Commander Dwight
Eisenhower, millions of Soviet refugees and POW's were rounded and sent
back to Stalin for mass killing.
Sorry, Mr. Putin. We admire and respect you; and we understand the lasting power
of Russian mythology regarding World War II; and we totally understand what you
are trying to do with this holiday and parade. All that being acknowledged,
Russia's "Victory Day" parade -- a spectacle built upon a foundation of historical
lies -- still makes us throw up in our mouths.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I was reading in The New York Times about
Russia's massive Victory Day parade. The wounds of Hitler's war are still
open for them.
Boobus Americanus 2: I understand they lost about 27,000,000 people
during that war.

Sugar: Hey Putin! Why not get your hisstorianss to ssay it was
100,000,000? Boobuss will buy it.
Editor: The sad reality us that 20,000,000 million Germans may have
actually died -- the majority after the end of the war officially ended.
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NY Times: A Surge of Women Candidates
NY Times: Women Rally on Cannes Red Carpet to Highlight
Gender Inequality
NY Times: Schneiderman's Downfall Puts a Spotlight on Men.
Alcohol and Violence
NY Times: Their Husbands Abused Them. Shouldn’t Divorce Be
Easy?
NY Times: ‘I Can Finally Dream’: Tunisia Expands Protection for
Battered Women

REBUTTAL BY

Five separate stories, with one common theme, spread like hot feces all throughout
a single Sunday issue of Sulzberger's Slimes. Here's a brief summary of the
essence of each article:
1. Women good -- men bad
2. Women good -- men bad
3. Women good -- men bad
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4. Women good -- men bad
5. Women good -- men bad
The angle here is obvious. The Marxist-inspired "women's movement" ™ which
began with the suffrage movement of the late 19th century eventually metastasized
into the feminist revolution of the 1960's and beyond. Today, many loony and
thoroughly miserable ladies, having abandoned motherhood for the pursuit of
"equality" in government and the professions, now hold some of the highest
corporate and government positions in major nations throughout the West, and
constitute a majority of the university student population.
Yes indeed -- you've come a long way, baby. How's it workin' out for ya?

Emotion-driven tools and fools of the high-placed men of The New World
Order. This Marxist madness should have been nipped in the bud with a
good mass-spanking 100 years ago.
Given this amazing "progress," one would think that the "women's movement" ™
would settle down and savor the "equality" it has won. Instead, the loony ladies are
becoming even more aggressive in their holy war to tear down "the patriarchy."
The goal now is not merely "equality," but rather, a perceived superiority over deballed and dispossessed men. Note our use of the adjective, "perceived" in front of
the word "superiority." That's because, at the very tippy-top of the New World
Order pyramid, it has always been and will always be a men-only club calling the
shots. Ever notice how, despite their total orchestration of the "women's
movement" ™, the "capos" and heirs of the intertwined Globalist Rothschild,
Rockefeller, Sulzberger and Soros crime syndicates are always boys?
You see, the fraud of female equality not only serves the critical Globalist
objective of degrading humanity by wrecking the traditional family, it also
supports the heavy capstone of the pyramid structure because female presidents,
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prime ministers, senators, and CEO's will never rebel against the strong masculine
hand of the true masters of this troubled planet (cough cough). It is not in a
woman's nature. Though these nasty man-hating harridans (a $10 word for 'bossy
hags') may fancy themselves as "liberated" rebels who love to throw their weight
around before de-balled / demoted male subordinates, they will, paradoxically,
grovel like star-struck groupies and purr like submissive kittens in the presence of
a strong N.W.O. king queen-maker. That's part of a woman's nature too.

Notice how the nasty, bossy, man-hating, feminist Killary Clinton
suddenly melts like butter before the predominately Jewish, allmale masters of the Globalist / libtard conspiracy.

1. Henry Kissinger (cough cough) 2. Laurance Rockefeller 3. George
Soros (cough cough)
*

4. Sir Evelyn de Rothschild (cough cough) 5. Harvey Swinestein (cough
cough) 6. Mike Bloomberg (cough cough)
The dangerous conspiratorial drive to neuter men and enthrone weak-minded
women everywhere is really heating up as we approach the milestone year of 2020
(100th Anniversary of Women's voting rights in USA). But even without the
diabolical male guiding hand of the N.W.O. puppeteers over these artificially
empowered women, our societies and civilization would still be in grave danger
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from female politicians and leaders, even the well-intentioned ones. With all
respect and love to our female readers, leadership simply is not what the Creator
designed "youse guys" for. We boys can and should be handling this stuff. The
ladies are needed for much more important and much more gratifying work,
namely, the nurturing, educating and rearing of healthy and happy children -which is what we all should be living for.
Queen Victoria of Great Britain saw this crisis coming back in the late 1800's. The
wise monarch -- notwithstanding the misplaced trust she placed in Rothschildowned Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli (cough cough) warned:
"I am most anxious to enlist everyone who can speak or write to join in checking
this mad, wicked folly of "Women's Rights", with all its attendant horrors, on
which her poor feeble sex is bent, forgetting every sense of womanly feelings and
propriety. Feminists ought to get a good whipping. Were woman to "unsex"
themselves by claiming equality with men, they would become the most hateful,
heathen and disgusting of beings and would surely perish without male
protection. I love peace and quiet, I hate politics and turmoil. We women are not
made for governing, and if we are good women, we must dislike these masculine
occupations."
Tell it, Queenie. Tell it!

They have been given power over the common men whom they
hold in contempt, but they knowingly, obediently and happily
remain under the total domination of elite and powerful Globalist
males.

1. The Frumpy Frau is Chancellor of Germany. 2. Mamma May is the
Prime Minister of the UK 3. Kamala Harris is the expected Democrat
presidential nominee for the 2020 QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show)
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that a record
number of women are running for Congress.
Boobus Americanus 2: I predict that within 10 years, women will make up
at least half of the Senate and House.

Sugar: Meanss nothing, Boobuss -- becausse old male Jewss will sstil be
running the sshow from behind the curtain!
Editor: Yep. The "emancipation" of women was intended to subordinate
White men by herding them under a controlled layer of upper-middle
management psychotic females.
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Demonstrators taped over the “Zuckerberg” at Zuckerberg San
Francisco General Hospital and Trauma Center on Saturday.

NY Times: San Francisco's Nurses Protest the Zuckerberg
Hospital's Name
REBUTTAL BY

Cheese & crackers! So, little Markie Marxist Zuckerberg (cough cough) of
FakeBook fame got an historic hospital in San FagSicko named after himself, eh?
Typical! From the article:
"...in San Francisco it’s become a particular flash point. Here, the Zuckerberg
name is visible on one of the city’s most iconic institutions and one where privacy
is part of the compact: the 146-year-old general hospital. After a record-setting
$75 million gift from Mr. Zuckerberg and his wife, the pediatrician Priscilla Chan,
in 2015, the general hospital was renamed Priscilla Chan and Mark Zuckerberg
San Francisco General Hospital and Trauma Center."
Ever notice how so many wealthy "philanthropists" (especially chosenites) get
their names immortalized on buildings or wings of buildings? One has to wonder,
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do the elites make donations to help good causes, or are they just glorifying
themselves by enshrining their names in structures that will be around long after
they are gone. We believe know it's the latter. Sick bastards!

1. "Look at us, everybody! We're the Zuckerbergs, and we care oh-so-so much about
helping the little proletariat. Aren't we wonderful?" 2. 2010: Zuckerberg went on the
Oprah Winfrey Show to boast about his plan to donate $100 Million to the failed
Newark, NJ school system. "Look at me! Look at me!"

In addition to the Zuckerberg Hospital, the following list represents only a tiny
fraction of the cases revealing this narcissistic phenomenon of virtue-signaling
billionaires buying immortality under the guise of "philanthropy" with donations
ranging from $30 million to $100 million:











New York: The William and Charlotte Bloomberg Children's Center
New York: Stephen A. Schwarzman Public Library
Boston: Lunder Building, Mass General Hospital
New York: Sulzberger Hall (Barnard College)
New York: David Koch Theater
New York: David Geffen Hall. ($100 Million)
New York: Laura and Isaac Perlmutter Cancer Center
Los Angeles: Steven Spielberg Building (Medical)
Baltimore: The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Building (Medical)
Utah: (Utah Valley University) Ira and Mary Lou Fulton Library

The list is endless, and we're sure that many of you can spot local cases of libraries,
hospitals, hospital wings, research centers, museum wings, and scholarships being
named -- with great fanfare -- after some egotistical (usually Jewish) big shot. If
charity were truly on their mind, then instead if just handing such large sums over
to for-profit hospital administrators, why not not set up free health care plans for
folks having a hard time? Or how about building decent free / low cost housing for
struggling working people (and there are many!) who simply can no longer afford
rent in so many areas of the country? There are so many areas of legitimate and
direct need, but these "philanthropists" always seem to fixate on libraries, hospitals
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and museums because those institutions come with high-profile physical buildings
that can be named after them.

The oh-so-caring Marxist multi-billionaires Steven Spielberg (cough
cough), Mike Bloomberg (cough cough), and David Geffen (cough cough)
all bought earthly immortality for themselves. Like Egyptian Pharaohs of
ancient times, their egos will be fed by renamed buildings, both now and
long after they are gone. Images below.

*

Spielberg Center, Bloomberg Center, Geffen Hall
The contempt for and disconnect from the "common man" -- that piece of nothing
"human resource" which the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) pretends to care so
much about -- calls to mind that timeless and wise admonition of Jesus Christ,
who had these ego-maniacal Pharisees and their "philanthropy" pegged 2000 years
ago:
“Be careful! When you do good things, don’t do them in front of people to be seen
by them. If you do that, you will have no reward from your Father in heaven.
2

“When you give to the poor, don’t be like the hypocrites. They blow trumpets in
the synagogues and on the streets so that people will see them and honor them. I
tell you the truth, those hypocrites already have their full reward. 3 So when you
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give to the poor, don’t let anyone know what you are doing. 4 Your giving should
be done in secret. Your Father can see what is done in secret, and he will reward
you." (Book of Matthew, Chapter 6)
Tell it, master. Tell it!

"Damn that Jesus fellow! He is always exposing my scams!"

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that many
people in San Fransisco aren't happy about Mark Zuckerberg having a
150-year-old hospital named after him.
Boobus Americanus 2: Zuckerberg's philanthropy is admirable. But
naming the whole hospital after him seems a bit much. Maybe just a wing
would suffice.
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Sugar: Why can't thesse frickin' %$#@ just donate money on the down
low without alwayss having to make ssuch a public sspectacle of it.
Editor: Hospitals and other venues ought to just dispense with the
sanctimonious fakery and openly sell naming rights at auction.
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NY Times: A Chinese Town’s Deep Bonds With Japan Bring
Wealth and Hatred
REBUTTAL BY

This very interesting story about the friendly ties of the Chinese town of
Fangzheng to Japan offers us a “teachable moment” ™ on some little-known
World War II history. From 1932-1945, there existed in what is now northeastern
China the independent pro-Japanese state called “Manchukuo” – aka, the state of
Manchuria. Though its Emperor and government had been installed by the
Japanese in 1932, Manchukuo was not, as the fake historians claim, a Chinese
“puppet state” -- and certainly far less of a "puppet" than the rest of China -headed by Chiang Kai Shek -- was of the United States and Great Britain.
As a direct result of the Russo-Japanese War of 1904–05 (won by Japan, with
Western assistance), Japanese influence replaced Russian influence in the region.
During that bloody war, Japan suffered half-million dead or wounded. As a result,
from the time of the war onward the Japanese took the viewpoint that the blood
they had shed entitled them to influence in the region. Many of local Chinese, as
did other peoples throughout Asia, saw Japan as a stronger Asian brother standing
up to imperialistic foreign powers.
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A huge chunk of China was friendly toward the Japanese.
*
As part of its effort to fight back Chinese communist rebels as well as resisting
western (Globalist) domination of Asia, Japan established and protected
Manchukuo in the early 1930’s – with the approval of many grateful Chinese. This
totally contradicts the fake history narrative of an aggressive and rampaging Japan
imposing its will on helpless Chinese civilians. And yes, the "Rape of Nanking"
is every but as much of a dad-gum stinking fairy tale as the Holohoax.

1. Puyi -- the last Emperor of China and the twelfth and final ruler of the
Qing dynasty, was installed by Japan to rule Manchukuo. 2. Chiang Kaishek -- the pro-western leader of China -- was played for a fool by FDR
and his Globalist gang. 3. Mao Tse Tung: Stalin's murderous Red rebel
agent who sought to capture all of China (and eventually did, with US help,
in 1949)
Some interesting and sad excerpts from this article (with our own bold-lettered
observations, images and captions added):
***
From the article: The Sino-Japanese Friendship Garden in Fangzheng, China.
Fangzheng’s ties to Japan go back to the 1930s….But inside is no garden. Instead,
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there are graves of some 5,000 Japanese who died in what was then known as
Manchuria when the Japanese Empire collapsed in defeat at the end of World War
II, and victorious Soviet armies swept in.
(Those “victorious Soviet armies” -- as had been agreed upon many months
earlier at Yalta -- joined the war against Japan the day that the USA dropped its
2nd atom bomb on Japan. They “won” nothing in the Pacific theater of World
War II. It was handed to them.)

As conspired and agreed upon at "The Big 3" Conference in Yalta (January
1945), Stalin stabbed Japan in the back after the A-bombs were dropped
by invading Manchuria and North Korea, thus bringing Communism to
power in Asia.
Continued: The Friendship Garden was built as a memorial to this tragic period of
history, and became a symbol of the unusually close ties that have bound
Fangzheng to Japan since the war.
The town was once so proud of its connections to Japan that it erected Japaneselanguage shop signs, and sent a fifth of its population to live and work in Japan.
But when rivalries between Japan and China flared, people in Fangzheng found
themselves branded as traitors.
Fangzheng’s bonds to Japan go back to the 1930s, when this region of China, now
known as Heilongjiang Province, was part of a Japanese-created puppet state in
Manchuria.
(It was not a “puppet state.” It was pro-Japanese, but sovereign.)
Continued: When the Japanese surrendered in 1945, about 10,000 of these
colonists were trapped in Fangzheng by the advancing Soviets. Cut off from
escape, thousands died from cold, sickness and starvation, as well as group suicide.
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(Just like so many terrorized Germans at the end of WW2, these Japanese were
set up for slaughter and suicide at the hands of the Red Army – courtesy of FDR
and Truman.)
Continued: Thousands of other Japanese stayed, many of them children who were
given to Chinese families by desperate parents, or abandoned as orphans.
(Wow. What a story! The Japanese parents killed themselves but saved their
children by giving them to Chinese families who raised them as their own. We
never knew about this!)

1 & 2: Pre-war Japanese posters depicts friendship among the peoples of
Japan, Manchuria, and China. Poster # 2 includes other Asian nations as
well (note the flag pins). The countries of Asia would all have gotten along
nicely had not FDR interfered in their natural relationships. 3. After the war,
in both North Korea and Manchuria, Japanese soldiers and settlers were
rounded up by Stalin's henchmen. As was the case in Germany, many
committed suicide rather than be killed or sent to Siberia.
Continued: Their story was forgotten until 1963, when Zhou Enlai, China’s No. 2
leader under Mao, ordered the town to excavate the Japanese bones from the hills
and forests around the town for cremation and burial. The ashes were interred at
what later became the Friendship Garden.
In 1995, a repatriated former orphan built a monument in the cemetery to the
Chinese parents who adopted Japanese children. Many of the former orphans,
some of whom kept their Chinese names while others took Japanese names on
returning, are now among the most frequent visitors to the Friendship Garden.
****** End
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Very informative story -- notwithstanding the "puppet state" nonsense.

REAL HISTORY!
1 & 2: Japanese soldiers hand out candy to Chinese children. Many
Chinese (and other Asians) saw the Japanese as brotherly liberators and
protectors. 3. Japanese Emperor Hirohito's post-Pearl Harbor War
Declaration explains that Japan never harbored any ill will toward China.
An excerpt:
"It has truly been unavoidable and far from our wishes that our Empire has
been brought to cross swords with America and Britain. More than four
years have passed since China, failing to comprehend the true intentions of
our Empire, and recklessly courting trouble, disturbed the peace of East
Asia and compelled our Empire to take up arms. Although there has been
reestablished the National Government of China, with which Japan had
effected neighborly intercourse and cooperation, the regime which has
survived in Chungking, relying upon American and British protection, still
continues its fratricidal opposition.
Eager for the realization of their inordinate ambition to dominate the Orient,
both America and Britain, giving support to the Chungking regime, have
aggravated the disturbances in East Asia. Moreover these two powers,
inducing other countries to follow suit, increased military preparations on all
sides of our Empire to challenge us. They have obstructed by every means
our peaceful commerce and finally resorted to a direct severance of
economic relations, menacing greatly the existence of our Empire."
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Slimes Caption: Shannon Hettinger, 32, of Washington, D.C., said she
definitely wanted children but for now was focused on her career. “Once I
achieve a certain level of success,” she said, “then I’ll start thinking about a
family.”

NY Times: U.S. Fertility Rate Fell to a Record Low, for
Second Straight Year
By SABRINA TAVERNISE

REBUTTAL BY

This article represents a classic case of a hand-wringing libtard identifying a
serious problem, while remaining totally oblivious to its causes and hence, to any
real solutions. Let's go through this woefully incomplete (though generally
accurate) piece by dingbat Sabrina Tavernise and reinforce it with some badly
needed analysis.
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Though better known for her anti-Russian garbage, this article by Sabrina
Tavernise accurately tells about America's rapidly declining birth rate --but it has many missing pieces.
Tavernise: The fertility rate in the United States fell to a record low for a second
straight year, federal officials reported Thursday, extending a deep decline that
began in 2008 with the Great Recession.
Analysis: Correct. The only implied half-truth here is that the drop relates purely
to the economic erosion of the past 10 years. Though certainly an important
contributing factor, the problem is really more cultural than it is economic.
Tavernise: The fertility rate fell to 60.2 births per 1,000 women of childbearing
age, down 3 percent from 2016... It was the largest single-year decline since 2010,
when families were still feeling the effects of a weak economy.
Analysis: Again, with libtards, everything is materialistic. Silly Sabrina ignores the
fact that many women from high middle and upper income brackets are also not
having children.
Tavernise: Fertility rates are essential measures of a society’s demographic
balance. If they are too high, that can strain resources like housing and education.
Analysis: Marxist mumbo jumbo! During America's "baby boom" decades,
housing and education were actually far more affordable relative to today's costs.
The "strain" on education and housing "resources" is caused by economic factors
relating to state mismanagement, inefficiency and fraud.
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Not too long ago -- before the age of "alternative lifestyles," -- young people
were expected to get married and start a family.
Tavernise: If they are too low, a country can face challenges replacing its work
force ....
Analysis: True.
Tavernise: ... and supporting its older adults.
Analysis: Only because of the pyramid schemes of Social Security and Medicaid - which essentially robbed every retired worker of at least a million dollars in
potential savings / compound returns. That is why hospitals are purposefully massmorphine-murdering senior citizens under the guise of "comfort care."
Tavernise: In the United States, declines in rates have not led to drops in the
population, in part because they have been largely offset by immigration.
Analysis: In other words, Whites are being self-genocided and replaced -- by
design!
Tavernise: The country has been living through one of the longest declines in
fertility in decades and demographers are trying to figure out what is driving it.
Analysis: Amazing, isn't it? Egghead "demographers" -- being university
"educated" libtards -- are unable to "figure out" that a post-religious feminist
society that urges young women to ditch "old fashioned" family models, pursue
"careers" and have casual "protected" sex (thus making it unnecessary for the
boyfriends / lovers to grow up and marry in order to satiate the sex urge) are the
main causes of falling marriage / birth rates.
Tavernise: Rates tend to drop during difficult economic times as people put off
having babies, and then rise once the economy rebounds. But the rate has not
recovered since the Great Recession.
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Analysis: Again, always fixating on economic factors, libtards are at a loss to
explain why birth rates continue to fall, even though the economy is not as bad as 5
years ago.

SOCIAL ENGINEERING BY HOLLYWEIRD
The Mary Tyler Moore Show, Police Woman, Murphy Brown and many
other TV shows glorified single career women as traditional wives and
mothers began to disappear from the airwaves.

*

Feminist icon, Gloria Steinem (cough cough)
Tavernise: “Every year I look at data and expect it will be the year that birthrates
start to tick up, and every year we hit another all-time low,” said Kenneth M.
Johnson, a demographer at the University of New Hampshire. “It’s one of the big
demographic mysteries of recent times.”
Analysis: It's a "mystery," eh professor? What a dork! It's only a "mystery" to one
who doesn't understand the devastating social and moral implications of the
cultural Marxism that has so infected western society.
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Tavernise: Social forces are also at work. Women are postponing marriage,
becoming more educated and are more likely to be the primary breadwinners for
their households.
“It’s hard to tell whether this is a dip that we periodically see in fertility or this is a
long-term trend due to major social changes,” said Donna Strobino, a demographer
at the Bloomberg School of Public Health in Baltimore.
Analysis: It's "hard to tell, eh?" Another diploma-decorated egghead.
Tavernise: It could be that the new generation of millennial women is delaying
having children even longer than the women who came before them, as prime
childbearing years are also critical years for advancing in a career.
Analysis: There it is! The "career" -- that over-rated illusion now forced upon little
schoolgirls as the be-all and end-all of human existence. By the time our manly
career women have figured out that they've been suckered into becoming
disposable tax-paying / interest-paying "human resources" instead of devoted
wives and satisfied mothers, it's already too late for most of them.
Tavernise: Shannon Hettinger, a 32-year-old from Washington, D.C., said she
definitely wanted children. .... But she moved to Washington, and spent her 20s
deciding on a career. Now that she has one she loves — she works in residential
real estate sales — she is not going to stop until she gets established. That means
not having children for a while.
“I just want to build my book of business and see where I can go from here,” she
said. “My whole focus is career growth. That’s my No. 1 priority. Once I achieve a
certain level of success,” she added, “then I’ll start thinking about a family.”
Analysis: You go ahead and build that "book of business," sweetie. And see how
that works out for ya when you get old and alone.
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Millions of single middle-aged women were led down the dead-end paths of
careerism and foolishly waiting for "the perfect man" that never existed.
Later years of pain, solitude and despair await many of these childless and
grandchildless women.
Tavernise: Ivy Gray-Klein, 26, who works at the University Of Pennsylvania
School Of Design, said she was open to having children but cannot imagine doing
so until she is 30 or 35. She wants to feel settled in her own life first. Now she has
three roommates, is paying down her student loans and is working to build a little
bit of savings.
“I’m just really trying to get myself to a place that is solid,” she said by phone.
“Having a child right now would be so destabilizing. Children just seem like such
an enormous financial undertaking.”
Analysis: Poor Ivy. Not only corrupted by careerism, but buried in the student debt
required to finance the "education" upon which the career is built. May God
forgive us for what we have done to our young women -- and men too.
Tavernise: The biggest falls have been among younger women, but last year the
birthrate even declined for women in their 30s, an unusual development,
demographers said.
“I was surprised to see that reversal,” said Gretchen M. Livingston, a demographer
at the Pew Research Center.
Analysis: Another "intellectual" who is "surprised." (face-to-palm, shaking head,
sighing) Cheese and crackers! These frickin' academic ass-clowns must go to
college to get stupid, before moving on to grad school to get even stupider.
My dear diploma-decorated demographers -- this ain't rocket science! The
formulas for both defining and rectifying this very serious long term dilemma are
very basic:
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Problem: Cultural Marxism + Massive Tax & Debt = Declining Birth
Rates
Solution: Traditional Culture + Low Taxes / Sound Money = Rising
Birth Rates

With Marxists and their libtarded dupes running all of the West's key intuitions, it
sure doesn't look like this crisis will be corrected anytime soon -- even if they
wanted to do so.

.

1. "Take Your Daughter to Work Day" was used to promote careerism to
young girls.The event is now "Take Your Child to Work Day." 2. As the
song says, "Girls just wanna have fun!" (and raising children isn't always
fun!) -- While away at college to get "educated" for a future "career,"
daddy's little girl is introduced to a selfish hedonistic lifestyle which she may
never grow out of. 3. For both young men and women, student debt acts as
a further disincentive for marriage and young parenthood.

*
A reader cites some other very important elements behind this problem:
"What the women didn't count on was getting into their 30's, hitting the wall and
losing all that youthful beauty, and they've had sex with so many guys by then
and shit on so many guys by then the guys won't risk it. The guys have learned
their lesson too. If they haven't been through a nasty divorce yet it’s a sure bet
they've seen one or more of their buddies go through it."
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that birth
rates have fallen to record lows.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's strange, considering how much the
economy has improved in recent years.

Sugar: Life ain't all about money, Boobuss. I was frickin' homelesss when
I had my litter!
Editor: An animal's survival instinct is not as easily suppressed as that of
us oh-so-intelligent humans
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NY Times: As Prince Harry and Meghan Markle Wed, a
New Era Dawns
By ELLEN BARRY

REBUTTAL BY

Who bloody cares about those degenerate useless eaters of the modern British
Monarchy and their "royal weddings?" Evidently, the owners of the Piranha Press
(cough cough) and the hordes of simpletons enthralled by their wholly owned EIB
(Electronic Idiot Box) do -- and there's a historical reason for it.
You see, the British Royal Mafia and various parliamentarians -- initially for the
glory of the ever-expanding Empire and then for the purpose of survival -- got in
bed with and were then forced to stay in bed with the International Jewish bankers
a long time ago. That is why "The House of Windsor" is still around, whereas the
Habsburgs (Spain, Austria), Hohenzollern (Prussia/Germany) Romanovs
(Russia) and Bourbons (France, Italy) are not.

Why is it that Reds & other Rothschild agents never
murdered British nobility?
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1. King Louis XVI (House of Bourbon) 2. Archduke Francis Ferdinand
(House of Habsburg) 3. Tsar Nicholas and family (House of Romanov)
But the English monarchy wasn't always so beloved by the Jews. In 1290, King
Edward I (aka "Longshanks") issued a royal decree known as The Edict of
Expulsion -- expelling all Jews from the Kingdom of England. The drastic action - an inevitable result of unscrupulous money lending, coin clipping, ritual murders
of Christian children, and all the rest of the usual nasty business that the usual
suspects have been "libeled" for (rolling eyes) since time immemorial -- remained
in force for the remainder of the Middle Ages.
It wasn't until after Oliver Cromwell's revolution -- funded by the usual suspects
(based in Holland)-- that the Jews were allowed back into England in 1656 after a
366 year hiatus. As "Lord Protector," the psychotic Puritan Cromwell had King
Charles I killed and began an oppression of Irish Catholics so brutal that some
historians have described it as "near genocidal." After Cromwell's death in 1658,
Charles' son returned from exile and was crowned King Charles II in 1660.
But thanks to Cromwell's treason, the money-lending termites were already back in
by that time, In 1694, The Bank of England was established (by native British
bankers / probably fronting for Jewish bankers). About 110 years later, the House
of Rothschild had become the openly identifiable masters of the Empire.
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1. 1290: King Edward banished the Jews 2. 1658: Oliver Cromwell kills
King Charles I and lets them back in. 3. 1694: The Bank of England loansharking and counterfeiting operation is established. In soon serves as the
finance arm of both British imperialism and Jewish Globalism.
During a World War II speech before the Reichstag, The Great One (that's Hitler
for all you newbies and normies) noted Britain's historical obsession with waging
war against any other European economic power. He stated:
"When the German Reich received England’s declaration of war on 3 September
1939, the British attempted once again to frustrate any attempt to begin a
consolidation, and thus a strengthening, of Europe by fighting the then strongest
power on the Continent. -- England formerly destroyed Spain through many wars
for the same reason it waged its wars against Holland. With the help of all of
Europe it later fought France."
Hitler could also have added the War of 1812 against the young United States, the
Opium Wars against China, the Crimean war against Russia and several others to
that list.

A history lesson by Professor Hitler:
1. Britain vs Spain 2. Britain vs Holland 3. Britain vs France

*
And more....
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1. Britain vs United States 2. Britain vs Russia 3. Britain vs China
What the short-sighted British Monarchy and ultra-nationalist statesmen never
realized, is that in allowing the money lenders to grow so rich by financing the
worldwide empire and its associated wars, the British eventually went broke, lost
their official "hit man" position to the United States, lost their empire and power to
the banker-funded subversive Marxists and Fabians, and even lost control of their
home island to the Globalists as well! But for centuries of faithful services
rendered to Zion, the British royals did at least get to keep their lives, their
inherited fortunes, their unwarranted privileges and their undeserved "rock star"
status -- provided, of course, that they continue to obey and not get any ideas about
truly serving the interests of the British "commoners."
You know, given the absolute control that "they" have over these de-balled, hasbeen royals, we can't help but wonder if Meghan Markle -- a moderately
attractive, divorced, 36-year old, half-Negress, Hollywood feminist actress who
has surely been mounted up by more bucks that even Winston Churchill's
notorious whore of a mother, Jennie Jerome -- wasn't forced upon handsome
Prince Harry (age 33) as some sort of elite psy-op against the traditional White
remnants of rapidly diversifying / rapidly decaying Britain. Seriously, this guy
could have married any 20-something year old virgin (or at least something with
far less "mileage") in all of England. What the heck is going on here?
Headline: The Guardian: "Meghan Markle's wedding was a rousing
celebration of blackness."
Job well done, Mr. Cromwell.
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1. Does Harry have jungle fever? Or did "the powers that be" (cough
cough) write a Kardashian-like script which has him injecting some African
blood into the royal gene pool? 2. Meghan with her single Black mom. The
White father is absent. 3. British freemasonry was corrupted a long time
ago. Harry's frequent and unmistakable masonic hand signs tell us who he
really serves and what deception he is capable of.

1. Black American "Reverend" Michael Curry gives a long-winded address
during the wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle in St. George's
Chapel at Windsor Castle. Of course, he had to mention slavery. 2. As a
feminist statement, libtard Meghan walked down the aisle by herself so as
not to be "given away" by any man. She also had the word "obey" omitted
from her marriage vow. 3. Sir Evelyn deRothschild's body language
shows domination over "Global Warming" activist Prince Charles (image
not from the wedding).
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Boobus Americanus 1: Did you watch any of that royal wedding on TV?
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. It was quite a spectacle.

Sugar: Who gives a %$#@ about thesse worthlesss #%*^$&^*!!!
Editor: Don't let mommy hear you say that. She actually watched that
mushy crap!
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The Pope reassured homosexual Juan Carlos Cruz, a Chilean victim of sexual
abuse, that God approves of his homosexuality.

NY Times: ‘God Made You This Way,’ Pope Is Said to Have
Told Gay Man
NY Times: Pope Francis Names 14 Choices for New
Cardinals
REBUTTAL BY

“Marxist ideology is wrong. But in my life I have known many Marxists who
are good people, so I don’t feel offended (at being called a Marxist).”
Satan's Pope --- aka "The New World Pope" -- continues to amaze and amuse.
From the article:
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"A Chilean survivor of clerical sex abuse has said that Pope Francis told him in a
private meeting this month that God had made him gay and that both God and the
pontiff loved him that way, a remarkable expression of inclusion for the leader of
the Roman Catholic Church.
“He said to me, ‘Juan Carlos that’s not a problem,’ ” said Juan Carlos Cruz, the
abuse survivor, describing having told the pope he was gay in a long meeting in
the Vatican. “You have to be happy with who you are. God made you this way and
loves you this way, and the pope loves you this way.”
The Vatican declined to comment on the pope’s private remarks." (* which means
Poop Frankie really did say it!)
The old adage about loving the sinner but hating the sin has deep moral and logical
merits. After all, who among us hasn't done things in our lives which we have later
on regretted or felt remorse for. Truth be known, Sugar has long suspected that a
male member of my own extended family plays for the pink team -- yet we still
love him. But now, Poop Frankie the Fake has "modernized" Catholic doctrine so
that we may say: "Love the sinner and love the sin too!" And no, Frankie, God
most certainly did not make Juan Carlos of Chile that way. In his case, it was a
predator-pedo-priest who twisted him that way and you bloody damn well know it!
THE GLOBALIST GOSPEL OF ROTHSCHILDS' MAN IN THE VATICAN

Holocaust Denial = Sin // Climate Change Denial = Sin // Butt Buggery =
From God?
The worst is yet to come for the decaying remnants of the church whose moral
teachings once served as the foundation for Western Civilization. The other
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featured article describes how Poop Frankie has positioned the future church for an
accelerated decline. From the other article:
"He reshaped the College of Cardinals, which will choose his successor. He
surprisingly named 14 new cardinals, 11 of whom are under 80 and thus able to
vote in the next conclave.
After the appointment in June of the new cardinals, who come from across the
world, Francis will have named 59, or nearly half of the 125 voting cardinals.
Pope Benedict XVI, a conservative who retired in 2013, named 47 of the remaining
electors. And Pope John Paul II, also a conservative, elevated 19.
By stacking the College of Cardinals -- the top tier of the Roman Catholic church
-- with actual communists and homosexuals, Frankie, much like Eisenhower did
with the U.S. Supreme Court during the 1950's, will have left the once venerable
institution unable to recover back to even the point of "moderation" -- let alone
traditionalism / conservatism. In short, Satan's Pope, in service to the New World
Order, delivered a premature "kill shot" to an already degenerating institution that
can still influence 1.2 billion people plus many non-Catholics who still regard the
Argentinian ass-clown as a moral leader.

WHAT A CHANGE OVER THE YEARS! From this:

1. During the 1930's, Father Charles Coughlin railed against FDR and Communism,
and he wasn't afraid to set the record straight about history. --- "Jewish persecution
only followed after Christians first were persecuted." 2. Pope Pius XII: --- "That
infamous doctrine of so-called Communism which is absolutely contrary to the
natural law itself, and if once adopted would utterly destroy the rights, property
and possessions of all men, and even society itself." 3. Even as recently as 1993,
Pope John Paul II, in "Veritatis Splendor" specifically condemned the homosexual act
as being "gravely sinful."
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* To this:

1 & 2. Cardinal Tobin of Newark, NJ is one Frankie's hand-picked favorites.
Less than one year into his new position, libtard Tobin defiled Newark's
historic and beautiful Cathedral Basilica of the Sacred Heart by holding a
special mass to honor and welcome queers and trannies -- who were
seated on folding chairs in front of the altar. 3. The Pinko Pope celebrates
mass and kisses the hand of Fr. Michele de Paolis, a controversial and
outspoken pro-homosexual advocate.
Lord have mercy!

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Pope
Francis has stacked the College of Cardinals with liberals.
Boobus Americanus 2: I'm an atheist, but Pope Francis will go down in
history as the Pope who brought tolerance and modernity to the Catholic
Church.
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Sugar: Bullsshit, Boobuss! He'll go down in hisstory as the Poop who
transsformed the remnantss of Catholicissm into frickin' Reform Judaissm!
Editor: Nice find with those images, Sugar.
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Robert Jeffress, a pastor who delivered an opening prayer at the embassy
dedication in Jerusalem

NY Times: Israel and Evangelicals: New U.S. Embassy
Signals a Growing Alliance
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REBUTTAL BY

Though Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times take
great delight in bitch-slapping libtards and pointy-headed intellectuals, it is
important to emphasize that not all of America's insane people are found on the
political "Left." Though "Christian Zionists" are much closer to our views on
social, political and economic matters, their dangerous lunacy when it comes to
blindly supporting "the chosen people" and Greater Israel as "end times"
requirements calls for an equal-opportunity beat down of these irrational maniacs.
The size and power of the Christian Zionist hordes (aka Evangelicals and Baptists)
are no secret to anyone who understands anything about American politics. What is
not commonly understood, even among these crazies, is how exactly they got to be
so ziotarded in the first place. Sugar, fire up the Time Machine and set the dial to
1909, please.

Some estimates put the numbers of Evangelical Christian Zionists as high
as 40 million. These misguided fanatics are even more zealous in their
love of Israel that the Jewish Israel Lobby!
Cyrus Scofield was a small time politician and career criminal. In 1873, he was
forced to resign his position as a District Attorney because of crooked financial
transactions which included accepting bribes, stealing political contributions, and
securing bank notes by forging signatures. He served jail time for forgery charges.
A heavy drinker, Scofield later abandoned his wife and two daughters. His wife
finally divorced the drunken crook in 1883. As so many con-men do, Scofield.soon
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claimed to have "found Jesus. He later claimed to have obtained a Doctor of
Divinity degree, but "Minister" Scofield's degree has never been verified.
In 1909, after several mysterious trips to Europe and New York, Scofield
published the notated reference Bible that still bears his name. The added side
notes in "the Scofield Bible" inject a very weird "End Times" prophecy into
Christianity. Because of Scofield's altered Bible, today's Christian Ziotards believe
that Jesus will return to save his followers (The Rapture), but only after Israel is
established and that "God will bless those who bless Israel."
This biblical alteration, at the hands of a known criminal, marks the beginning of
this powerful force in American politics that has mentally infected many millions
of otherwise decent people with Scofield's poison. Yes indeed -- the Scofield Bible
was very good for Zionism!.The question remains: who did the con-man Scofield
meet with while in New York and Europe?

Jew agent / ex-con Cyrus Scofield and his "study bible" led many millions
of Christians to turn a blind eye to Palestinian suffering and actually
worship the people who hate Christianity.
These Old Testament fanatics who call themselves "Baptists" really need to read
what the original "baptist," John the Baptist, and Jesus Christ are actually quoted
as saying, in the New Testament, about the chosenites that they love so much:
Matthew 3:7 -- John the Baptist calls out Jewish high priests (Pharisees and
Sadducees) as "vipers"
But when John saw many of the Pharisees and Sadducees coming to his place of
baptism, he said to them, "You brood of vipers, who warned you to flee from the
coming wrath?
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Matthew 3:9 -- John the Baptist to Jewish priests, refuting the "chosen
people" concept:
Don't just say to each other, 'We're safe, for we are descendants of Abraham.' That
means nothing, for I tell you, God can create children of Abraham from these very
stones.
Matthew 23:15 -- Jesus to Jewish priests, on converting gentiles to Judaism:
Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You traverse land and sea to
win a single convert, and when he becomes one, you make him twice as much a
son of hell as you are.
John 8:44 -- -- Jesus to the Jewish priests on their ungodliness
You are of your father the devil, and your will is to do your father's desires. He
was a murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth, because there
is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks out of his own character, for he is a liar
and the father of lies.
And there are plenty more gems like those in the New Testament, as well as the
famous incident in which Jesus made a whip and chased the money lenders out of
the temple. Yes, it's true, Christo-Ziotards. According to the contemporary
definition of the term, your lord and savior, Jesus Christ, was quite the "antiSemite" TM -- which is why those very same Pharisees "lobbied" the Roman
Governor of Judea to torture and crucify him.
How's that for irony?!

THE CHRISTIAN ZIONISTS NEED A BIBLE LESSON!
1. Jesus Christ was always ripping on and contradicting the Jewish bosses.
2&3. The Pharisees then pressured the Romans to kill him.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
alliance between Evangelicals and Israel is growing stronger.
Boobus Americanus 2: These Christian Zionists are really crazy. They
want end times to come and need Israel to be blessed so they can be
zapped into the rapture.

Sugar: Welcome to freak-sshow America --- where 40 million voting
libtardss are waiting for Antarctica to melt and drown us all; while 40 million
voting Chrisstian-Ziotardss want to blow up the Middle Easst sso they can
force Armageddon end times. You humanns are frickin' nutss!
Editor: Edward Gibbon said it best: "History is indeed little more than
the register of the crimes, follies and misfortunes of mankind."
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NY Times: Trump Cancels Summit, Citing 'Open Hostility'
by North Korea
REBUTTAL BY

From the article:
"In a dramatic diplomatic turn, President Donald Trump on Thursday called off
next month’s summit with North Korea’s Kim Jong Un, calling the cancellation a
“tremendous setback” for peace and stressing that the US military was ready to
respond to any “foolish or reckless acts” by the North."
Trump first announced his decision in a letter to Kim released by the White House,
in which he cited “tremendous anger and open hostility” in a recent statement by
the North, adding that it was “inappropriate, at this time, to have this longplanned meeting.”
If you're looking for definitive answers from Sugar and me, er, "The Editorial
Board" of The Anti-New York Times regarding this very surprising change of
plans, well, we're sorry to say that all we can offer are hypothetical possibilities -some good, some bad. We simply cannot say for sure what the peacemaker-turnedwarmonger-turned-peacemaker-turned-warmonger is up to here -- but we will say
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this: With Trump, what often appears like one thing, when he later shows his hand,
turns out to be something else we just never saw coming.

"Dear Kim --- the meeting is off! The Korean War is still on"" --- or is it?
Is Trump's warmonger act designed to cover up the true peaceful intentions? Or is
the peacemaker act designed to cover up the true warmongering intentions? Were
last week's provocative comments by Zionist operatives Mike Pence and John
Bolton designed to undermine Trump and his much-anticipated peace summit? Or
were their disrespectful statements against North Korea issued with Trump's
approval?
Headline: Salon (May 20, 2018): Is Trump adviser Bolton trying to undercut
the president and kill the North Korea talks?
Was there ever really a planned summit to begin with? Is the real action still
happening in the back-channels among the two Koreas, the US and China? Will we
see another Trump-the-peacemaker act in a few months? Or is this dude a political
schizoprhrenic?

1. Pence disrespects Kim's sister at the Olympic games by refusing to even
acknowledge her. Was the snub real? Or just theater designed to conceal
the back-channel peace process? 2. Bolton recently threatened North
Korea with a "Libyan model," prompting a sharp exchange of words
between NK and USA. Did he speak with Trump's approval? Or is he
trying to undermine Trump on his own?
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On a hopeful note -- and we know that some of "youse guys" who are 100%
convinced that Trump is positioning us for World War III for Zion will not even
consider this option -- but buried within this story, and barely mentioned by the
rest of the Piranha Press, is the relevant fact that Trump claimed that he still wants
to work with Lil' Kim and possibly still meet with him:
"Speaking at the White House later, Trump said a “maximum pressure campaign”
will continue against North Korea and that he was “waiting” should Kim choose
to engage in “constructive” actions. He added that it was 'possible that the
existing summit could take place or a summit at some later date.'
Based on that statement, the possibility exists that the author of "The Art of the
Deal" -- possibly in collusion with Lil' Kim -- is, for the purpose of shutting up his
warmongering detractors -- setting himself up as the "tough guy" who will force
the oh-so-evil Korean dictator to crawl and beg to have the summit again. It is too
early at this point for a reasonable man to determine if we are witnessing a
betrayal, or a strategy intended to undermine the mounting false criticism that
Trump was being played for a fool by Lil' Kim.
Let's all just calm down and wait to see if peacemaker Trump -- like Haley's Comet
-- returns again.

1. Trump tweeted his excitement and optimism about the upcoming
meeting just two weeks ago! 2. What accounts for Trump's two faces?
Instability? Dishonesty? ---- Or strategy? 2. Trump's 1987 best-seller, "The
Art of the Deal" is mainly about the psychological maneuver and
manipulation necessary to close big deals.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
just cancelled the peace talks with North Korea.
Boobus Americanus 2: Ha ha ha ha. There goes his Nobel Peace Prize!

Sugar: I wouldn't be sso ssure about that just yet, Boobuss.
Editor: Ya know, if Lil' Kim does put on a crawling and begging act for
Trump, it would silence the naysayers once and for all and exalt Trump to
new political heights.
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NY Times: Ireland Votes to End Abortion Ban, in Rebuke to
Catholic Conservatism
The referendum was the latest sign of a drift toward liberalism in a country that
only recently installed a gay man as prime minister and allowed same-sex
marriage.

REBUTTAL BY

Ireland's Catholic heritage had partially inoculated that nation from the type of full
social libtardation than most of the other nations of northern Europe succumbed to
decades ago. Nonetheless, untreated cancer cells in a seemingly strong and healthy
moral body will, given enough time, gradually multiply, weaken and kill just the
same.
In 2017, the degraded people of historically conservative Ireland elected a half
Indian / full homosexual as Prime Minister. Now, in 2018, that same degenerative
rabble just voted, by a huge margin, to allow the live physical dismemberment and
saline burning of unborn children in their mothers' womb. Congratulations, Ireland.
You are well on your way to becoming Sweden.
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‘Oh, Danny boy, the pipes of death are calling’

The "Emerald Isle" is done.

1. Ireland's Homo-Hindu Prime Minister Leo Varadkar 2. Mutilated babies
-- coming to Ireland 3. I know, Lucky. I know.
The most singularly galling aspect of this referendum vote is the Satanic glee
which its supporters manifested upon hearing the news of their victory. It is bad
enough to support "a woman's right to chose" ™ to have her child burned and
butchered in utero and then thrown out with the rest of the day's medical waste; but
to actually celebrate the new "freedom" (in some cases, with tears of joy!) as if the
Irish national team had just won the World Cup of Football? Wow, just wow.
What vile demonic spirit has possessed these she-devils? Even if one believes that
the abominable practice should be legal, can we not all at least agree that it is still a
tragedy? Have a close look at the following two sets of images. The debauched
nastiness of it all should send a shiver up the spine of any decent person with an
iota of a soul remaining:
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Sick twisted sows, whores and hags So much joy and elation ---- over this?
.....

*
Sharing in the delight of the demented she-devils of today's Ireland are the Satanic
scribblers at Sulzberger's Slimes who we just knew were going to front-page this
tragedy in a major "in-your-face" way. You see, the greasy gang at 8th Ave wants
every last member of the European diaspora dead, childless or blended out of
existence -- and a "woman's right to choose" ™, along with the sacrificial element
of baby-killing, fits that demonic agenda perfectly.
And what did Poop Frankie -- that big-mouthed charlatan who continues to boldly
insert himself into political matters ranging from economics to immigration to
Trump's border wall to Putin to Climate Change ™ have to say about the historic
vote? Answer: NOTHING! Now can you just imagine if Ireland had been voting
on pulling out of the Paris Climate Accords, or stopping Turd World immigration?
The Vatican Viper would have been championing the Globalist cause in weekly
homilies, speeches and press releases -- imploring the Catholic remnant of Ireland
to save God's planet and protect the sainted "migrants."
Yet when it came to a referendum impacting the most defenseless beings of a
nation once known for its Catholicism and its associated ethics, Bolshevik
Bergoglio, just as he had prior to Italy's 2016 referendum on homosexual "civil
unions," suddenly turned silent, camera-shy and "non-political" --- leaving the
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Catholic pro-life activists of Ireland twisting in the wind as the lukewarm 50-50
fence-sitters were allowed to gradually fall over to the pro-death side.
Silence = Complicity, Frankie boy!

We know whose side Poop Frankie is on.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Ireland
just voted to legalize abortion.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well it's about time that Catholic Ireland
recognized a woman's right to choose.
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Sugar: You frickin' humanss are ssick! You don't ssee us catss aborting
our unborn kittenss!
Editor: Hmmm. What up with that one Black kitten, eh "Mein Furr???"
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NY Times: With ‘Spygate,’ Trump Shows How He Uses
Conspiracy Theories to Erode Trust
The president’s promotion of the unconfirmed claims he calls “Spygate”
continues a long history of presidential trafficking in tales of shadowy cabals
and secret plots.
By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS and MAGGIE HABERMAN

REBUTTAL BY

When heavy-hitting communist yentas Maggie Haberman (cough cough) and
Julia Hirschfeld (cough cough) are tasked by their superiors at the Slimes to start
front-page squawking about Trump's "conspiracy theories" ™, it's a sure indicator
that the truth about something big is about to bust open. Impeding the Slimes effort
to discredit "Spygate" is the fact that the dismissive propaganda term, "conspiracy
theorist" ™ has, through excessive use, lost much of its effectiveness.
We believe that some of the big names who took part in inventing the "Russiagate"
scam (itself a "conspiracy theory!" ™) will be going down hard in the coming
weeks and months; and that reporters from Sulzberger's Slimes and other Fake
News outlets may be implicated as part of the conspiracy to frame Trump for
"colluding" with Russia. That is why "the paper of record" is now in panic-driven
attack mode over Trump's "conspiracy theories." ™ Indeed, yentas Haberman &
Hershfeld -- always citing anonymous sources -- have authored countless "Russian
collusion" hit pieces over the past 18 months.
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Since early 2016, Haberman & Hirschfeld have been peddling the most
ridiculous conspiracy theories imaginable about Trump and Putin. Now that
no one believes them anymore, they are in a panic over Trump's countercharge of conspiratorial activity against him.
Let's review some of Haberman & Hirschfeld's kikey comedy:
Haberman & Hershfeld: As a candidate, Donald J. Trump claimed that the
United States government had known in advance about the Sept. 11 attacks. He
hinted that Antonin Scalia, a Supreme Court justice who died in his sleep two years
ago, had been murdered. And for years, Mr. Trump pushed the notion that
President Barack Obama had been born in Kenya rather than Honolulu, making
him ineligible for the presidency.
None of that was true.
Rebuttal: Actually, all of it and much more is true, and you yentas are just afraid it
might all come out (though we doubt it.)
Haberman & Hershfeld: Last week, President Trump promoted new,
unconfirmed accusations to suit his political narrative....
Rebuttal: "Unconfirmed accusations," eh? Wow. If that ain't the pot calling the
kettle black!
Haberman & Hershfeld: .. that a “criminal deep state” element within Mr.
Obama’s government planted a spy deep inside his presidential campaign to help
his rival, Hillary Clinton, win
Rebuttal: That allegation is 100% true, though the Fake News refers to the spy as
a "confidential informant."
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Haberman & Hershfeld: It was the latest indication that a president who has for
decades trafficked in conspiracy theories has brought them from the fringes of
public discourse to the Oval Office.
Rebuttal: "Trafficked in conspiracy theories," eh? This coming from a pair of
wicked witches who are still peddling the absurd Putin-Trump election rigging
fairy tale.
Haberman & Hershfeld: Now that he is president, Mr. Trump’s baseless stories
of secret plots by powerful interests appear to be having a distinct effect. The effect
on the life of the nation of a president inventing conspiracy theories ..
Rebuttal: "Baseless stories" -- "secret plots"-- "conspiracy theories" ----- These
criminals are obviously worried.
Haberman & Hershfeld (quoting Jon Meacham, a presidential historian): “The
diabolical brilliance of the Trump strategy of disinformation is that many people
are simply going to hear the charges and countercharges, and decide that there
must be something to them because the president of the United States is saying
them."
Rebuttal: Actually, Professor Pointyhead, the reason why more and more people
are beginning to believe that there was, and still is, an illegal conspiracy against
Trump is because the Demonrats and the scum at the Slimes continue to sell an
absurd Russia-Russia-Russia lie that even most libtards no longer believe in. Ever
think of that?

In live TV, Senate Minority Leader UpChuck Schumer (D-NY) (cough
cough) gleefully confirmed to MSNBC's Rachel Maddow (cough cough)
that the "Deep State" would conspire against Trump.
Schumer: “Let me tell you, you take on the intelligence community,
they have six ways from Sunday at getting back at you. So even for a
practical, supposedly hard-nosed businessman, he (Trump) is being
really dumb to do this.”
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Haberman & Hershfeld: But Mr. Trump’s willingness to peddle suspicion as fact
has implications beyond the Russia inquiry. It is a vital ingredient in the
president’s communications arsenal, a social media-fueled, brashly expressed
narrative of dubious accusations and dark insinuations that allows him to promote
his own version of reality.
Students of Mr. Trump’s life and communication style argue that the idea of
conspiracies is a vital part of his strategy.
Rebuttal: What a litany of libellous lunacy: "peddle suspicion" -"communications arsenal" -- "brashly expressed narrative" -- "dubious
accusations" -- "dark insinuations" -- "his own version of reality" -- "conspiracies."
Again, these she-devils are clearly afraid.
Haberman & Hershfeld: “He’s the blame shifter in chief,” said Gwenda Blair, a
Trump biographer. “Conspiracies, by definition, are things that others do to you.
You’re being duped; you’re being fooled; the world is laughing at us. It goes to
this idea that you can’t believe anything that you read or see. He has sold us a
whole way of accepting a narrative that has so many layers of unaccountable,
unsubstantiated content that you can’t possibly peel it all back.”
Like most conspiracy theories, Mr. Trump’s latest has a kernel of truth....
Rebuttal: More childish name calling and whining: "blame shifter" -"conspiracies" -- "unaccountable, unsubstantiated content" -- "conspiracy theories."
Haberman & Hershfeld: Former aides to the president, speaking privately
because they did not want to embarrass him, said paranoia predisposed him to
believe in nefarious, hidden forces driving events. But they also said political
opportunism informed his promotion of conspiracy theories. For instance, two
former aides said Mr. Trump had resisted using the term “deep state” for months,
partly because he believed it made him look too much like a crank.
Rebuttal: "embarrass" -- "paranoia" -- "nefarious" -- "hidden forces" -"conspiracy theories" -- "the term deep state" -- "crank"
Methinks the yappings yentas doth protest tooo much.
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CNN is also in full 24/7 anti-conspiracy theory freak-out mode over Trump's
devastating "Spygate" counter attack.
Haberman & Hershfeld: Several polls have shown a dip in public approval of
the special counsel investigation over the past several months, as the president has
repeatedly attacked it. And a Monmouth Poll released in March found that a
bipartisan majority believes an unelected “deep state” is manipulating national
policy.
Rebuttal: The hypnotic spell is weakening.
Haberman & Hershfeld: Mr. Meacham pointed to an 1866 speech at a
tumultuous moment of post-Civil War Reconstruction, in which President Andrew
Johnson said that his political enemies were plotting to assassinate him.
Rebuttal: Andrew Johnson was right.
Haberman & Hershfeld: President Richard M. Nixon believed that an elitist
cabal led by Ivy League-educated denizens of Georgetown and Washington Post
journalists was working secretly to bring him down.
Rebuttal: Richard Nixon was right too. However, whereas Johnson and Nixon
were both isolated and impeached, Trump has got military intelligence and
alternative media at his side. Some big people will be brought to justice by the time
Trump's war is over.
As we have stated on numerous occasions, though we will enjoy the show, we will
not pop champagne bottles until the elite's monstrous crimes of child
rape/torture/murder, crisis actor hoaxes, voter fraud, assassinations, Obongo's
funding of ISIS and the 9/11 attacks are exposed. We can hope and pray, but don't
hold your breath waiting for full justice.
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Trump's war against the "Deep State" Globalists is fun to watch and will
only get better --- but unless the conspiratorial horrors of 9/11, Sandy Hook
and "Pizzagate" are fully exposed, then this will all amount to just fun and
games.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump is
spreading conspiracy theories about a Deep State plot to get him.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, it does appear that the CIA and FBI were
involved in some shady stuff during the campaign.

Sugar: Even dumb-asss Boobuss issn't buying the Sslimess' bullsshit
anymore.
Editor: And that is why these two yentas are feaking out.
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Baby-toting central American "asylum-seekers" waiting for buses to
take them to the Mexican-United States border.

NY Times: (Op-Ed) Trump Immigration Policy Veers From
Abhorrent to Evil
By NICHOLAS KRISTOF

REBUTTAL BY

Whether Satan is taken to be an actual and conscious spiritual force for evil or just
a metaphor for evil, one of the eternal tactics utilized by him (or his avatar) and his
Red henchmen is the highly effective "Appeal to Pity." Pity for the "working man"
-- pity for "the poor" -- pity for "minorities" -- pity for "migrants" -- pity for
"shooting victims" -- pity for "the uninsured" -- pity for "senior citizens" -- pity for
"battered women" -- and, most of all -- pity for "the children" ™.
It's not that any of these groups aren't deserving of our compassion and empathy,
of course. The point which the broad masses of decent sheeple fail to understand -because their own empathy is sincere -- is that a specimen of scum like Slimes
scribbler Nicholas Kristof (cough cough) doesn't give a flying rat's ass
about anyone's suffering -- probably not even that of the bitch of a mother who
pooped him into this upside down world. No sir. With communists and other
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assorted evildoers, it always about, and only about, using pity as a tear-screen for
advancing the deliberately subversive and destructive "agenda" of Globalism.
While you're crying, they're advancing.

1. Satan to Kristof: "That's the way to play the pity card! Nice work, Nick." 2
& 3. The demon Kristof promotes the Turd World invasion by defending
"the children" of the single mom invaders.
As for this oh-so-compassionate bastard son of Satan who penned this putrid piece
of pity-propaganda, now would be a good time to quickly remind "youse guys"
(New Jerseyese for the plural of you) of the extreme cruelty which two-time
Pulitzer Prize winner (what a sick joke!) Kristof inflicted upon an innocent
man. Looking through the prism of Kristof's red-hot hatred for the big bad White
Man, we can understand his long forgotten libeling of a scientist named Steven
Hatfill, whom Kristof had falsely and maliciously accused of having mailed out
the deadly "anthrax letters" of September, 2001 -- letters which were clearly sent
out by a Jew in order to false-flag frame the Arabs at about the time of the 9/11
attacks. The false accusation leveled by Kristof and a malevolent activist named
Barbara Rosenberg (cough cough), turned poor Hatfill's life upside down and
inside out.
Beginning in mid-2002, Hatfill became the whipping boy of the Piranha Press after
TV cameras showed FBI agents in biohazard suits searching his apartment. His
home was repeatedly raided by the FBI, his phone was tapped, and he was kept
under surveillance for more than two years. Dr. Hatfill was also fired from his job
at Science Applications International Corporation -- all on the basis of the evil
Rosenberg / Kristof smear campaign and the firestorm it kicked up.
When finally cleared of the false charges, Hatfill filed lawsuits against the
periodicals and journalists who had framed him. He sued the Jew York Slimes and
Kristof in particular for defamation and intentional infliction of emotional distress
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in connection with five of Kristof's most vicious columns. Incredibly, The Jew
courts dismissed this suit, finding that Hatfill was a "public figure" -- ignoring the
fact that it was Kristof who made him a "public figure!" In 2007, Hatfill did settle a
similar libel lawsuit against Vanity Fair and Reader's Digest for an undisclosed
amount, after both magazines agreed to retract any implication that Hatfill was
involved in the anthrax mailings.
Son of Satan Kristof belongs in jail for what his racial hatred against Whites led
him to do to Dr. Hatfill in 2002. Yet here he remains, still defaming Whites while
constantly and sanctimoniously calling for the Turd World invasion to continue
unabated -- "for the children."

An innocent man, wrongly defamed for the Zionist false-flag anthrax letters,
was put through hell by the vicious Yellow Journalism of "Pulitzer Prize
winner" Nicholas Kristof -- who later "apologized" in order to save his own
face.
As for this article itself, there isn't really much for us to rebut here because once
one recognizes Satan's tried and tested tactic of tear-jerking, the article becomes a
transparent caricature (a $10 word for: exaggerating a characteristic in order to
make a point) of its own self. Barf bags ready, boys and girls --- an
abridged version of Kristof's phony pity and pious bullshit speaks for itself.
Kristof:
"We as a nation have crossed so many ugly lines recently, yet one new policy of
President Trump’s particularly haunts me. I’m speaking of the administration’s
tactic of seizing children from desperate refugees ....
“I was given only five minutes to say goodbye,” a Salvadoran woman wrote in a
declaration in an A.C.L.U. lawsuit after her 4- and 10-year-old sons were taken
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from her. “My babies started crying when they found out we were going to be
separated.”
“In tears myself, I asked my boys to be brave.... I begged the woman who took my
children to keep them together so they could at least have each other.”
"This mother, who for her protection is identified only by her initials, J.I.L., said
that while in El Salvador she was severely beaten in front of her family by a gang,
and she then fled to save the lives of her children."
"Who among us would not do the same? J.I.L. noted that she had heard that her
children might have been separated and sent to two different foster homes, and
added: 'I am scared for my little boys.'"
"Is this really who we are? As a parent, as the son of a refugee myself, I find that
in this case Trump’s policy has veered from merely abhorrent to truly evil."
“The immigration officers made me walk out with my son to a government vehicle
and place my son in a car seat in the vehicle,” Mirian said in a declaration
accompanying the A.C.L.U. suit. “My son was crying as I put him in the seat. I did
not even have a chance to comfort my son, because the officers slammed the door
shut as soon as he was in his seat.”
"Ms. G, a Mexican in the A.C.L.U. suit, went to a border crossing point and
requested asylum with her 4-year-old son and blind 6-year-old daughter. .... the
children were taken ... 'I have not seen my children for one and a half months,' Ms.
G wrote in her declaration. 'I worry about them constantly'”
"... brutalizing children by ripping them from their parents. So what’s next, Mr.
President? Minefields at the border would be an even more effective deterrent. Or
East German-style marksmen in watch towers to shoot those who cross?"
"We as a nation should protect our borders. We must even more assiduously
protect our soul."
Blah, blah, blah -- nauseating Marxist mush for soft-hearted / weak-willed suckers
-- aka "useful idiots." Even if these migrant horror stories are true, the blame rests
with the welfare-seeking mothers for attempting to invade the United States, and
the government of Mexico for allowing encouraging them to pass through. Apart
from that reality, Sugar is strongly sensing that the migrant's written declarations
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were actually penned / exaggerated by fiction-writing lawyers at the notoriously
Red ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union).
It is very interesting to note that neither Kristof, the ACLU, nor anyone else
associated with international Left has yet to show an ounce of "compassion" for the
truly brutalized White asylum seekers and children of South Africa. To evil,
projecting swine like Kristof, the lives of innocent White children, just like the
ruined life of Steven Hatfill, simply do not matter.

Don't let the devil's phony tears play on your heart-strings.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an op-ed in the New York Times today
about the brutality of Trump's border policy. Children are literally being
separated from their parents.
Boobus Americanus 2: Trump's lack of compassion for these poor people
is disturbing. That is not who we are.
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Sugar: Hey Boobuss! You have extra roomss in your large ssuburban
housse. Instead of putting the bill on burdened taxpayerss, why don't you
adopt and feed one of thesse ssingle momss and their frickin' litter?
...Boobuss? ... Boobuss?

Editor:
(Sound of crickets)
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NY Times: (Op Ed): The Housewives of White Supremacy
By ANNIE KELLY

Ms. Kelly is a Ph.D. student researching the impact of digital cultures on antifeminism and the far right.

REBUTTAL BY

Though this submission to the Slimes is labeled as an "Opinion," the mere fact that
the "paper of record" would grant it such valuable space and ink tells us how
supportive the greasy gang of ghouls at 8th Avenue truly are of cultural Marxism.
The piece is penned by a "Phd" student at England's University of East Anglia
named Annie Kelly. By the way, as we covered in "Climate Bogeyman", that's
the same public research university where the data-rigging / temperature-rigging
scoundrels of "Climategate" fame were busted by hackers unknown in 2009. Little
communist Annie certainly picked the right place to do her "research."
Let's have a look at what too many of today's "educated" young women have been
brainwashed into believing about traditional gender roles, motherhood and "White
privilege."
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1. Asinine Annie thinks her soon-to-be "Phd" title entitles her to school us
elders on gender and race. 2. The "research" pumped out by the University
of East Anglia in Norwich conveniently serves the Globalist-Marxist
agenda. The "Climategate" data-rigging scandal at EA did get some play in
the British press, but quickly faded away.
Little Annie: In a podcast interview posted last spring, Nicole Jorgenson, a singer
and former schoolteacher in North Dakota, explains to her host that she has never
been happier since marrying and having children. And yet ... it soon becomes clear
that Ms. Jorgenson is advocating something sinister.
Analysis: Ooooh. Something wicked this way comes. Do tell.
Little Annie: She lived in Germany temporarily, she says, but left just before “an
influx of refugees took over the country.” She just had a child and thinks the new
baby is beautiful -- “I always wanted children that looked like me,” she says,
“blond-haired, blue-eyed babies, but I kind of had to say it under my breath.”
Analysis: Wow! A mother wanting babies that look like her? That really is
"sinister!"
Little Annie: The digital far right ... shares DNA with so-called incels, a network
of men who feel women have unfairly denied them sexual relationships. And it is
defined in part by its misogyny and its anti-feminist, anti-woman language.
Analysis: We don't "hate" women -- just the nasty, bossy, communist idiots like
you.
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In the Marxist-Globalist worldview, "liberated" women are just soulless
disposable cogs in the economic machine.
Little Annie: But some members of the alt-right have been weighing whether the
absence of women from their movement is a problem .... Enter the tradwives.
Analysis: Oooooh. Traditional wives. More sinisterism.
Little Annie: Over the past few years, dozens of social media accounts have
sprung up showcasing soft-spoken young white women who extol the virtues of
staying at home, submitting to male leadership and bearing lots of children —
being “traditional wives.” These accounts pepper their messages with scrapbookstyle collections of 1950s advertising images showing glamorous mothers in
lipstick and heels with happy families and beautiful, opulent homes. They give
their videos titles like “Female Nature and Advice for Young Ladies,” “How I
Homeschool” and “You Might be a Millennial Housewife If….”
Analysis: What's wrong with women choosing to be "tradwives?" You feminists
do believe in "choice," dontcha?
Little Annie: But ....
Analysis: Here it comes...
Little Annie: ... running alongside what could be mistaken for a peculiar style of
mommy-vlogging is a virulent strain of white nationalism. One such advocate who
calls herself “Wife With a Purpose” made international headlines last year when
she issued something she titled “the white baby challenge.” Citing falling white
birthrates in the West, she urged her followers to procreate. “I’ve made six!” she
wrote. “Match or beat me!”
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Analysis: You see that? Women who do not wish to see their Aryan bloodlines
eradicated from the face of the earth are not only "sinister," but also "virulent." Of
course, the fact that so many western-based Jewish, Indian, Korean parents frown
upon their children marrying someone of another race doesn't register on Asinine
Annie's "sinister" radar. No sir. Only White folk are forbidden the natural
inclination of identifying and procreating with their own kind.

Asians only dating -- OK! // Blacks only dating -- OK! // Jewish only dating
-- OK!
Only Whites are forbidden the natural desire to preserve their genetics and
culture for posterity.

1. In 1938, The Great One (that's Hitler for you newbies and normies)
instituted the "Cross of Honor of the German Mother" to encourage
German women to have more children. The prize was awarded each year
on August 12, the birthday of his mother. 2. Encouragement to motherhood
began early. Once members of the League of German Girls turned 18, they
could join a branch called "Faith and Beauty," which trained the girls in the
art of becoming ideal wives and mothers.
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Little Annie: A frustrated yearning for a mythic past of material abundance, at a
time when it is becoming increasingly difficult for young people to build careers
and achieve financial security, is not gender-specific. ....
Analysis: This self-hating White libtard whippersnapper, who was born in the
1990's, thinks she can school us about "a mythic past of material abundance." Let
me tell you something, baby girl. Your rebutting reporter here actually grew up
during that "mythic past" of the 1970's -- and witnessed firsthand how an entire
neighborhood of working class families was supported by a single working father
while nearly all of our mothers were able to stay at home to raise their children.
Today, especially in a communist state like Jew Jersey, that basic middle class
lifestyle is only available to the top 10 - 15% of wage earners.
Little Annie: We shouldn’t underestimate how some young white women, when
faced with this bleak economic landscape and then presented with a rosy image of
1950s domestic bliss ...
Analysis: The image of the 1950's are not "presented rosy" -- they were rosy! Now
shut up and make daddy a cup of coffee, you stupid brainwashed silly little girl.
The rest of this putrid piece amounts to a "Straw Man" review of how the "altright" and "tradwives" feel about feminism and its damaging consequences for
society. Of course, though spot-on, Little Annie presents the "alt-right" viewpoint
in a "ha-ha-ha-look-what-these-crazy-people-actually-believe" sort of context.
Finally, Asinine Annie closes with what may be, from our perspective, a slight
glimmer of hope for a segment of the lost generation dubbed' "millennials":
"Tradwives may seem like a lunatic fringe at present, but they may not stay one for
long."
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There was nothing "mythic" about the homelife of decades past. Women
married young, stayed home with their children, and were -- at least
compared to today's degraded women -- generally content until Jewish
Marxist feminists like Betty Friedan and Gloria Steinum put in their heads
that they were being "oppressed." -- And yes, we do acknowledge that
some asswipe husbands who mistreated their wives helped to facilitate this
trend.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an op-ed in the New York Times today
about a sinister racist trend among some young White women. Apparently,
they are having as many White babies as possible and staying home to
raise them.
Boobus Americanus 2: Wow. That does sound sinister in this day and
age.
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Sugar: Wrong again, Boobuss! It'ss actually the "day and age" that are
"ssinister," not these traditional women.
Editor: Tell it, philosopher cat. Tell it!
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NY Times: Speaking, Not Sexually, With Dr. Ruth at 90
By JAMES BARRON

Slimes Caption: Dr. Ruth Westheimer, the renowned sex therapist who became
enormously popular through her frank discussions and advice, turns 90.

REBUTTAL BY
Few public figures have better exemplified the undeniable Jewish obsession with
poisoning western sexual morality than the vile and vulgar sex-obsessed "Dr."
Ruth Westheimer (cough cough). In 2009, Vanity Fair named "Dr. Ruth” one of
“12 women who changed the way we look at sex."
And boy-oh-boy did she ever!
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The Marxist mantra of an insane yenta: "sex sex sex --- sex sex sex -- sex
sex sex."
The diminutive little devil is the German-Jew daughter of two "Holocaust victims."
During the early days of pre-Israel, she joined the terrorist Hagannah as a sniper
and, according to her own admission, had her first sexual encounter in a haystack,
at age 17, without contraception. Always classy, weren't you Ruth?
Westheimer then went on to study psychology in France and sociology in the
United States. With a research focus on "sexuality," the perverted professor went
on to teach at several universities and also worked for the abortion-loving Planned
Parenthood. In 1980, her media career began with her radio show, Sexually
Speaking, which ran until 1990. During her amazing run, Dr. Ruth also hosted TV
shows on cable television and authored 40 books on sex and sexuality. Sex and
money --- sex and money -- sex and money -- how quintessentially Jewish!

sex sex sex -- money money money -- sex sex sex -- money money money
-- sex sex sex -- money money money -The social situation of the 1980's, though not nearly as bad as it is today, wasn't
exactly the Victorian Era of sexual propriety either. And yet, even by the loosening
and worsening standards of the day, the explicit sexual talk that flowed out of this
filthy little dwarf's mouth was shocking to hear. While hiding behind the protective
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pseudo-scientific shields of "sex therapy" and "safe sex," this daughter-of-hell
casually spoke to millions of impressionable and unmarried young people about
penises, clitorises, anuses, rectums, masturbation, erections, orgasms, ejaculations,
vibrators, oral, anal, bondage, lubricants, threesomes and on and on and on.
For the very few schooled in the Jewish arts, it was obvious that Dr. Ruth delighted
in pouring her perversion into the public well of the Christian "goyim." But owing
to her status as a "doctor," many listeners and readers took her gibberish as if it
were some type of sound medical advice. Today, at age 90, the old yenta whore
still can't stop talking about sex -- sex -- sex. Her new gig is to urge senior citizens
to have more sex. The trick, according to her, is to "engage in sex in the morning
because the testosterone level is highest in the morning."

Dr. Ruth's radio show and sex books raked in many millions of dollars by
peddling verbal pornography under the guise of academically accredited
"sexology."
This Jewish-Marxist fixation on sexuality is nothing new. It's actually what
Sigmund Freud (cough cough) is all about; and those who understand the 120year-old Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion will surely recognize the
following motive set forth in those fascinating documents that so captivated Henry
Ford:
"The peoples of the goyim are bemused with alcoholic liquors; their youth has
grown stupid on classicism and from early immorality, into which it has been
inducted by our special agents ...We have fooled, bemused and corrupted the
youth of the GOYIM."
For a more contemporary, and truly astonishing, self-admission of promoting
perversion, we refer you to the Israeli journal, Haaretz:
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Headline: Haaretz: (February 3, 2014)
'Dirty Jews' and the Christian Right
Brilliant actors like Larry David and Sarah Silverman are challenging America's
powerful religious, family-friendly culture and asserting their Jewishness by
glorifying obscenity. In a tidy coincidence, two separate videos went viral last
week, demonstrating that American Jews’ love affair with obscenity is still going
strong.....
Understanding the cultural phenomenon that was the nasty swine "Dr. Ruth" is all
very simple, boys and girls. You see, when you promote wild promiscuity to the
masses, the traditional intuition of marriage and its associated family structure
must fade away in due time. As the population of children born to single
promiscuous mothers -- along with the number of children of the many divorces
caused by extra-marital affairs and pornography addiction -- grows and grows; so
too does the level of economic dependency upon the all-mighty state. That's very
bad for civil society, but it's very good for those who seek to engineer a degraded,
demoralized, alienated, depressed and dumbed-down humanity (aka Marx's
"proletariat") that can be easily controlled and herded into the voting booth.

SEX! SEX! SEX!
Sigmund Freud (cough cough), Larry David (cough cough), Sarah
Silverman (cough cough)
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Dr. Ruth
is still writing books at age 90.
Boobus Americanus 2: Wow. She was already getting old when she was
talking about about sex on the radio many years ago.

Sugar: Maybe that twissted hag will do her next book about ssex with the
dead!
Editor: Thanks to the "Pandora's Box" that she helped to open, there are
indeed some sickos who are into that sort of stuff.
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NY Times: Hong Kong Marks Tiananmen Crackdown, as
China Ignores Event
Slimes Caption: Tens of thousands of people attended the annual candlelight vigil at Hong
Kong’s Victoria Park to mark the 29th anniversary of the Tiananmen Square crackdown.
By ANGIE CHAN

REBUTTAL BY

Despite its transfer from British to Chinese sovereignty in 1997, tiny semiautonomous Hong Kong remains an outpost of limited CIA infestation. That is
why, in recent years, a June 4th vigil commemorating the "Tienanmen Square
Massacre" ™ of 1989 began to take place there. The stupid college kiddies who
are used to organize this event weren't even alive at the time; and have no idea
what really happened. Little do most of them know that the geo-political forces
attempting to manipulate the youth of Hong Kong today, were the very same
forces which turned out thousands of students, workers, and other assorted dupes
to "protest" on the mainland back in 1989.
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Now would be a good time to school these half-educated children on the truth
about that historic event. Sugar, bust out the time machine, please, and set the dial
to Beijing,1989.
1989
As the Globalists' "Velvet Revolutions" were pulling the rug out from under the
very same Communist parties that they had installed in Eastern Europe after World
War II, a similar "spontaneous" operation unfolded in cities throughout China. The
massive protests involving the brainwashed students and working men captured the
world's sympathy. Many of the students had studied in the USA - where the CIA
surely made good use of their malleable minds.
The main flash mob that had gathered in Beijing's Tienanmen Square, demanded
"democracy" ™ as they brandished paper sculptures of “the Goddess of Liberty."
The “spontaneous” ™ protests grew larger by the day as thousands of additional
citizens -- some with legitimate grievances -- innocently joined the students in the
protests. For seven weeks, Chinese authorities took a patient and peaceful wait and
see approach to the growing mobs.

1989 was a very important year for the New World Order-CIA gang. The
"spontaneous" Solidarity Movement in Poland and the "spontaneous" fall
of the Berlin Wall in East Germany (shown above) may have "liberated"
those countries from Communism; but the true long-range goal was to reenslave the nations of Eastern Europe into the coming European Union
and its NATO military machine. The same "people power revolution" failed
in China.
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Finally, the Chinese government removed the 'kid gloves" and took a hard line.
Foreign press was thrown out as the military cracked down on the movement's
main instigators. It is unclear how many lost their lives, but the grossly inflated
western estimates are surely the work of CIA fiction writers. Student leaders of the
"democracy movement" were rounded up and arrested and the Soros’ "human
rights" organization was forced to pack up and leave China.
China has since continued developing as a market-based economy with an
independent policy when it comes to world affairs. But that hasn't stopped
Sulzberger's Slimes (now banned in China) and the Globalist Mafia which it serves
from continuing to slander and libel China. That's what this "commemoration" in
semi-autonomous Hong Kong is really all about.

Quotes to Remember - From George Soros, 2015:
“If there is conflict between China and a military ally of the United
States, like Japan, then it is not an exaggeration to say that we are on
the threshold of a third world war.”
“There is a real danger that China will align itself with Russia
politically and militarily, and then the threat of third world war
becomes real."

Soros and Killary --- a warmongering match made in hell
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times about the
anniversary of the Tiananmen Square massacre being commemorated in
Hong Kong.
Boobus Americanus 2: I remember that sad event. I hadn't heard about it
in a long time. I wonder why they are bringing it up now.

Sugar: "Atrocity propaganda is always utilized during the run-up to a war! - That'ss why, Boobuss!"
Editor: Had that Soros-owned communist hag Killary Clinton been elected
president, Soros may have gotten his war by now.
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"Death Squad" Scene from "Operation Finale" / 2018

NY Times: Nazi Death Squads Focus of Latest War Crime
Cases in Germany
By ASSOCIATED PRESS

REBUTTAL BY

Now that the "Nazi Hunters" have tracked down and imprisoned just about every
last surviving nonogenarian "war criminal" ™ even remotely associated with the
"gas chambers" of Bullschwitz and other "extermination camps" ™, more creative
means have been devised for the purpose of moistening the insatiable blood thirst
of the "usual suspects."
From the article:
"German prosecutors are investigating a suspected former member of Adolf
Hitler's mobile killing squads for involvement in World War II massacres carried
out by the "Einsatzgruppen," part of an 11th-hour effort to bring elderly ex-Nazis
to justice, The Associated Press has learned.
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It's the third case to be opened in Germany recent months targeting individuals
who are believed to have been part of the death squads. All three are being
investigated under a new legal argument, recently upheld by the country's top
criminal court, that someone who helped the Nazi killing machinery run can be
convicted of accessory to mass murder, even if they can't be linked to specific
deaths."
Look out, you German great grandpas who so valiantly fought in the east and were
nowhere even near any of the internment camps! You too could soon be falsely
accused of having been a member of a "mobile killing squad." (TM Pending)

The Latest Twist on the Holohoax --- Bullets!
1. A scene from the latest Holohoax movie -- "Operation Finale" -- depicts
Einsatzgruppen death squads massacring terrified Jewish women and
children in trenches below. 2. Museum display (Los Angeles): "Holocaust
by Bullets" 3. Museum display (Berlin): "Holocaust of the Bullets"
AP / Slimes: Extending the legal standard on complicity from death camp guards
to the Einsatzgruppen raises the possibility of a fresh wave of investigations,
Analysis: "A fresh wave of investigations." You see that?! They can go after any
living German veteran they want to now!
AP / Slimes: ... said Efraim Zuroff, the head Nazi hunter at the Simon Wiesenthal
Center in Jerusalem, who alerted German authorities about the new suspects.
Analysis: And all it takes is for some nasty Jew to drop a dime on any old German
great grandpa he wants to imprison.
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AP / Slimes (quoting the Israeli Jew): "It was a very significant decision, but it's
only one that has been reaching fruition in recent months after we helped them
find now three people who fit the category.
Analysis: Uggh!!! Your raving reporter here is shaking with anger and what The
Great One (that's Hitler for all you newbies & normies) referred to as "Holy
Hatred" -- and Sugar is tearing apart the carpet over this. Need a break, and a stiff
drink. Be right back boys and girls.

1. Self-proclaimed "Nazi Hunter, Efraim Zuroff. -- Just one phone call from
this demon will suffice to put any SS or Wehrmacht veteran in a German
prison. 2. Oskar Groening is helped into court as he arrives for his trial in
2015. He died just before sentencing, this past March. Zuroff described
Groenig's death as "unfortunate" because the old man "escaped" being
officially sentenced! 3. The Great One said it best: "Centuries will pass
away, but out of the ruins of our towns and monuments the hatred
against those finally responsible whom we have to thank for
everything, international Jewry and its helpers, will grow." (Final
Testament, April 29, 1945)

Continued:
AP/Slimes: The Einsatzgruppen were the Nazis' opening salvo in the Holocaust —
SS units and police personnel who followed behind the regular army as it pushed
into the Soviet Union in 1941, slaughtering perceived racial or political enemies in
mass executions.
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Analysis: Stalin's Bolshevik partisan terrorists (same types who had murdered
millions of Russians and ran the gulags) were sometimes executed as war
criminals. These were not innocent civilians!
AP/Slimes: Estimates vary, but experts agree ....
Analysis: "Experts agree" (rolling eyes)
AP/Slimes: ... they were responsible for well over 1 million killings.
Analysis: Where are the remains of these "1 million" bullet victims buried in
trenches? Hmmm?
AP/Slimes: The Nazis later established their system of death camps partially due
to concerns about the psychological effects the up-close mass killings were having
on the Einsatzgruppen troops themselves.
Analysis: Makes prefect sense -- because herding, "poison gassing," gathering up
mass numbers of dead women and children one by one, and then "cremating" them
all must have been sooo much easier on the psyche than firing squads. (rolling
eyes)

NEW LIES FOR OLD
The Germans switched from bullets to "gas" because it was much easier
on the psychology of the soldiers! (Scene from Swindler's List)
AP/Slimes: "The death camps and concentration camps ... became the iconic
images of the Holocaust, but it was the Einsatzgruppen that were maybe even a
more stark manifestation of the Nazi ideology and the Final Solution,"
Analysis: This strategic shift away from "zee gas chambers" ™ towards the
Einsatzgruppen "death squads" is also a clever way to keep the inflated number of
dead at "6 million" ™. You see, even if they are forced to concede that the
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"gassings" weren't as deadly as previously believed, the numbers can be made up
by inventing new "bullet" victims on the eastern front.
AP/Slimes: Zuroff said. "The number of active (Einsatzgruppen) participants is
much greater than the number who actually carried out the murders in the death
camps."
Analysis: From the devil's own mouth! The new lie is going to lead to a new wave
of old men being rounded up and hounded out of their remaining years of life.
AP/Slimes: Though the Wiesenthal Center only has names and dates of birth for
1,069 people who served in the Einsatzgruppen, some estimates suggest the
number could be as much as eight times higher, meaning dozens more might be
alive.
Analysis: "Dozens more might be alive" --- and then, after hounding these last few
dozen "war criminals" to a stress-induced death in imprison, perhaps they will start
filing reparations lawsuits against their children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren? Don't put it past them. These Sons of Satan are indeed capable of
any cruelty.
*
Also featured in this atrocious article is an ambitious, virtue-signaling German
federal prosecutor named Jens Rommel (no relation to General Erwin Rommel)
who, on the basis of Jewish "research," has already referred eight very old men to
local jurisdictions to face prosecution. Whatever justified hatred we may feel
towards the usual suspects who call themselves "chosen," let us "never forget" ™
that were it not for the Jens Rommels and Angela Merkels of Germany, none of
these injustices would be possible.

Jews only do what Jews are raised to do, but ambitious scum like Rommel
and Merkel are the true betrayers of their people (assuming they are not
cryptos themselves)
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Nazi
hunters are now going after members of the mobile firing squad units who
started the Holocaust. Experts now estimate that they killed at least one
million Jews.
Boobus Americanus 2: Wow. When you add that to the gas chamber
victims, that would take the final total up to seven million Jews. Awful.

Sugar: Boobuss! You frickin' retard! If a million Jewss had been gunned
down in trenchess, the Holocausst musuemss of the world would be filled
with their boness and artifacts by now!
Editor: That's right, Sugar. Whereas mass graves from the wars against
Napoleon have been discovered in the east, not a single mass grave of this
"Holocaust by Bullets." But why let logic get in the way of a fairy tale?
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Voters in San Francisco on Tuesday upheld a ban on all flavored
tobacco products, from colorfully packaged e-liquids to menthol
cigarettes.

NY Times: San Francisco Voters Uphold Ban on Flavored
Vaping Products
By JAN HOFFMAN

REBUTTAL BY

Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times picked out
this relatively unimportant story out for today's rebuttal not because of any national
or geo-political significance, but because it offers us a "teachable moment" ™ for
better understanding how the insane libtards in our midst think -- or rather, do not
think.
The lost state of Commiefornia has become notorious for its mob-rule
"referendums," and this latest one in San Freaksicko -- upholding a ban on the sale
of candy-flavored tobacco products to adults -- perfectly illustrates the folly of the
type of direct democracy that America's founders warned about. You see, selling a
straight-up tobacco product like a cigar, cigarette, pipe, or chewing tobacco is fine,
but inhaling the very same substance in a candy-flavor from an odorless vapor ECig (which actually filters out the nasty smelling smoke as well as some of the
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toxins) -- well, for San Fagsicko store owners, such a grave offense could land you
in jail!

1. Lung-killing unfiltered cigarettes: OK! 2. Gum-wrecking chewing
tobacco: OK! 3. Tasty, clean, odorless and filtered E-Liquids vapor: Go to
jail!
Compounding the lunacy behind this referendum ban -- which passed by a very
wide margin -- is the fact that a state-wide referendum legalizing the recreational
use of marijuana also passed overwhelmingly just 18 months ago! How can the
very same holier-than-thou Bay area libtards who just voted to ban candy-flavored
tobacco have been in favor of allowing the open sale of marijuana?
The predictable pretext for the ban is that the flavored vapors could lead to "the
children" ™ getting their hands on the stuff and then developing the dubiously
unscientific condition known as "nicotine addiction." But teenagers can also get
hooked on regular cigarettes and marijuana, right? Why are those substances legal?
And why not ban sweet-tasting alcoholic beverages then, such as Anisette, Pina
Colada or all those fruity wine coolers? Does this sort of bizarre "doublethink"
make any sense to "youse guys?"
Have a look at the the following contradictory headlined endorsements from the
60% Jew Editorial Board of the San FreakSicko Chronicle:

o
o

Editorial (September 25, 2016): Chronicle Recommends: Legalize
Marijuana Yes on Prop. 64
Editorial (April 6, 2018): Vote Yes on Prop. E to Uphold SF
Tobacco Ban
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Wow. Just wow.
Of course, from the point-of-view of the totalitarian scum at the SF Chronicle, the
double-standard actually makes perfect sense because both opinions are totally
consistent with their guiding objective of societal domination. Legalizing
marijuana causes more people to become passive "stoners" who are more easily
contented and controlled by the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class); and banning fruitflavored tobacco deprives people of a simple pleasure which they enjoy and
business owners of a product which used to sell very well. Control -- control -control. Get it?

In Commiefornia, it's 'OK' to sell or smoke mind-altering joints or get stoned
out of your mind with a bong. But don't you dare sell candy-flavored
tobacco in San Fagsicko!
In his nightmarish futuristic book, "1984," British author George Orwell created
the term "doublethink" to describe the ability of the brainwashed citizens of
"Oceania" to hold two contradictory beliefs in their minds at the same time -- and
calling upon whichever one suited the ruling elite at any particular moment in time.
Doublethink is actually "non-think" because such a mental condition is a sure
indication of an obediently conformist mind-slave who accepts whatever drivel
that his assigned authority figures instruct him to. You see, when one blindly
accepts from authority without critical thinking, he will fail to notice any double
standards and inconsistencies in his belief system. Classic libtardation! And it was
clearly on display in California with regard to the ballot initiatives of 2016 (legal
marijuana) and 2018 (ban on flavored tobacco liquids).
The pathetic yet comical spectacle of hordes of such utterly dim-witted sheople
being allowed (under hidden guidance) to craft direct policy via the ballot box
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calls to mind a warning from James Madison -- the main author of the U.S.
Constitution and 4th President of the United States. Writing about the dangers of
unlimited democracy in "The Federalist Papers," Madison, in 1788, made the
following historical observation:
"Hence it is that such democracies have ever been spectacles of turbulence and
contention; have ever been found incompatible with personal security or the rights
of property; and have in general been as short in their lives as they have been
violent in their deaths.”
Tell it, Mr. President, tell it!

Despots, Doublethink and Democracy

1. The stained glass window was originally from the Beatrice Webb House
of the Marxist Fabian Society. It depicts Sydney Webb & George Bernard
Shaw molding the world. Notice the kneeling fools on the level below,
blindly worshipping the books fed to them by the Fabian elite. This social
dynamic of authority-induced non-thinking is what makes controlled
"doublethink" possible. 2. Back in 1949, George Orwell saw what was
coming when he described "doublethink." 3. More than two centuries ago,
Madison cautioned against the type of unlimited democracy which the
endless Commiefornia referendums represent.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that San
Fransisco voters upheld a ban on flavored tobacco products that are used
in E-cigarettes.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's smart. If children get a hold of flavored
tobacco vapor, it could be a gateway to later on start smoking cigarettes.

Sugar: Yo Boobuss. What up?
Editor: That's not funny, Sugar.
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The photoshopped fake photo above is being used to embarrass Trump

NY Times (Op-Ed): Trump Tries to Destroy the West
By DAVID LEONHARDT

The "powers that be" seem very disappointed with Donald Trump's dismissive
attitude at the G-7 (Group of 7) nerd prom we refer to as "The Goofy 7" which just
wrapped up in Canada. Just one day after The Washington Compost and other
publications ran big stories describing the frustration of George Soros' with
Trump's plan to "destroy the world," Sulzberger's Slimes also called out Trump for
"destroying the West" -- going so far as to front-page what we are convinced is a
photo-shopped image of The Frumpy Frau of Germany scolding Trump like a
school head mistress lecturing to a little boy forced to sit in the bad boy chair.
Notice how Soros and Sulzberger sing the same Hebrew hymn:



Daily Fail Headline: "Soros: 'Trump Willing to Destroy the World'"
Sulzberger's Slimes Headline: "Trump Tries to Destroy the West"

Hmmmm. Might the new buzz-word "destroy" soon be granted a "™" soon?
Maybe.
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1. Manly Merkel's henchmen were the first to "tweet" the phony image that
has since become "iconic" ™. 2. Soros on Trump: "The bigger the
danger, the bigger the threat, the more I feel engaged to confront it."
3. Libtards are upset with Trump's indifference toward "The Goofy 7" nerd
prom.
When we understand that "the World" and "the West" are code terms for "The
New World Order," the Globalist protest over its "destruction" is a very good
sign, and cause for adding a few points to Trump's plus column. As for this
particular piece, it is chock full of the usual disinformation about history and
current events. Let's have a closer look and administer a bit of badly-needed
corrective analysis:
**********
Slimes: The alliance between the United States and Western Europe has
accomplished great things. It won two world wars in the first half of the 20th
century.
Analysis: Correction! The alliance -- mainly for the purpose of advancing the
objectives of Globalism -- STARTED the two horrific world wars in the first half
of the 20th century.
Slimes: Then it expanded to include its former enemies ...
Analysis: Correction! Then it expanded by SUBJUGATING and permanently
OCCUPYING its former enemies (Germany, Italy, Japan).
Slimes: ... and went on to win the Cold War... help spread democracy and build the
highest living standards the world has ever known.
Analysis: There's nothing as maniacal to behold as the self-worshipping
narcissism of the western "elite."
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Slimes: President Trump is trying to destroy that alliance.... Put it this way: If a
president of the United States were to sketch out a secret, detailed plan to break up
the Atlantic alliance, that plan would bear a striking resemblance to Trump’s
behavior.
Analysis: Let's hope that is the case, because ever since the "alliance" was born
with the Anglo-French "Entente-Cordiale" of 1904, it has brought death,
destruction, subversion and destitution to millions of innocents who had the
misfortune of living in sovereign states that stood in the way of the "alliance."

1.1904: Rothschild-owned Britain (which included Canada) and France -with the goal of waging war against Germany in the coming decade -formed an alliance. 2. 1917-18: The United States joined the UK-France
alliance -- thus prolonging World War I and setting the stage for World War
II (pictured are leaders George, Clemenceau & Wilson) 3. The genocidal
terror-bombing and allied occupation of Germany, Japan and Italy led to
those three nationalist states being conquered and later added to the
"Atlantic Alliance" and its offshoot -- The Goofy 7.
Slimes: It would involve outward hostility to the leaders of Canada, Britain,
France, Germany and Japan. Specifically, it would involve picking fights over
artificial issues — not to win big concessions for the United States, but to create
conflict for the sake of it.
Analysis: It does indeed seem like Trump is picking a fight with these Globalist
stooges. It's interesting that the writer neglected to mention member # 7: Italy -- the
only other member of the Goofy 7 currently leaning a bit nationalist and definitely
friendly toward Russia.
Slimes: He chose not to attend the full G-7 meeting, in Quebec, this past weekend.
While he was there, he picked fights.
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Analysis: He skipped the Climate Change ™ bullshit. Good for him!
Slimes: By now, you’ve probably seen the photograph released by the German
government — of Trump sitting down, with eyebrows raised and crossed arms,
while Germany’s Angela Merkel and other leaders stand around him, imploring.
Shinzo Abe, Japan’s prime minister, wears a look of defeat.
Analysis: A fake photo --- but probably accurate in terms of the narrative it is
meant to convey. The Goofy 7 leaders -- excluding the new Italian government -must feel frustrated with America's "lack of leadership" on New World Order
initiatives.
Slimes: Trump isn’t telling the truth about trade, much as he has lied about Barack
Obama’s birthplace, his own position on the Iraq War, his inauguration crowd,
voter fraud, the murder rate, Mexican immigrants, the Russian investigation, the
Stormy Daniels hush money and several hundred other subjects. The tariffs aren’t a
case of his identifying a real problem but describing it poorly. He is threatening the
Atlantic alliance over a lie.
Analysis: The Slimes, like Soros, is clearly coming unhinged --- another promising
sign.

1. Trump may not have read "Climate Bogeyman," but it is clear that he has
no intention of going along with this most-cherished scam of the Globalists.
2. The fact that the Slimes continues to bring up the allegations of a
washed-up porno whore and Trump's 2010 - 2011 claims about Obongo's
Birth Certificate, shows how frustrated that "the paper of record" has
become over its inability to ruin Trump.
Slimes: If you need more evidence, look at his tweets after leaving the summit. ...
On Saturday, he called Justin Trudeau, Canada’s prime minister, “very dishonest.”
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Analysis: It's about time somebody called out Justine Trudeau -- that Globalist
Golden Girly-Boy with the skin-tight suits, children's socks and the Dondi cartoon
hairdo. Tweet it Trump, tweet it!
Slimes: While Trudeau and other historical allies get disdain, Vladimir Putin, Kim
Jong-un and various aspiring authoritarians are bathed in praise.
Analysis: In Globospeak, an "authoritarian" ™ is any political leader who hesitates
to take orders from the NWO crime syndicate.
Slimes: Trump ... made excuses for Russia’s annexation of Crimea
Analysis: The "annexation" of Crimea came after a violent CIA-Soros-NGO coup
overthrew the legitimate government of Ukraine; and after the predominantly
Russian people of Crimea voted by a margin of 97%-3% to divorce CIA-Ukraine
and return to the sovereignty of Mother Russia. Since "the paper of record" refuses
to provide "youse guys" with that critical chronology, Sugar and I, er "The
Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times thought we should mention it.
Context is everything!
Slimes: Maybe it’s ideological, and he prefers Putin-style authoritarianism to
democracy. Or maybe Putin really does have some compromising information.
Analysis: Back to Putin blackmailing Trump, eh? Pure desperation! -- Even
libtards no longer believe this crap anymore.
Slimes: A few Republicans, like John McCain, offered appropriately alarmed
words in the last two days. Now members of Congress need to do more than send
anguished tweets. They should offer legislation that would restrain Trump and hold
hearings meant to uncover his motives.
Analysis: Were it not for the fact that McCain the Insane is faking his illness in
order to escape the coming house-cleaning, we would sincerely wish him a painful
and protracted death from his "brain cancer." Nonetheless, the vile faker's evident
displeasure with Trump's performance at The Goofy 7 is another good sign.
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1. Crimea's return to Russia was triggered by a violent CIA coup in Ukraine, which was
then followed by an overwhelming vote in Crimea to break away from CIA-Ukraine and
return to Russia. 2. A friendly Trump-Putin one-on-one meeting is now inevitable, and
neither Soros nor the pygmies of the Goofy 7, nor McCain the Insane, nor the frustrated
Jew York Slimes can't stop it.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
may be deliberately trying to wreck the Atlantic alliance of the past 100
years.
Boobus Americanus 2: I don't understand. Countries like Britain, Canada,
Germany and France are our closest allies.

Sugar: Wrong again, Boobuss! Any government that is N.W.O. is an
enemy sstate of the American people.
Editor: Amen! Macron, May, Trudeau and Merkel -- Marxist vermin all!
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NY Times: Robert De Niro Uses Profanity to Condemn
Trump at Tony Awards
By SOPAN DEB

Once again, the living legend actor Robert De Niro has selfishly hijacked a public
event to showcase his obsessive hatred for Donald Trump in the most vile, vulgar
and juvenile manner. Shhhh! Let's not tell DeNiro or his handlers that this failed
tactic of having various celebrities hurl shock-profanities at Trump is, at this point,
only serving to alienate more and more middle-of-the-road Americans from the
Demonrat Party.
For his latest act, just before introducing a special performance by fellow commie
Bruce Springsteen at the nationally televised (CBS) Tony Awards on Sunday
night, De Niro walked to the microphone and shouted: “Fuck Trump. It’s no
longer ‘Down with Trump!’ It’s just ‘Fuck Trump!’” Of course, being among
fellow degenerates, the oh-so brave fake tough-guy received a standing ovation -which surely must have turned off a chunk of the TV audience. Just keep doing
what "youse guys" are doing, libtards!
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KEEP IT UP, YOU LOATHESOME LIBTARDS. KEEP IT UP!
1. Robert De Niro: "Fuck Trump!" 2. Samantha Bee: "Ivanka ..."you
feckless cunt!" 3. Bill Maher: "I'm hoping that the bottom falls out ... a
crashing economy so we can get rid of Trump. So please, bring on the
recession. Sorry if that hurts people."
In January, 2018, before introducing fellow degenerate Meryl Streep at an awards
gala, DeNiro also used public profanities when referring to Trump: "This fucking
idiot is the president. It’s the Emperor’s New Clothes — the guy is a fucking
fool.”
In May, 2017, the actor hijacked the commencement address at Brown University
(while also receiving an honorary degree!) The headline-grabbing fool selfishly
politicized the occasion by stating to the crowd: “When you started school, the
country was an inspiring, uplifting drama. You are graduating into a tragic,
dumbass comedy. My advice is to lock the [university’s] Van Wickle Gates and
stay here. But if you do leave, work for the change. Work to stop the insanity.”
During the election campaign of 2016, Niro appeared in a viral video saying “I'd
like to punch Trump in the face," and trashing the candidate as a: "a punk, a dog,
pig, a con, a bullshit artist," adding: "He's a mutt who doesn't do his homework,
doesn't care, thinks he's gaming society, doesn't pay his taxes."
Days later, at another Hollywood award ceremony, De Niro stated that Trump was
"insane." He compared the candidate to the lunatic general from the film, Dr.
Strangelove -- adding that he would trigger "nuclear Armageddon."
We suspect that DeNiro's obsession with publicly hating on Trump -- even to the
point of alienating many who had admired his work -- maybe more than just about
politics. You see, De Niro's background suggests that he is a sex pervert and even a
predator. The undeniable fact that the Trump / Sessions tandem has been
aggressively rolling up pervert rings may have something to do with De Niro's
rage. This is only a hypothesis, of course, but the data points upon which we base
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this possibility are solid, and intriguing as all heck. For your consideration, from
the "things-that-make-you-go-hmmm" file, we present some really weird
stuff about the young "Vito Corleone" that few people know about.

The Trump-hating De Niro plays the role of a tough guy very well because
he is skilled at masking his own insecurities -- and probably masking
something else.

De Niro's Father
Robert De Niro's father, Robert De Niro Sr., was a Manhattan-based abstract
expressionist and cubist "artist" (weirdo alert! -- weirdo alert!). In 1943, when
Robert Jr. was still in diapers, the elder De Niro suddenly decided that he would
play for the pink team -- shamelessly ditching his young family to become an
open homosexual. As De Niro Jr. himself admits, there wasn't much of a father-son
relationship growing up. One needn't be all that well-versed in child psychology to
realize that an essentially fatherless boy -- whose dad "came out" as queer at a
time when such things were unspeakable in America -- must have grown up
with severe pain and complexes (some of them possibly of a sexual nature) that are
evidently still unresolved.

Homosexual "artist" and absentee dad De Niro Sr with De Niro Jr -- the root
cause of De Niro Jr.'s adult insanity?
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De Niro's Wives
Pardon the male chauvinist superficiality here, but one would expect a rich, famous
and handsome Hollywood actor to have a "9" or a "10" on his arm -- or at least an
"8" if she had other good attributes of personality or character. In the case of the
twice-married De Niro, he married two plus-size black women -- each at least as
tall and definitely wider than the 5' 10" actor. They are Diahnne Abbott (19761988) and then Grace Hightower (1997 - present). De Niro also had twins out-ofwedlock with Toukie Smith, another big black girlfiend. Damn Robert. If you
have a thing for chocolate, couldn't you have hooked up with something a bit more
petite, like say, a Vanessa Williams or a Whitney Houston? Just sayin'.
Between the three women, De Niro has six mixed-race children in all (1 adopted).

SOMETHING AIN'T RIGHT WITH THIS DUDE!
1. Tough guy De Niro likes em' big and black. Big mamma-wife # 1,
Diahnne Abbott. 2. With "big baby-mamma" Toukie Smith 3. With big
mamma-wife # 2, Grace Hightower

De Niro and Under-Age Prostitutes
All glory to Sugar for sniffing out this old and buried bit of damning data. From
the November 18, 1998 issue of The Independent (UK):

The Sex Scandal That Wouldn't Lie Down
Excerpts:
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"It reads like the synopsis of a trashy airport novel: sex, movie stars, politicians,
Arab princes, arms deals and the courageous investigation of an obstinate,
incorruptible - and publicity-hungry - judge. ..
The case uncovers the brutal methods used to snare young women - some as young
as 15 - into a call-girl agency specialising in wealthy, high- profile clients. It also
exposes attempts by the French government machine to block an investigation
which might embarrass senior politicians and damage French interests abroad.
The files of clients' names seized by the police are said to include many well-known
members of the sports and show-business jet-set on both sides of the Atlantic. The
only names to emerge so far are De Niro, Fibak and the French film producer,
Alain Sarde.
De Niro, despite a much publicised "arrest" in Paris while filming a movie earlier
this year, was questioned only as a witness and occasional client of the network's
prostitutes."
Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy Cat senses that the very strange Mr. De Niro can still
be linked to underage sex rings and possibly even child rape and God only knows
what else these Hollywood monsters do on those private islands and in isolated
mansions. Protected as he and his kind have always been (until now) there is no
logical reason to believe that De Niro's patronage of such rings would have ended
after the 1998 embarrassment. His obsession with Trump may actually be a
manifestation of his fear of discovery.

1. Scum with scum: Harvey Weinstein, Jay Z, De Niro,& Harvey Keitel 2 &
3. Hey weirdo, what's in your sexual closet? Mr. Trump wants to know.

*
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Says it all ---- De Niro with Satanic witch to the elite, Marina Abramovich.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Robert
De Niro declared "F Trump" at a televised Award ceremony.
Boobus Americanus 2: I think some of these liberal celebrities are
actually hurting their own cause with these outbursts.
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Sugar: Hey De Niro! Go f *** your ...
Editor: Sugar!!! Don't stoop to their level! Remember, when they go low,
we go high.
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NY Times: Trump Was Outfoxed in Singapore
By NICHOLAS KRISTOF

REBUTTAL BY

In our April 23rd rebuttal, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New
York Times, predicted how Sulzberger's seditious scribblers would react to the
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events unfolding today -- namely, the much-anticipated Trump-Lil' Kim summit
which just wrapped up in Singapore.
From our article:
"Oh the butt-hurt that will ensue when Trump officially ends the Korean War!"
In the April 30th rebuttal, we then posed the following question regarding the
specific tactics they would use in an attempt to thwart the historic thawing of the
United States - North Korea Cold War:
"Now that it seems as though the Korean War will finally be coming to an end,
what will the next line of attack from the Piranha Press be?"
This particular hate-piece by the Slimes' evil slanderer, warmonger and two-time
"Pulitzer Prize winning journalist" ™ Nicholas Kristof (cough cough) serves to
both confirm our prediction of April 23; and to answer our question of April 30 as
to how the putrid piranhas would attack. Let's examine and rebut a few bits of
Kristof's crafty kikery.

1. The senseless partition of Korea -- A 70 + year disgrace, conceived by
FDR and Stalin at the Yalta Conference of 1945. 2. The divide was
solidified by President Truman's war of 1950-53, and left in place as a live
trip-wire by President Eisenhower's "peace" of 1953. 3. It may soon be
coming to a historic and peaceful close -- but all this greasy piece-of-crap
Kristof (cough cough) can do is cast negativity on recent events.
****
Kristof: Trump made a huge concession — the suspension of military exercises
with South Korea.
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Rebuttal: Already, a Google-search of the term "Trump concession Korea" is
yielding almost 1,000,000 results -- thus qualifying the word "concession" for fasttracked trademark status -- ™.
Seriously though, how the frickety-frack is the suspension of intimidating war
games, staged near another country's borders, amount to a "concession" ™? If the
neighborhood burglar announces that he will suspend his pre-break-in scoping
activities, can it be said that he made a "huge concession" to the local
homeowners? Why would we expect North Korea to "denuclearize" ™ if we
continue to stage the very war games which inspired the country to develop the
nukes in the first place?!
Kristof: That’s on top of the broader concession of the summit meeting itself,
security guarantees he gave North Korea and the legitimacy that the summit
provides his counterpart, Kim Jong-un.
Rebuttal: According to Kristof, just the fact that Trump is even meeting with Lil'
Kim, at all, amounts to a "concession" ™.
Kristof: In exchange for these concessions, Trump seems to have won
astonishingly little. In a joint statement, Kim merely “reaffirmed” the same
commitment to denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula that North Korea has
repeatedly made since 1992.
Rebuttal: What is there to actually "win" from North Korea, anyway? Lil' Kim has
done nothing to threaten America or its regional "allies" in any way.
Kristof: “They were willing to de-nuke,” Trump crowed at his news conference
after his meetings with Kim. Trump seemed to believe he had achieved some
remarkable agreement, but the concessions were all his own.
Rebuttal: Hate to break it to ya, Kristof, but the whole deal has already been
worked out among Trump, Xi, Lil' Kim and Moon of South Korea. These summits
are all just for show and photo ops.
Kristof: The most remarkable aspect of the joint statement was what it didn’t
contain. There was nothing about North Korea freezing plutonium and uranium
programs, nothing about destroying intercontinental ballistic missiles, nothing
about allowing inspectors to return to nuclear sites, nothing about North Korea
making a full declaration of its nuclear program, nothing about a timetable, nothing
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about verification, not even any clear pledge to permanently halt testing of nuclear
weapons or long-range missiles.
Rebuttal: As part of the political theater, all of those details will be revealed in the
coming months as Lil' Kim visits Washington, and Trump possibly visits North
Korea. At which time, Kristof will invent some other deficiency to whine about.

1. Polly want a matzo cracker? The Jewish parrot says: "concessions ---concessions --- concessions ---- concessions." 2. The debt-ridden U.S. -under the phony pretext of "protecting South Korea," -- keeps 30,000
troops near the North Korean border as well as air and naval bases in the
region. Perhaps we should be the ones "conceding" after all?
Kristof: Kim seems to have completely out-negotiated Trump, and it’s scary that
Trump doesn’t seem to realize this.
Rebuttal: These are the rantings of a desperate and deranged liar who senses that
even some libtards are no longer taking his syndicated bullshit seriously. Indeed, a
long-time reader of The Anti-New York Times just excitedly reported to us how
some of her "liberal friends" are now puzzled and disturbed by the negative bias of
the Piranha Press in covering the Trump-Lil' Kim summit.
Kristof: There was also something frankly weird about an American president
savaging Canada’s prime minister one day and then embracing the leader of the
most totalitarian country in the world.
Rebuttal: Nothing "frankly weird" about it at all. You see, whereas Justine
Trudeau is an insufferable, odious, back-stabbing, arrogant, conceited, selfrighteous, commie-pinko libtard prick in a skinny suit and childrens' socks, Lil'
Kim is a lovable little ball of chubby charm and straight talk.
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Kristof: “He’s a very talented man,” Trump said of Kim. “I also learned that he
loves his country very much.”
In an interview with Voice of America, Trump said “I like him” and added: “He’s
smart, loves his people, he loves his country.”
Rebuttal: Tell it, Trump. Tell it!
Kristof: Trump praised Kim in the news conference and, astonishingly, even
adopted North Korean positions as his own, saying that the United States military
exercises in the region are “provocative.”
Rebuttal: What's so "astonishing?" How would Americans feel if China and
Russia were staging exercises on the Texas-Mexico border and off the Gulf coast?
Kristof: That’s a standard North Korean propaganda line.
Rebuttal: So, not only does Trump receive secret orders from the big bad Putin;
evidently, Lil' Kim must has dirt on him too. (rolling eyes)

1. Manly Nationalists: Lil' Kim, Trump, Xi & Putin vs 2 & 3. Girly
Globalists: Canada's Justine Trudeau and France's Emmanuel
Maricon (misspelling deliberate) --- Cheese & crackers! One's
sissier than the other!
Kristof: It’s breathtaking to see an American president emerge as a spokesman for
the dictator of North Korea.
Rebuttal: No, it's "breathtaking" to see you filthy traitorous rats trying to keep this
trip-wire alive and dangerous when we finally have a chance to deactivate it once
and for all.
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Kristof: ... it is bewildering how much Trump gave and how little he got. The
cancellation of military exercises will raise questions among our allies, such as
Japan, about America’s commitment to those allies.
Rebuttal: Wrong again, Kristkike! Japan and South Korea are actually breathing
huge sighs of relief. The only reason why they ever adopted a belligerent posture
toward North Korea was because they have been U.S.-occupied vassal states since
1945.
Kristof: The Trump-Kim statement spoke vaguely about efforts “to build a lasting
and stable peace regime on the Korean peninsula,” whatever that means.
Rebuttal: What do you mean by asking, "whatever that means?" You do
understand English, dontcha?
Kristof: My guess is that Kim flattered Trump, and that Trump simply didn’t
realize how little he was getting.
Rebuttal: (Deep sighing -- palm to face -- shaking head) Of course. Trump the 72year old New York City real estate billionaire who wrote "The Art of the Deal" and
defied all odds to become president is so unsophisticatedly stupid that a bit of
flattery got the best of him. Just imagine how that went down:


Lil' Kim: "President. Trump. I have always admired your business acumen,
grand hotels and stunning comb-over -- and your TV Show was my favorite,
and your book was a true page-turner, and oh those gorgeous wives of
yours. God, I wish that I could be you for just one day."



Trump: Why thank you, Rocket Man! Just for that, I'm gonna make some
huge concessions -- whatever you wish my little fat friend."

Kristof: Whatever our politics, we should all want Trump to succeed in reducing
tensions on the Korean Peninsula, ...
Rebuttal: So, the greasy Globalist ghoul now claims (because he has to!) that he
wants Trump to "succeed in reducing tensions" eh? Yet the sneaky little rat bastard
mocks and undermines Trump's efforts at every turn! Die, you forked-tongued,
two-faced, shifty-eyed m-effer. Just die. (of natural causes, of course)
Kristof: ... and it’s good to see that Trump now supports engagement rather than
military options.
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Rebuttal: Chessmaster Trump never actually supported military options against
North Korea. It was all just a show designed to keep the true warmongers -- like
you, Mr. Jerkoff -- diverted and off of his back as the back-channel stuff went on
quietly. And don't you dare try to act as if you ever preferred "engagement rather
than military options," -- not when the Internet can expose the history of your
Hebraic hypocrisy within a matter of seconds.
From a Kristoff column published on August 27, 2002, titled, "Wimps on Iraq" -"To us the existing Iraq debate seems largely beside the point; the real issue isn't
whether we want to overthrow Saddam, but what price we would have to pay to get
the job done." ... President Bush has convinced me that there is no philosophical
reason we should not overthrow the Iraqi government, given that Iraqis
themselves would be better off."
There -- you're busted!
Kristof: There will be further negotiations, and these may actually freeze
plutonium production and destroy missiles. But at least in the first round, Trump
seems to have been snookered.
Rebuttal: Yes, there will be further show-time photographed "negotiations" to
confirm what has already been settled. And no matter what actual concessions that
Lil' Kim makes, the scum at the Slimes will still say that Trump got "snookered"
and "outfoxed" in the negotiations by making too many "concessions" ™. They
will probably shriek: "But North Korea was allowed to keep its vast arsenal of
rifles!"
Evil --- just plain evil.
**END OF REBUTTAL***************
Closing on an optimistic note, there are some hard core Zionists in Israel who are
now worried that Trump's willingness to make easy "concessions" ™ to North
Korea may be an indication that he might also make "concessions" ™ to Iran if he
renegotiates a "nuclear deal" ™ with that nation. From The Times of Israel:
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Headline: (June 12, 2018)
What the Trump-Kim summit could mean for Israel and Iran
"The bad news is that Trump appears to be making concessions from the get-go, a
signal of what he may be prepared to do should Iran come around to
renegotiating the nuclear deal that Trump just abandoned, and also a signal to
Iranian leaders of what they can ask for if they play nice."
The fact that the bloodthirsty Israelis (who hate North Korea because it sells hitech to Iran and other Arab states) are now worried that Trump -- notwithstanding
his publicly (strategically?) expressed love and devotion for "the State of Israel"
™ -- might eventually make "concessions" ™ and nice-nice to Iran too .... well,
that's a damn good sign! Stay tuned.

"Russia and China will pay a price."
Killary as president may very well have stated World War III in either Syria,
or on the Korean peninsula, or both -- and Nicholas Kristof would surely
have cheered her for it, as he did for Bush during the run-up to the
disastrous Iraq War.
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Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times is saying that Trump was
outsmarted by Kim Jong Un and made too many concessions.
Boobus Americanus 2: I do think that some of the media coverage has
been too negative and pessimistic over the summit. Rome wasn't built in a
day.

Sugar: Keep thinking, Boobuss. Keep thinking. We'll "red pill" your sstupid
asss yet.
Editor: Well, I don't know if the Boobus Brothers are quite ready for the
red pill just yet, but the Slimes' grip on their feeble minds is loosening up a
little bit.
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NY Times: Who Wants to Do Business in North Korea?
NY Times: Trump Showed Kim a Faux Movie Trailer About a
Transformed North Korea
NY Times: Lawmakers in Both Parties Are Skeptical as They
Assess North Korea Meeting
NY Times: Trump Concession over Military Drills Blindsides Many
NY Times: The Trump-Kim Summit Was Unprecedented, but the
Statement Was Vague
NY Times: Vague on Details, Trump Is Betting on ‘Special Bond’
With Kim to Deliver Deal
NY Times: Why the North Korea Meeting Was the Trumpiest
Moment So Far
NY Times: Trump Gushes over North Korea
NY Times: I Escaped North Korea. Here's My Message for
President Trump
NY Times: Trump's Video Pitch to Kim: Corny and Clichéd NY
Times: Trump-Kim Summit Creates New Anxieties for Allies
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REBUTTAL BY

Wow, Just wow. Such venom! Count em' -- 11 negative pieces about the Singapore
Summit in just one issue. Can some of "youse guys" finally see now why Trump
was forced to play the role of the blustering warmonger in order to keep these rabid
dogs off his back so he could get to this point with Lil' Kim? Here: from Trump's
own mouth, let slip just two days ago:
"I think without the rhetoric, we wouldn’t have been here. I really believe that. So,
I think the rhetoric, I hated to do it. Sometimes I felt foolish doing it. But we had
no choice.”
Like so many demons being sprayed with Holy Water, the seditious scribblers at
Sulzberger's Slimes are screaming in agony over the prospect of the Korean War
officially coming to an end. In so doing, they reveal to all but the most helplessly
stupid specimens of Boobus Americanus what any student of real history has
known all along -- namely, that the Slimes, despite its historical posturing as a
cautious voice of restraint and reason when it comes to waging war, is, and has
always been, the flagship vessel of the warmongering Piranha Press.

Childish, disgusting, and traitorous --- The Globalist Piranha Press and all
of its editorialists and cartoonists are in full freak-out mode over the
prospect of world peace and cooperation based on sovereignty and mutual
respect.
Since the days of the phony Spanish-American War of 1898, while the blatantly
pro-war elements of America's Yellow Press were openly screaming, at the top of
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their lungs, for war, war, war; the oh-so-respectable, responsible and "intellectual"
Slimes played the role of "good cop" -- opening up its pages for reasoned "debate"
on the pending war of the day, before finally and "thoughtfully" aligning itself with
the "bad cops" who had screamed for war months earlier. And whenever the high
and mighty trumpets of Mount Olympus at 8th Avenue solemnly sounded the call
for war, the "bad cop" press and politicians could then declare: "See? Even the
liberal New York Times now supports going to war!"

February, 1898: While the sensationalistic New York Journal (Hearst)
and New York World (Pulitzer) immediately blamed the false-flag
bombing of the USS Maine on the innocent Spaniards (1 & 2), the Slimes
(owned by the great-great grandfather of today's publisher) made no such
wild accusation. (3) But the "reserved" Slimes did eventually showed its
true colors by closing ranks with the rest of the Yellow Press to support the
unprovoked and unjust war with Spain.
In more recent times, good cop / bad cop journalism was used to con the American
public into the disastrous Iraq War of 2003 - 2011. While the fanatical warmongers
of the neo-con arm of America's PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) were covering
themselves in warpaint as they screamed: "9/11! 9/11! 9/11!" -- the sneaky Slimes
went to work on the anti-war elements of the "intellectual" libtard crowd. Opinions
both for and against Bush's drive to war appeared in the pages of the Slimes. The
trick lie in presenting more and better-placed arguments for war than those against
war; before finally announcing -- with the usual solemn and thoughtful good-cop
"gravitas" ™ that the "paper of record" is known for -- that Bush & Cheney's evil
war was indeed necessary and unavoidable. The neo-cons, radio-shock jocks and
FOXtards then declared: "See! Even the liberal New York Times supports the war
now!"
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Trump's deepening and respectful relationship with Lil' Kim of North Korea (and
also Putin of Russia and Xi of China), threatens to deactivate all of the world's
dangerous trip-wires to World War III --- booby traps which the architects of The
New World Order had cleverly engineered and placed all over the world, dating
back to the World War I era Treaty of Versailles (which divided up and
destabilized Central Europe) and also the Treaty of Sykes-Picot (which divided
up and destabilized the Arab world). The loss of such strategic triggers for war
represents a huge strategic setback for the Globalists -- which is why the
"thoughtful" Slimes is becoming so transparently thoughtless in its reporting and
editorializing. Trump and Putin and Xi and Lil' Kim and Assad have smoked these
insidious insects out of their nests, and the mass panic is getting fun to watch.

After every war, the Globalists has set up live trip-wires
which could be used to trigger a future war if necessary.
1. The Sykes-Picot deal was struck between the UK and France during
World War I. It chopped up the Ottoman Empire and left the region
vulnerable to the future Globalist wars and Israeli trouble-making that was
to come. 2. The bizarre territorial reapportionment mandated by the
infamous Treaty of Versailles allowed the Globalists to later trigger another
war against Germany. 3. The post-World War II partition of Korea can be
used to set off a war with North Korea and China at any time.

Dem Senators Move to Halt Potential U.S. Troop
Withdrawal from S. Korea
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"A pair of Democratic senators on Wednesday introduced an amendment to the
annual defense policy bill that would stop President Trump from withdrawing
U.S. forces from South Korea without the Pentagon's input.
The amendment "would help prevent the President from making a rash decision
about troop reductions on the Korean Peninsula that negatively impacts our
national security," Sens. Tammy Duckworth (Ill.) and Chris Murphy (Conn.) said
in a joint statement."

Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times must have run a dozen
stories today attacking Trump over his summit meeting with Kim.
Boobus Americanus 2: I just don't understand all the negativity. Isn't it a
good thing that we are talking with North Korea?

Sugar: Good for the world, Boobuss. But not sso good for the evil
warmongering Jewissh ssupremacissts at Ssulzberger'ss Slimess.
Editor: I can't wait to see the Slimes' reaction when Lil' Kim comes to
Washington --- maybe even for a state dinner, with seconds and multiple
desserts.
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NY Times: Einstein the Anti-Racist? Not in His Travel
Diaries
REBUTTAL BY

Oh the delicious irony! St. Albert Einstein (cough cough), that holiest of holy
libtard icons, the "theoretical scientist" of "relativity" fame, the gifted freak-ofnature whose very name is synonymous with "genius," the visionary whose
calculations showed us that outer space is actually "curved" (rolling eyes) and time
can be "warped" (rolling eyes), the poor little Jew who fled the persecution of
"Nazi" Germany (because he was a communist), the devout anti-racist who
championed the rights and equality of all men of all races -- has now been
discovered to have been a (gulp) -- "racist" TM (gasping in horror).
Oy vey! Say it ain't so, Herr Einstein. say it ain't so!
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Though Einstein's crackpot theories were denounced by many of
Germany's great men of real physics, the "curved space" charlatan was
puffed-up and sainted by the international Judenpresse. When The Great
One (that's Hitler for all you newbies and normies) came to power in 1933,
the communist Einstein left Germany to become an American icon and
champion of libtard causes (including "anti-racism") which he knew were
communist front initiatives. (Image 3: German postcard from 1934)
From the 1922-23 travel diary entries of the sanctimonious hypocrite who once
declared: "Racism is a disease of White people. I do not intend to keep silent about
it," we present the in-private and in-writing racial rantings of the scientific fraud
whom the great Nikola Tesla once described, also in-private and in-writing as, "a
long-haired crank." Tell us how you really feel, Albert. Tell it:
In China:
“The Chinese are incapable of being trained to think logically and that they
specifically have no talent for mathematics. ... filthy, obtuse people. ... Chinese
don’t sit on benches while eating but squat like Europeans do when they relieve
themselves out in the leafy woods.
Even the children are spiritless and look obtuse. It would be a pity if these Chinese
supplant all other races. For the likes of us, the mere thought is unspeakably
dreary.”
Even those reduced to working like horses never give the impression of conscious
suffering. A peculiar herd-like nation... often more like automatons than people.”
In Ceylon (Sri Lanka):
“They live in great filth and considerable stench at ground level ... they do little,
and need little. The simple economic cycle of life.”
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Yikes! Just imagine what "anti-racist" observations St. Albert would have written
about had he visited Africa! We don't know about what "youse guys" think, but
Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times, on the basis
of this new information, does hereby call for the immediate removal of all Einstein
images and statues from the public realm. Seriously now, if we are to erase the
memories of George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Andrew Jackson and
Robert E. Lee due to their unforgivable sin of "racism," then why keep
worshipping St. Albert? What's fair is fair!
NO "RACISTS" ON POSTAGE STAMPS!

USA -- Italy -- Israel -- Chad

Cuba -- Serbia -- Vietnam

Zaire -- Gibraltar -- Switzerland -- Angola
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Of course, this conflicted crisis among libtard Einstein worshippers won't last long.
Already St. Albert's sycophants are rationalizing and spinning his diary thusly:
"Oh, he was only speaking in the context of the unenlightened attitudes of his
time!" A fair point, but why aren't the White "racists" of his times and before not
afforded the same apologetics? Hmmm? Such an argument, though sound in its
logic, misses the real point of Einstein's particular case -- namely, his high profile
and very hypocritical condemnation of what he called the "disease" of White
"racism" ™.
The lesson of this story is very clear. You see, boys and girls, Jewish Supremacists,
despite their tireless activism in the "anti-colonialism" ™ and "civil rights" ™
movements, never had any special love or sympathy for any "people of color" ™.
No sir. Their true motive for fighting "racism" and assisting non-Whites has
always been about displacing, dispossessing and destroying the rival White / Aryan
Man -- with the ultimate goal of lording over a communist planet of rootless and
cultureless mixed-race automatons. That's the truth, and it doesn't take a fake
"genius" to figure it out.

NO MORE STATUES FOR "RACISTS" WHO PRETEND TO CARE
ABOUT "PEOPLE OF COLOR"

The mass worship of this evil clown and his Fake Science represents the
ultimate evidence of Jewish ownership of modern western (and even nonwestern) culture.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that
Einstein's travel diaries contain some surprisingly racist observations.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's shocking and saddening to hear. But it in
no way diminishes his great scientific discoveries.

Sugar: Exactly what sscientific disscoveriess did thiss nassty little
communisst &^%$ make, eh Boobuss?
Editor: Don't you and Mr. Tesla there understand the Theory of Relativity,
Sugar? --- which holds that two space ships, a billion miles apart, travelling
in a straight line and never deviating so much as a fraction of a degree, will
eventually crash into each other in "curved space." Genius!
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NY Times: Sally Hemings Takes Center Stage
BY ANNETTE GORDON REED

REBUTTAL BY

During the 1796 presidential election campaign between Federalist John Adams
and Democrat-Republican Thomas Jefferson, Rothschild banker agent Alexander
Hamilton, writing for the Gazette of the United States under the pen-name
"Phocion," wrote 25 anti-Jefferson attack articles aimed at the anti-banker who
wrote the Declaration of Independence, Thomas Jefferson. Each piece was nastier
than next, with the worst of them accusing Jefferson, a widower, of fathering a
child with a black slave named "Sally."
For this, and other cases of "Fake News," Jefferson once wrote of newspapers:
"Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper. Truth itself becomes
suspicious by being put into that polluted vehicle."
You see, Fake News was as bad then as it is today, albeit not as monopolistic.
Jefferson lost the race to succeed George Washington by a very close margin, but
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would return in 1800 to unseat Adams -- who, although not as suspicious of the
Bank of the United States as Jefferson, also despised the British intriguer,
Hamilton, er, "Phocion."

1. The founding philosophy of the United States was penned by Thomas
Jefferson on July 4, 1776. 2. Election 1796: An anti-Jefferson cartoon
appearing in a Federalist-Hamiltonian newspaper portrays Jefferson as a
"Philosophic Cock" (the rooster being the symbol of the bloody French
Revolution) who kept a Black slave mistress named Sally Hemings (the
chicken) as his sex concubine. 2. In 1804, Aaron Burr, Jefferson's sitting
Vice President, having also been openly slandered by Hamilton, challenged
Rothschild's arrogant agent to a duel and killed him.
Over the course of the two centuries that followed, historians of all stripes rightly
dismissed the story of the Jefferson-Hemings relationship as baseless and rooted
solely in political propaganda. Claims of Jeffersonian paternity made by Sally
Heming's son, Madison Hemings, in the mid 1800's (long after both Jefferson
and Sally Hemmings had passed away) were also viewed as suspicious and
opportunistic. But when the late 1990's sex-with-an-intern scandal of media darling
President Clinton exploded across an America that still used to care about such
things, the Jefferson-Hemming LIE was resurrected and "confirmed" by a DNA
test linking Jefferson's known descendants to Hemings known descendants. The
breathless talking heads and seditious scribblers of the Piranha Press opined:
"Thomas Jefferson was getting frisky with much younger women and look what a
great man he was. Shouldn't we give Bill Clinton a break?"


Headline: New York Times: (November 1, 1998): DNA Test Finds
Evidence Of Jefferson Child by Slave

The Fake Science here lie not with the actual DNA test results which turned up
common markers between the descendants of Hemings and of Jefferson -- but in
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the wild assumption that President Jefferson was the particular Jefferson who
dropped some Jeffersonian seed into the Hemings gene pool. You see. it is known
that there were as many 25 Jefferson-related men who either stayed or visited the
estate at Monticello at varying times -- including the Carr brothers, nephews of
Jefferson's, who were notorious for cruising the slave quarters.
Headline: Wall Street Journal: (July 11, 2012) The Myth of Thomas Jefferson
and Sally Hemings:
"The sexual relationship lives on in books and film, despite a lack of verifiable
evidence... The 1998 DNA tests alleged to prove this did not involve genetic
material from Thomas Jefferson. All they established was that one of more than
two dozen Jefferson males probably fathered Sally Hemings youngest son."
But why let logic, real science and common sense get in the way of a good story,
or a good chance to remind everyone that the great White men of history were
actually cruel, racist, sexist, rapist pigs. The Marxist agenda is obvious.

1. The Jefferson-Hemings Myth," by Eyler Robert Coates rips the story to
shreds. 2. Bill and baby girl Monica Lewinsky suddenly didn't seem as
controversial after DNA "confirmed" that Jefferson and Sally had a baby. 3.
To further "prove" the 200-year-old slander, the Hollywood illusion-makers
(cough cough) produced "Jefferson in Paris," a movie about the two
"lovers."
Now that we understand the Fake News, the Fake Science and the Fake History
that went into the manufacturing of this Marxist mendacity, it is with great
frustration, sorrow, and anger that we learn about the madness at Monticello that
has been institutionalized for the visitors and school-children From the article:
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"MONTICELLO, Va. — Sally Hemings takes center stage in Monticello on
Saturday when the Thomas Jefferson Foundation opens an exhibit in a space
where she is said to have lived for some time. Her story is told through the
recollections of her son Madison Hemings, the third of four children she and
Thomas Jefferson had who lived to adulthood. (so now Jefferson fathered four
children?!) His memoir, published in an Ohio newspaper in 1873 gives vital
information.
Visitors will for the first time see Sally Hemings depicted as a central figure in life
on the mountain... Madison Hemings helps us define his mother’s life, and also the
life of his famous father.
This is a remarkable turn of events. For centuries, historians denied Jefferson’s
relationship with Sally Hemings. This exhibit has been a long time coming, but
better late than never."
At the heart of Madison Hemings’s recollections is a dramatic moment in 1789
that occurred between his parents while they were abroad in France when
Jefferson served as a diplomat. That’s when, according to Madison Hemings, his
mother became “Mr. Jefferson’s concubine...”
Neither Madison Hemings (born 1805) nor any of his siblings were even born in
1789, but we're all supposed to take the con man's word for it -- again, a word not
spoken until well after both Jefferson and "his concubine" were dead! One can
envision the day in the not-too-distant future when Jefferson's Declaration of
Independence and Louisiana Purchase are completely erased from Monticello and
the estate-museum will be all about slavery, slavery, slavery. Heck, they might
even rename the place, "The Sally Hemings House." With Marxists and Libtards,
any perversion of truth is possible.

THE MARXIFICATION OF MONTICELLO

1. Black "scholars" were hired to create "Remembering Those Enslaved at
Monticello" (with statue of Jefferson) 3. Exhibit: "Sally Hemings"
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that
Monticello is finally acknowledging the fact that Thomas Jefferson fathered
children with a slave girl.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well it's about time they admitted it. DNA tests
clearly established his paternity 20 years ago.

Sugar: DNA sstandss for "Do Not Assume," Boobuss! --- We know that
there were lotss of younger Jefferson kinfolk coming and going from
Monticello.
Editor: When Fake Science combines with Fake News, it becomes next to
impossible to deprogram a Boobus.
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NY Times: Both Parties Push Trump to Halt Family Separations
NY Times: ‘I Can’t Go Without My Son’: A Deported Mother’s Plea
NY Times: Trump and the Baby Snatchers
NY Times: Trump Apologists and the Crying Children
NY Times: How Trump Came to Enforce a Practice of Separating Migrant
Families
NY Times: U.N. Rights Chief Tells U.S. to Stop Taking Migrant Children
From Parents
NY Times: Trump Resisting a Growing Wrath for Separating Migrant
Families
NY Times: A Troubling Prognosis for Migrant Children in Detention
NY Times: When Did Caging Kids Become 'The Art of the Deal?'

REBUTTAL BY

Wow, just wow.
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As it was with the Trump-Lil' Kim summit, the usual suspects have really gone full
retard over this issue too. In a futile effort to rouse public indignation at the
immigration policy of mean old "racist" ™ Donald Trump; the whole of the
Demonrat Party, Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press continue to
play the C-Card (Children Card) over and over and over again -- but with little to
no effect.
Ironically, if anything, they are actually helping Trump because most normal
people, including "independent voters" and even a chunk of Democrat voters, have
no more sympathy left for the never-ending human waves pouring in from the Turd
World. Indeed, according to Gallup Polling, Trump's approval numbers have
actually spiked upward in recent days. Has the Left really become that tactically
stupid (a possibility), or might there be another motive for this oddly excessive
protesting about "the children" ™ being separated from their "parents?"

The talking heads and the seditious scribblers are still
playing "The C Card" non-stop.

The playing of the C-Card is the hallmark of the scoundrel.

Sing it! --- "We are the world ... we are the children."
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We have known for a long time that human trafficking is a very lucrative business
-- perhaps even more so than drug trafficking. The uses of these poor souls include
no-wage or low-wage slavery, prostitution, snuff-murder child porn, Satanic ritual
killings, cannibalism and organ sales. More so than adults, kidnapped children can
be worth their weight in gold, and then some! The horror of this trade in human
beings is such that even the Obongo administration was compelled to at least pay a
bit of lip service to the problem, which ought to dispel the libtarded notion that any
talk of human trafficking and sex slavery is, as major media outlets have claimed,
just a bunch of "Q-related conspiracy theory." From USA Today:

Headline: (June 5, 2013)
Blue Campaign by DHS Aims to Combat Human Trafficking
"Human trafficking, as defined by the Trafficking Victims Protection Act, can be
the recruitment, transportation or harboring of people by means of force,
deception or coercion. Victims, often mentally and physically abused, can be
forced into prostitution, unfair working conditions or other exploitative situations.
In September, President Obama announced several initiatives aimed at ending
trafficking nationwide, including the first-ever assessment of the problem in this
country."

Why was Roseanne Barr so viciously attacked as a "conspiracy theorist"
™ for praising Trump's crackdown on child sex-abuse rings "in high
places?"
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Of course, the big difference between the Trump administration and that of Mr. &
Mr. Obongo is that the former is taking active measures to stop it, whereas the
latter actually aided and abetted it through its "Unaccompanied Minors" and
unverified asylum claims. If the "Deep State" which created the Obongos raises
funds through drug sales (an established fact), would it not be reasonable to
suspect that DS is also involved in child sex slavery and organ sales as well?
If such human trafficking is shut down, we suspect the loss in revenue to the CIA
could run in the billions. Beyond that lies the possibility of full disclosure of these
activities which, if Q-Anon turns out to be correct, would lead us directly to the
Clinton Foundation, the Obongo administration, and many other Global elites.
Could panic be the real reason why the Demonrats and Sulzberger's henchmen are
screaming in such agony about "the children" ™ being separated from the
undocumented adults claiming to be their "parents?"
Stay tuned.

Q-Anon has repeatedly linked Hillary ("HRC") to child trafficking
(particularly from Haiti),and has said that the truth would eventually be
revealed. The worried suspect herself has suddenly chimed-in on the
"separations." Said Holy Hillary: (try not to barf here!): "I went to a lot of
years of Sunday School, I even taught it from time to time, I studied
the Bible -- both the Old and the New Testament. Jesus said, 'suffer
the little children unto me.' He did not say, 'make the children suffer.'"
(Who knew this nasty she-devil was such a devout Christian after all?!
(rolling eyes))
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Hillary in 2014: "Just because your child gets across the border that
doesn't mean your child gets to stay."
---Tell it, Hildebeast. Tell it!

Boobus Americanus 1: It's a real shame what is happening to those kids
at the border.
Boobus Americanus 2: I can't imagine anything worse for a child than to
be separated from his mother.
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Sugar: I can. Boobuss. Imagine that child being battered, raped and
sstabbed to death by the likess of the frickin' Podessta Brotherss or DC
Pizzaman Jamess Alefantiss!
Editor: The horrible above images of abused children are a collection of
paintings from one of Demonrat kingpin Tony Podesta's favorite artists.
Podesta's lobbying firm was shut down in late 2017 due to Robert Mueller's
investigation of Podesta. We still maintain that Mueller actually works for
Trump
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Mesut Ozil of Germany

NY Times: For Germany, a Defeat Both Stunning and
Foreboding
REBUTTAL BY

Powerhouse Germany's lackluster play during its opening game 1-0 loss to Mexico
in the World Cup has got the shocked football / soccer world wondering if the
defending world-champion will even make it to the next round of play. Though
the talking heads of TV footballdom may be at a loss to explain what happened,
Sugar and I, er, "The Sports Editors" here at The Anti-New York Times, knowing
a thing or two about the sport ourselves, understand exactly what the problem is:
CULTURAL MARXISM!
You see, boys and girls, under the 13-year reign of ruin of the nasty East German
communist hag we like to unaffectionately refer to as "The Frumpy Frau,"
Germany's suicidal obsession with multi-culturalism ™ has extended to the allimportant world of football too. Totalitarian Germany actually has a Federal
Ministry which oversees sports. The German acronym is BMI -- for Federal
Ministry of the Interior, Building and Community.
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1. The Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building and Community oversees
German sports. The boss at BMI is Horst Seehofer -- who answers to the
Frumpy Frau. -- Seehofer (tall man at left) with German National team head
coach, Joachim Löw (black haired man on right).
From the BMI's English version website:
"The Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building and Community sponsors German
high-performance sport, thereby expressing that sport is a priority for the Federal
Government. The presence and performance of German top athletes are important
in shaping Germany’s image in the rest of the world."
Now, we can present no evidence to confirm the existence of any official state
policy mandating racial quotas for the German National Team. However,
knowing German Marxists and busy-body libtards as well as we do, we are
nonetheless convinced that some sort of "understanding" is in place
whereby Germany's 3,000,000 Turks, 1,000,000 Africans and 1,000,000 Arabs
each get to have one German-born starter on the national team. They are,
respectively, Mesut Ozil (Turkish), Jerome Boateng (African / Ghana father,
white German mother), and Sami Khedira (Tunisian father / white German
mother).
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Ozil, Boateng, and Khedira
With three of the ten position starters (excluding the goalkeeper) being of a
foreign parent or parents, it means that the German National Team is 30%
"multicultural." How special!
Now, don't misunderstand our position here. The question at hand is not about
whether these three are good, professional quality football players. That they are.
The question is (apart from the fact that they aren't truly German, bloodwise): Are
they good enough to be starting for the legendary national team of Germany, ahead
of some other "pure" German players. Answer: No, that they are not; and some
German and European sports writers have, over the years, made the same
observation on numerous occasions. In fact, followers of their individual European
club teams have often expressed dissatisfaction with each of the three. A Google
Search of the terms: "Ozil overrated," and "Boateng overrated," and "Khedira
overrated" will turn up a plethora of both sportswriter and fan complaints about
each of these three players.

1. The German-born Ozil created an unnecessary distraction for the
German team by accepting an honorary Turkish Jersey from President
Recip Erdogan of Turkey. 2. After being booed by German fans who felt
his over-the-top display of Turkishness was inappropriate, the poor baby
was then consoled by teammates. 3. Ozil -- who once said: "I will always
be Turkish," now plays club football in England, where the knock against
him is that he is lazy and overrated.
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Reading through the various critiques of each, the astute student of cultural
Marxism will notice that the critical articles and comments never seem to mention
the reason why the Diversity Trio is so overrated by the lords of German football
and sports-media. That is understandable, because in the Marxified Germany of the
Frumpy Frau, any honest talk about such matters might land you in a jail cell next
to some 95-year-old former SS man or an 85-year-old "Holocaust Denier" ™.
The German squad may still have enough elite horses to recover and overcome this
triple handicap, as they did in 2014. But Messrs. Ozil, Boateng and Khedira are all
aged 30 now -- which is getting slightly "up there" for a high-level footballer. So
this time around, the Germans might not get away with being so "inclusive" ™.

1. 2014: When all the eyes of the German nation and the world were upon
her, the suddenly "patriotic" Frumpy Frau cheered her "multikulti" team to
World Cup victory. 2. 2016: But when someone handed "the Chancellor" a
German flag to celebrate her re-election, Globobitch expressed clear
disgust and quickly handed it to some butt-boy for disposal. 3. Can the
Germans rebound after their stunning loss to Mexico? Boobus Germanicus'
whole pathetic life is depending upon it.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that many people in
Germany were shocked when they lost their opening match to Mexico.
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Boobus Americanus 2: That's not like Germany to lose a game so early in
a World Cup tournament. I wonder what happened?

Sugar: You wanna know what happened to Germany, Boobuss? I tell ya
what happened. --- Nassty asss Angela Merkel happened, that'ss what!
Coach Hitler: Ja!
Editor: Maybe an early exit from the World Cup might anger Boobus
Germanicus enough to start asking questions. Nothing else seems to really
motivate him.
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NY Times: The Example of Charles Krauthammer
NY Times: Charles Krauthammer, Prominent Conservative
Voice, Dies at 68
REBUTTAL BY

For someone who was such a "conservative," it's awfully peculiar how the FOX
talking-head pundit and nationally syndicated columnist Charles Krauthammer
(cough cough) was, throughout his career and now in death, treated with such
respect and reverence by the likes of the hateful hard-Left Jew York Slimes and
Washington Compost. Why is that? Answer: Because the witty and oh-soeloquent paralytic pundit -- who severed his spinal cord after diving into a pool
while in college -- was actually nothing more than a deceitful, bloodthirsty,
warmongering, controlled-opposition, Zionist hack masquerading as a conservative
"intellectual."
Even in death, the "Pulitzer Prize winning" ™ traitor, who has just died of cancer
at 68, will get neither quarter nor sympathy from Sugar and me, er "The Editorial
Board" of The Anti-New York Times. For our "eulogy," we propose to tear off
the halo of this vile Israel Firster "neo-conservative," 9/11 accomplice (both before
& after the fact), screaming warmonger, and Marxist infiltrator.
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1. Weep not for the passing of this warmongering fork-tongued Devil. 2.
Instead, save your tears for someone like the dead Iraqi girl carried by a
compassionate US soldier during the war which that PoS Krauthammer
and his bunch engineered for the benefit of Israel. 3. Trump pegged
Krauthammer correctly as "an overrated clown."

What is a "Neo-Conservative?"
“Neo-Conservatism” originated in the early 1970’s, and blossomed by 1979. The
neo-cons are actually Globalists that differ from other "liberal" Globalists in one
key area. Whereas Bilderberger / Soros Globalists have no special love or loyalty
for Israel, the neo-con Globalists are hard core, Israel-First Zionists.
The founders of neo-conservatism (neo-cons) were self-professed "ex-Marxist"
Jews who claimed to have realized their error in supporting liberal Democrats like
Jimmy Carter and wanted to embrace conservatism instead. The first of the major
"New York Intellectuals" to "come out" as a neo-con was Irving Kristol (CFR) “The Godfather” of the neo-cons. Kristol explains his views in a 1979 article
"Confessions of a Self-Confessed 'Neoconservative.”
Eager to shed the false "anti-Semitic" tag often attached to the Right, gullible
"Reagan conservatives" welcomed the media-hyped, neo-con Jew infiltrators with
open arms into their circles, publications and think-tanks. Big mistake! It wasn't
long before these conservative-sounding "ex-Marxist" Zionists were able to hijack
true conservatism, water it down to Marxism-light, and turn most of the American
Right into stark-raving-mad Israel Firsters!
As for Charles Kikehammer, he was so late in "converting" that he never even
voted for Ronald Reagan! But when he did finally "see the light," Leftist/Globalist
Editor Meg Greenfeld (cough cough) and Leftist/Globalist Owner Katherine
Meyer Graham (cough cough) -- both of the Leftist/Globalist Washington
Compost -- set the crippled kike up (and George Will too) with a nationally
syndicated column that skyrocketed his career as a "leading intellectual" of the
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American Right. How magnanimous and fair-minded of those two Marxist yentas
to pump-up such a "conservative," eh? (rolling eyes)

1. Irving Kristol (father of William) was the King of neo-con "converts" like
Krauthammer. 2. Meg Greenfield of the Washington Compost and
Newsweek Magazine boosted Krauthammer's career. 3. Katherine Meyer
Graham inherited the Compost from her father, former Federal Reserve
Chairman, Eugene Meyer.

The Chronicles of the "conservative" Krauthammer
















Never voted for President Ronald Reagan
Served as a speech-writer for Demonrat presidential candidate Walter
Mondale in 1984
Was a prominent supporter of the PNAC Group (Project for a New
American Century) which had advance knowledge of the 9/11 false-flag
attacks and warned of a "New Pearl Harbor."
Aggressively promoted the lie of "Weapons of Mass Destruction" which led
to the disastrous Iraq War
Claimed that the Iraq War would only last three weeks
Called for war on Syria, Lebanon (Hezbollah) and Iran
Defended the torture of Iraqi prisoners
Defended every act of Israeli aggression and genocide ever committed
Mocked believers in Intelligent Design
Ranked Franklin D. Roosevelt as the greatest president of the 20th century
Dismissed and disrespected the candidacy of Ron Paul in 2012
Spewed venom at Vladimir Putin/ called for confrontation with Russia
Refused to endorse Donald Trump in 2016 (thus tacitly helping Hillary)
Supported amnesty for illegal aliens and lax border enforcement
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Cheese and Crackers! With "conservatives" like Charles Krauthammer serving as
the media-anointed "intellectuals" of the Right, who needs libtards? Rot in hell,
Chuckie. Rot in hell.

1. Krauthammer's greasy gang of warmongering traitors had advance
knowledge of the 9/11 attacks -- a mass slaughter of Americans which they
then falsely blamed on a Saudi Arabian caveman hiding out in Afghanistan.
2 & 3. With a smooth rap, a sharp wit, an arsenal of $10 words and a
superficial command of conservative talking points, Krauthammer could
suck-in and dazzle the conservatards and patriotards of FAUX News.
Having won the trust of the target audience, he could drop his Israel First
poison pill (along with a bit of liberalism) at every opportunity.

*

Boobus Americanus 1: I have to give credit to the New York Times.
Even though the Times is liberal, they wrote very respectfully of the
conservative intellectual, Charles Krauthammer.
Boobus Americanus 2: Krauthammer was a thoughtful conservative and
a voice of reason standing up to right-wing extremists and the rise of
Trumpism. He will be missed.
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Sugar: "Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz"
Editor: Since this story touches on the subject of stomach-cancer, I'd like to
ask youse guys to keep Sugar in your prayers. The poor child-of-God was
diagnosed with the deadly disease a few days ago. We are taking her to a
specialist next week for further analysis and options.
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Trump Arms an Adversary
By BRET STEPHENS

REBUTTAL BY

Don't let the Anglo name and the "conservative" label fool you. Columnist Bret
Stephens (cough cough) is a chosenite and an operative of the Globo-Zio crime
syndicate. Much like the recently deceased Charles Krauthammer (cough cough)
or the puffed-up sophist George Will, Stephens is skilled at playing the role of the
isolated "conservative" who so dauntlessly bucks the libtard tide of his employer
and supervisors. And, just like Krauthammer and Will, he can turn full libtard
and/or full Ziotard, on a dime, whenever his paymasters deem it necessary to close
a Left-Right pincer movement.
This particular double-attack piece slimes up both Turkish President Recip
Erdogan and Donald Trump at the same time. Hazmat suits and gas masks on,
boys and girls. Let's dive in to Stephens' felonious filth to figure out what he's so
mad about.
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Bret Stephens: "proudly conservative," according to HIS definition.

*

The anti-Erdoganism and anti-Trumpism of Jewish "neo-conservatives"
mirrors that of the Globo-Leftist periodicals of the West. (Note how Stern
Magazine (Germany) used the Turkish crescent as devil's horns on the
head of "The Blackmailer")
Stephens: The Turkish Air Force took delivery of its first F-35A stealth plane this
week at an elaborate rollout ceremony in Texas that featured, "a dancer who
performed while wearing a pair of massive leather wings.” If the performance was
bizarre, the underlying politics ranged from the incompetent to the perverse.
In a word: Trumpian.
Rebuttal: Trump's politics are "incompetent" and "perverse," eh? How exactly
does this Jewish house "conservative" differ from any other members of
Sulzberger's seditious stable of openly libtarded loons and Marxist morons?
Stephens: In an era of American baby prisons ...
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Rebuttal: "Baby prisons???" (shaking head, sighing, palm to face) -- So, the lone
"conservative" at the Slimes advocates openly for no borders and tacitly for child
sex trafficking, eh? Interesting.
Stephens: ... and Melania meta-messaging ...
Rebuttal: Well, at least the current First Lady is actually a female, if ya catch my
drift -- and a damn fine one at that.
Stephens: So here’s a quick primer on our former ally Turkey, which on Sunday
goes to the polls for presidential and parliamentary elections.
Rebuttal: Though we don't profess to be experts on the Turkish domestic
situation; the fact that scum like Stephens -- and so many other neo-cons and
libtards of the Piranha Press -- are dumping on Turkey means that President
Erdogan must be doing something right. Now that may be a simplistic and
reactionary method for evaluating world leaders, but dammit -- it works almost
every time!
Stephens: Its economy is in crisis.
Rebuttal: Turkey's GDP growth in 2017 was a spectacular: 7.4%. The
"slowdown" to 4.1% in 2018 is still far ahead of any numbers posted by Western
European nations. (Turkey actually estimates its 2018 GDP at 7.1% for 2018)

Headline: The Economist: January 4, 2018
Turkey’s Economy is One of the World’s Fastest-Growing
You're busted, Stephens! Of course, there are other factors which determine the
economic condition of a nation and, as previously stated, we don't profess to be
experts on Turkey. We are, however, experts on recognizing Fake News and
researching to correct it. Hear it and believe it from The Anti-New York Times:
Stephens' pessimistic claim of a Turkish economy "in crisis" is every bit as false as
his allegation of Trump's "baby prisons."
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What "crisis?" Since the rise of Erdogan in 2014, the Turkish economy has
been rocking and rolling with China-like numbers.
Stephens: The leader of a major opposition party is in prison. A state of
emergency, in force since a failed 2016 military coup, has resulted in the estimated
detention of nearly 140,000 people, the closure of 189 media outlets, and the arrest
of more than 300 journalists.
Rebuttal: Like Trump, Erdogan was faced with a CIA-abetted coup. His bold
counter-coup turned the tables on Turkey's "Deep State" and Fake News, leading to
the mass arrests of thousands of traitors. Let us hope that Q-Anon is correct in
forecasting that a similar counter-coup is unfolding in the USA.
Stephens: Turkey also intends to purchase advanced Russian antiaircraft missiles
that are incompatible with NATO systems.
Rebuttal: An indication that Putin and Trump are on the same page when it comes
to backing Erdogan.
Stephens: An American pastor, Andrew Brunson, has been held in a Turkish
prison for nearly two years.
Translation: A CIA agent posing as a "pastor" is being held in a Turkish prison.
Stephens: All this has been the doing of President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, an
Islamist and vitriolic anti-Semite (he once decried the “Jewish capital” allegedly
financing The Times) ...
Rebuttal: Not just an "anti-Semite," but a "virulent" ™ one who properly pegged
The Slimes as a Jewish newspaper. Add not just one, but two points to the Erdogan
"plus" column!
Stephens: ... who has steadily consolidated authoritarian power over 15 years in
power.
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Rebuttal: And he is an "authoritarian," ™ (aka, a "strongman" ™) -- Jewspeak for
anyone with enough balls to buck direct orders from the New World Order crime
syndicate. Add yet another point to the "plus" column.
Stephens: Erdogan was once genuinely popular, but his recent electoral victories
have been increasingly marred by serious allegations of voter intimidation and
electoral fraud.
Rebuttal: If Erdogan was "genuinely popular" when previously elected and then
re-elected, and the country has continued to develop rapidly, then why would he
even need to rig a third election? And who exactly is making these "serious
allegations" of "voter fraud?" Answer: The CIA and its partners at Fake News Jew
York Times, that's who!
Stephens: Good news? Well, yes, there is some. Precisely because Erdogan has
driven the economy off a cliff, there’s a modest chance he’ll have to face a runoff
election next month,
Rebuttal: Wait a second, Stephens? In one breath, you say that the Turkish
elections are rigged in favor of Erdogan, and in the next, he might embarrassingly
be forced into a runoff election? He's not much of an "authoritarian" ™ if he can't
rig an election in his favor, eh Stephens?
Stephens: What’s an American administration to do?
Rebuttal: Here comes the Trump-bashing.
Stephens: Barack Obama tried to embrace him early on as a model for Muslim
democracy, a policy that proved to be nearly as fruitless as the Russia Reset.
Rebuttal: The "Russian Reset" failed because it was nothing but a trap. Obongo
and Killary smiled in Putin's face -- as their henchmen secretly planned the "Arab
Spring" coups and then an anti-Russian coup in Ukraine.
Stephens: Trump has gone further, fulsomely calling Erdogan “a friend of mine”
who gets “very high marks” for his leadership. That may not be surprising, since
Trump seems never to have met a thug he doesn’t want to imitate and flatter.
Rebuttal: A point for Trump, and another point for "thug" Erdogan.
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President Trump likes President Erdogan and President Putin -- President
Putin likes President Erdogan, and both Putin and Erdogan like President
Rouhani of Iran.
Stephens: What’s inexplicable is why the administration, led by Defense Secretary
Jim Mattis, would go ahead with the F-35 deliveries after Republican and
Democratic senators tried to block the delivery until Turkey releases Pastor
Brunson, drops its bid to buy Russian missiles, and improves its overall behavior.
Rebuttal: Trump, General Mattis and the military power behind them don't give a
damn what the "bi-partisan" ™ traitors in Congress have to say -- which is why
Trump is expected to meet one-on-one with Putin next month. Crank up the mediahate-machine, "bigly!"
Stephens: The F-35 was leverage. We just squandered it.
Worse, we did it just days before the election, handing Erdogan a political prize
that he can wield as evidence that the United States doesn’t dare to oppose him. In
the meantime, a country now moving into Russia’s orbit will acquire one of the
most sophisticated pieces of military hardware ever made.
Rebuttal: Oh the Globalist butt-hurt! Wonderful!
Stephens: If and when Erdogan goes fully anti-American — he’s already ninetenths of the way there — what’s to keep him from allowing Russian technicians to
take a closer look, so they might gain a better idea of how to shoot it down?
Translation of opening clause: If and when Erdogan goes fully anti-CIA .....
Stephens: Or from using it against American allies in the region, including Israel?
Rebuttal: Ahhh, the penny drops! It always goes back to Israel, "our closest ally."
Yeshiva Boy Stephens shows where his true loyalties lie!
Stephens: It will be a lucky thing for Turks if Erdogan fails to win another
mandate for five more years of political, social and ethnic repression.
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Rebuttal: If the Turks are living under such "repression," then why do they keep
electing Erdogan and his party? Oh, that's right, it's the "voter fraud."
Stephens: Should that happen, history will record that the United States did
nothing to help, and much to hinder, the forces of freedom. As with so much that
the Trump administration does, it’s not a surprise, but it’s still a shock.
Rebuttal: Nothing more to be said to this deceitful, low-life, chosenite
propagandist here. In closing, we present three more headlines which speak
volumes about the motives behind the Slimes' hatred for Recip Erdogan.




Eurasia Future: Erdogan Slams George Soros and European Currency
Speculators While Encouraging Turks to Dump Dollars and Euros
Haaretz: Erdogan Hits Back: Netanyahu Is a ‘Terrorist’ and Israel Is a
‘Terror State'
Hurriyet Daily News: Erdogan: “I am an enemy of interest earnings. I
see it as a tool of exploitation.”

You see that? Both the Globalist banker and the Israel Firster wings of the
International PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) have cause to not only hate Erdogan,
but also any other world leader that cozies up to him. And, in spite of his
nauseating (and perhaps strategic?) fawning over Bibi Satanyahoo -- that hatred
extends to Trump.

UPDATE
Erdogan has won re-election with a clear majority --- There will be no
runoff.

If only Erdogan's many millions of supporters would just read the Jew York
Times. Then they'd understand how "repressed" they truly are.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in New York Times today that Trump is
selling arms to the authoritarian president of Turkey.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's a shame to see a secular democracy like
Turkey devolve into an Islamic dictatorship.

Sugar: Turk Power!
Editor: Though born and raised in New Jersey, Sugar happens to be a
pureTurkish Angora -- one of the ancient natural breeds of cats.
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June 13: In SC Primary, Ardent Trump Backer (Katie
Arrington) Defeats Rep. Mark Sanford
June 24: Katie Arrington, Who Beat Mark Sanford in SC
House Race, Is Seriously Hurt in Crash
REBUTTAL BY

When pro-Trump Republican Primary Election challenger Katie Arrington
unseated anti-Trump incumbent Republican Congressman Mark Sanford of South
Carolina's 1st District just two weeks ago, the message to the GOP Establishment
was clear: "Get on the Trump Train or get run over." Trump himself had made the
very unusual move of endorsing Arrington while mocking Sanford just one day
before the vote. Evidently, Trump did not forget Sanford's 2016 New York Times
stab-in-the-back" op-ed in which the disgraced former governor of SC joined the
Demonrats and the Piranha Press in calling for Trump to release his tax returns.
Wrote Sanford especially for Sulzberger in that August 14, 2016 issue:
"Among Donald J. Trump’s traits is his penchant for internalizing and
personalizing things — insults, rejections and even policy disagreements. Trading
slights seems essential to his personality, or at least something he feels is
necessary for his presidential campaign.
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To him, demands that he release his tax returns are just a ploy by his opponents
and enemies to undermine his campaign. But that obstinacy will have
consequences. Not releasing his tax returns would hurt transparency in our
democratic process."
Paybacks are a bitch, eh Markie?

1. Trump's damaging twitter-reference to 'Argentina" was a shot at
Sanford's famous 2009 disappearance (while Governor). The wellpublicized tweet probably won Katie Arrington the election. The
disappearing governor was discovered to have been with his mistress in
Argentina (Image 2) -- a scandal which ruined his beautiful family (Image 3)
and caused him to resign.

All of these anti-Trump Republicans who have been mysteriously announcing their
resignations (Senators Jeff Flake (AZ), John McCain (AZ), Bob Corker (TN),
Speaker Paul Ryan (WI) et al) -- or losing to upstart Republican challegers in
primaries (Sanford (SC), Robert Pittenger (NC)) represent what is now being
referred to as "The Trump Effect."
Should the Republicans expand their Senate and Congressional majorities this
coming November (quite possible), and should those Republican majorities
become dominated by Trump loyalists or at least suddenly pro-Trump opportunists
(again, quite possible), the "authoritarian" ™ Trump may really be able to
accomplish some things that will drive the 'Deep State" Globalists into desperation
and panic (early signs being seen now).
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1. Traitorous Republican Senators Corker, McCain and Flake all plotted
against Trump --- and are now all resigning. 2 & 3. Retiring Republican
Speaker Paul Ryan has also fallen victim to "The Trump Effect."
With this important context in mind, the instincts of Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy
Cat may very well be right again in sensing that this past Friday's head-on car crash
which badly injured and nearly killed Katie Arrington -- while killing the driver /
patsy of the other car -- was no accident, but rather, a "Sicilian Message" to
Republican rank & file supporting Trump. With the full blessing and aerial support
of the Piranha Press propagandists "in the suites," the evil Leftist rabble "on the
streets" are really turning up the heat -- especially on the women behind Trump.
This is the classic textbook communist pincer strategy of "pressure from above"
and "pressure from below."
Over just the past few weeks, we have witnessed the most outrageously shocking,
televised incidents of verbal and/or public abuse of First Lady Melania Trump
(mocked repeatedly and urged to leave her husband), First Daughter Ivanka
Trump (called out as a "feckless cunt"), White House Spokeswoman Sarah
Huckabee Sanders (kicked-out of a restaurant), Homeland Security Secretary
Kirstjen Nielsen (abused by organized Marxists at a restaurant and protested at
her private home), and pro-Trump Florida Attorney General Pam Bondi (stalked
and abused by Marxists at a movie theater). The timing of the near death of
Trump's South Carolina Congresswoman-to-be fits right into this pattern -- and the
worst may be yet to come.
Bring it on, you filthy commies. Bring it on!
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1. Sarah Huckabee Sanders: kicked out of a Virginia restaurant by Leftist
owner. 2. Kirstjen Nielsen: Verbally abused by Leftists in a DC restaurant
and also at her home. 3. Katie Arrington: Lucky to be alive after a car
"accident."
COMMUNISTS DON'T LIKE TO LOSE!

1. 1933 POSTER: "An End to This System" -- The ominous German
Communist Party poster above clearly suggests that a violent Red
revolution against Hitler (5th from left) & Hindenberg (2nd from left) was
approaching. 2. Maxipad Waters (D-CA): “If you think we’re rallying now,
you ain’t seen nothin’ yet. Already, you have members of your Cabinet that
are being booed out of restaurants who have protesters taking up at their
house, who say, ‘No peace, no sleep. No peace, no sleep.’ God is on OUR
side! On the side of the children. On the side of what’s right. On the side of
what’s honorable. And so, let’s stay the course. Let’s make sure we show
up wherever we have to show up and if you see anybody from that Cabinet
in a restaurant, in a department store, at a gasoline station, you get out and
you create a crowd and you push back on them, and you tell them they’re
not welcome anymore, anywhere.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Katie
Arrington, a pro-Trump candidate for Congress was badly injured in a fatal
car accident.
Boobus Americanus 2: I bet the Trump conspiracy theorists are buzzing
all over that -- ha ha.

Sugar: It'ss not a frickin' consspiracy theory, you sstupid #^%$(# !!! It'ss
animal insstinct!!!
Editor: Unlike youse guys, we humans have a tendency to get so wrapped
up in our "intellects" that we lose touch with the God-given hunches within
us.
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Japanese-American internment camp --- At least Bullschwitz had a soccer
field and a swimming pool!

NY Times: Korematsu, Notorious Supreme Court Ruling on
Japanese Internment, Is Finally Tossed Out
REBUTTAL BY

Though not invoked nearly as often as slavery or segregation, the Left has
repeatedly utilized the shameful wartime internment of 100,000 JapaneseAmericans as one its many attack arrows aimed at the history of evil, "racist" ™
America. However, in a stunning display of Orwellian "doublethink," St. Franklin
Demono Roosevelt -- the Leftist president who issued the Executive Order to
round-up and intern the Japanese, along with a companion EO freezing their assets,
remains revered and untouchable. The continuing worship of Roosevelt, in spite of
his truly racist EO's, represents further proof that Marxists do not care at all about
"oppressed" minorities, while their useful idiot libtard dupes lack any capacity for
critical analysis.
Roosevelt's treatment of Japanese Americans wasn't the only case in which the
holiest of libtard icons disrespected and abused "people of color" ™. Wait until
"youse guys" hear what hell FDR and his Red henchmen unleashed upon two of
America's most well-known sports legends -- both of whom were Black, and both
of whom were Republicans.
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1. FDR's signed the Executive Order to round-up innocent Japanese and to
freeze their assets -- yet his reputation among "anti-racist" libtards remains
unscathed. 2. Though the Japanese obediently complied with the Orders,
armed US soldiers stood ready to apply force if necessary. 3. Many of the
children interned behind barbed-wire were American-born.

In service to FDR, it was the warmongering American Left that went fullblown "racist" by turning the Japanese in monstrous "Japs"

FDR & Jesse Owens
Even the propagandists who write our history books will, if asked, openly concede
the fact that their beloved hero, FDR, misused the Internal Revenue Service to
harass and intimidate his political opponents. Heck, even FDR's son Elliot admitted
it:
“My father may have been the originator of the concept of employing the I.R.S.
as a weapon of political retribution.”
Victims of such abuse included Sen. Huey Long (D) of Louisiana, United Mine
Workers leader John Lewis, Rep. Hamilton Fish (R) of New York, Chicago
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Tribune publisher Robert "Colonel" McCormick, Philadelphia Inquirer publisher
Moses Annenberg (a fierce opponent of the New Deal), and, most notably, former
Republican Treasury Secretary Andrew Mellon.
Jesse Owens - the famed Black sprinter / long-jumper wrongly said to have been
“snubbed” by The Great One (that's Hitler for you newbies and normies) at the
1936 Berlin Olympics was targeted by an I.R.S. lawsuit in 1939 related to $10,000
that Owens earned for speeches given on behalf of Republican Presidential
Candidate Alf Landon – the man who ran against the incumbent FDR in 1936.
Landon, though a weak candidate, criticized FDR for going too far with his
socialistic schemes. Landon:
“The concentration of power in the hands of the President was not a question of
temporary emergency. It was a question of permanent national policy. In my
opinion the emergency of 1933 was a mere excuse.... National economic
planning—the term used by this Administration to describe its policy—violates the
basic ideals of the American system.... The price of economic planning is the loss
of economic freedom. And economic freedom and personal liberty go hand in
hand."
With the Judenpress still pumping FDR up to superman status, Landon was
crushed in a landslide. By 1939, Owens had been forced to file for bankruptcy
after the I.R.S. shook him down over the money he had received from the Landon
campaign. As far as we can tell, Owens did indeed "owe" the I.R.S. But in light of
FDR’s known record of cruelty, pettiness, and abuse of I.R.S. power, a reasonable
man has got to wonder if it was the vindictive FDR, or his henchmen, that put out a
financial hit on the “uppity” Republican Jesse Owens.
Many years later, under the reign of another liberal Democrat hero, Lyndon
Baines Johnson (LBJ), the liberals and their beloved I.R.S. spit in Owens' face for
a second time in 1966. Owens was convicted over taxes owed from the late 1950's.
So you see, Owens was right when he wrote:
"Hitler didn't snub me. -- It was FDR who snubbed me. The president didn't
even send me a telegram."
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1- Alf Landon ran against FDR 2- 1936: Republican Owens with Landon 3Owens delivering paid pitches for the Alf Landon Presidential campaign.

FDR & Joe Louis
Joe Louis, aka "The Brown Bomber" was one of the greatest American
heavyweight boxing champions of all time. He reigned as the world heavyweight
champ from 1937 to 1949, for 140 consecutive months. Louis is widely regarded
as the first Black athlete to achieve nationwide hero status among Whites as well
Blacks. During the Presidential Election campaign of 1940, the champ, like Owens
had four years earlier, openly endorsed the unsuccessful Republican challenger to
FDR -- Wendell Wilkie. At a campaign rally, Louis declared that there was "no
future on relief and the WPA." (welfare was known as "relief" back then, and the
WPA stands for "Works Progress Administration."
After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor (which FDR deliberately provoked),
Louis had a title fight from which he donated his substantial winnings to Navy war
relief. He then volunteered for military service, yet still defended his boxing title
while in the service. This time, he donated his prize money to Army relief! Since
the original checks were in Louis' name, the IRS taxed them on the full amount of
the winnings that he had already given away, even though he never saw a penny of
it. At the end of the war, Louis was awarded the legion of merit -- as FDR's IRS
was racking up massive interest charges and penalties on the money he had so
graciously donated.
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To pay down his ever-mounting debt, Louis was forced to continue fighting well
beyond his prime, thus enduring a humiliating defeat to the great Rocky
Marciano, who was much younger than Louis. At the end of his life, he became a
greeter at a Las Vegas hotel just to make ends meet. He died in 1981.
Did FDR or one of his henchmen at the Jewish IRS originally order this financial
hit to teach Black Republican Joe Louis a lesson about staying on the Marxist
plantation? At the very least, even if FDR didn't give the order, he could have
pardoned the debt for this Black American hero -- but neither he, nor his Democrat
successor, Harry Truman, did so.

1 & 2. 1940: Joe Louis campaigns for Willkie against FDR -- "no future on
Relief and WPA." 2. He later campaigned for Robert Bradford, a
conservative governor of Massachusetts
After all these years, the Piranha Press still can't stop talking about the internment
of Japanese-Americans as well as the cultural phenomenon of Black champions
Jesse Owens and Joe Louis. And yet, the demon FDR and his Marxist minions -who so badly abused the Japanese and those two Black icons -- continue to be
glorified by these very same oh-so-compassionate and "anti-racist" ™ libtards. The
doublethink here is truly amazing, isn't it?
To keep Blacks on the Marxist plantation, the media, in addition to
covering up for FDR, has also erased from history the conservatism
of some of America's most famous Black sports icons of yesteryear.
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1. Republicans Joe Louis & Jesse Owens 2. 1968: Jesse Owens would
also endorse Republican Richard Nixon for president. 3. Basketball
legend Wilt Chamberlain -- another conservative Republican -- also
endorsed Nixon.
* We believe that the disrespect shown toward Wilt Chamberlain from most
contemporary sports writers -- who ignorantly claim that his dominance was
due to playing in an era of inferior players -- may be related to his
conservative politics. Chamberlain (7' 1", 4.6 40-yard-dash, 48-inch vertical
leap, 600 pound bench press) remains, in our analysis, the greatest
basketball player of all time, in any era.
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
Supreme Court finally tossed out the infamous ruling which upheld the
internment of Japanese-Americans during World War 2.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, it's about time. That was one of the most
shameful events in American history.
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Sugar: Never forget, Boobuss. That wass your commie-boy Roossevelt
that did it. It's all in, "The Real Roosseveltss."
Editor: And if the war had gone badly, he would probably have
exterminated them in those isolated locations.
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